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STATE OF NEW YORK
OFFICE OF ATOMIC DEVELOPMENT

ALBANY

November 27, 1961

To the Honorable Nelson A. Rockefeller
Governor of the State of New York:

By legislation proposed by you and adopted in 1960, this Office was
authorized to conduct a survey of this State's port facilities to determine
their capability to construct and service atomic propelled vessels and to
handle the shipment of packaged radioactive materials, including used
nuclear fuels.

In implementation of this legislation, this Office invited proposals from
engineering concerns to conduct such a survey under contract to the State,
and on the 11th of August, 1960, engaged Ebasco Services Incorporated, of
New York City, to perform the work.

It is now my pleasure to submit to you the results of this survey. These
results are presented in the attached report from Ebasco Services Incorpo-
rated, entitled, "Nuclear Port Survey of the State of New York."

Among the more noteworthy conclusions of the report are the following:

1. A number of New York State ports, notably the Ports of New York,
Buffalo and Albany, are equipped to handle the shipment and transshipment
of properly packaged radioactive material, including used uranium fuel
elements. A considerable amount of shipping and transshipping of radio-
active materials, other than used fuels, already takes place through the
Port of New York.

2. Two New York State shipyards are capable, with relatively minor
modification and appropriate training of personnel, to construct nuclear
powered ships. These are the New York Naval Shipyard in Brooklyn, which
has a capability of building nuclear submarines as well as any other type
of nuclear Naval vessel up to and including 85,000-ton aircraft carriers,
and the American Shipbuilding Corporation's shipyard in Buffalo, which
has a capability of building nuclear ships of up to about 14,000 tons. Fur-
thermore, the Shipbuilding Division of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation
has a yard, now inoperative, on Staten Island, New York, which is capable
of being rehabilitated to build nuclear ships of up to about 450 feet in
length.

3. In addition to the three yards named above, two shipyards in New
York State are capable, with relatively minor modification, and appropriate
training of personnel, to install floating nuclear power plants on specially
built barges or converted conventional ship hulls. These are the Todd
Shipbuilding Corporation's shipyard at Erie Basin, Brooklyn, and the
Bethlehem Steel Corporation's Ship Repair Yard at 56th Street, Brooklyn.
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4. It is a conclusion of the report that properly designed nuclear
powered vessels can operate safely, including the loading and unloading
of freight and passengers, in all ports of the State of New York physically
capable of accommodating conventional vessels of comparable size.

5. Five New York State shipyards are capable, with relatively minor
modification and appropriate training of personnel, of performing routine
servicing functions (not including refueling) with regard to nuclear vessels.
These are the New York Naval Shipyard in Brooklyn, the Todd Shipbuilding
Corporation's yard at Erie Basin, Brooklyn, and the Bethlehem Steel Cor-
poration's yards at 56th Street and 27th Street, Brooklyn, and the American
Shipbuilding Corporation in Buffalo.

6. The two most feasible methods, considering all factors, including
both physical capability and safety, for conducting refueling and major
servicing operations on nuclear vessels in New York State, are as follows:

a. For the short term, such operations can best be performed by
mooring the ship to buoys or pile clusters located in the Lower Bay of the
Port of New York, which is well protected from the open sea by surround-
ing land areas, and securing the ship to a specially designed service barge.

The service barge would utilize the existing facilities of the harbor as a
basing point.

b. For the long term, such operations can best be performed at a
specially designed, equipped and operated shore-based facility. The con-
ceptual design of such a facility is described in detail in the report. As
to the best location for the construction of such a facility within the State,
it is the conclusion of the report that the New York City-owned piers on
Staten Island at the Narrows in New York harbor are, and are likely for
many years to continue to be, the most suitable site from all points of
view, including physical capability, economics and safety.

The report also provides estimates of the number of shipments of
radioactive materials expected to be made through United States East

Coast ports during the next 15 years, as well as the number of nuclear
ships expected to be built and serviced at East Coast ports during the
same period. The report additionally discusses the relative advantages
of the various types of inland transportation serving New York State port
areas, the various regulations and laws which are pertinent to nuclear
shipments and shipping, and the general matter of nuclear safety as it
applies to marine activity.

The report contains considerable information which is pertinent and
useful both to the State and to industry in the development of the Western
New York Nuclear Service Center, recently acquired by the State in
northern Cattaraugus County. Among other things, the report assures
that nuclear materials to be serviced at the site can move freely to and
from the site through the ports of the State of New York.
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Because of the report's substantial potential usefulness to govern-

mental and nongovernmental organizations in both this country and
abroad, and because it is the first study of its kind, we recommend that
it be reproduced and made generally available. Meanwhile, the report
and its conclusions will serve as a basis for any future action which the
State may wish to undertake in the nuclear marine field.

Respectfully submitted,

Oliver Townsend
Director
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

RADIOACTIVE SHIPMENT PROJECTIONS

During the next 15 years, a substantial number of marine shipments
of radioactive materials are likely to move through ports on the East
Coast of the United States, including United States ports along the St.
Lawrence Seaway. It is estimated that the number of these shipments
will range from 2,100 to 6,900 in the period 1961 through 1965, from
3,100 to 12,400 in the period 1966 through 1970, and from 3,900 to 21,300
in the period 1971 through 1975. The bulk of such shipments are expected
to consist of new and used fuel elements associated with overseas nuclear
reactors of United States design.

Shipments of new fuel elements, in which radioactivity is minimal,
are expected to be made in containers of essentially standard design.
Shipments of used fuel elements, in which the radioactivity levels are
high, are expected to be made in heavily shielded casks in the weight
range of 5 to 75 tons.

Except for new and used nuclear fuel, the only significant marine
shipments of radioactive materials to be made through United States
East Coast ports are expected to consist of radioisotopes. Imports of
radioisotopes are likely to be rare, and marine exports are likely to be
limited, for the most part, to large gamma ray sources, such as cobalt-60,
consigned to overseas destinations. These large-source shipments are
expected to be made in shielded casks weighing up to several tons.

In general, it is not expected that shipments of radioactive materials
between points in the continental United States and Canada will be made
by water, and such shipments are consequently not included in the above
estimates.

SHIPBUILDING AND SERVICING PROJECTIONS

Nuclear ships built in the United States during the next 15 years are
expected primarily to be Naval vessels. Altogether, the number of nuclear
vessels to be built and initially fueled in the United States, including both
Naval and commercial vessels, is estimated to be approximately 50 in the
period 1961 through 1965, approximately 60 in the period 1966 through
1970, and approximately 65 in the period 1971 through 1975.

Refueling of nuclear ships, both commercial and Naval, is required
at intervals of approximately three years on the basis of present
technology. This interval may be expected to increase as time passes.
Taking this probability into account, the estimated number of refuelings
in United States ports is approximately 35 in the period 1961 through
1965, approximately 80 in the period 1966 through 1970, and approximately
115 in the period 1971 through 1975. Except for the first British nuclear
submarine, H. M. S. Dreadnought, it is not expected that foreign nuclear
ships will be refueled in the United States to any noteworthy degree.
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The reactor system of a nuclear propelled ship will generally require
major inspection, maintenance and/or repairs at a nuclear servicing
facility approximately three times during the first year of operation and
at approximately 18-month intervals thereafter. Transfer of spent
demineralizer resins and other waste materials may be required more
frequently, but as a general rule such servicing can be accomplished at
almost any location with the aid of a tender or similar servicing vessel.
Estimates of the number of major nuclear servicings, excluding simultaneous
refuelings, to be performed in United States ports during the next 15 years
are approximately 200 for the period 1961 through 1965, approximately
280 for the period 1966 through 1970, and approximately 400 for the period
1971 through 1975.

On the basis of past experience and present shipyard assignments,
about 70% of these fuelings, refuelings and servicings can be expected
to be accomplished at shipyards located on the East Coast. In the
preparation of these estimates, it was assumed that foreign nuclear ships
will not make use of servicing facilities in the United States on a regular
basis.

NUCLEAR PORT FACILITY REQUIREMENTS

Nuclear port activities may include any or all of the following services:
(1) Transshipment of new and used nuclear fuels and other radioactive

materials, (2) the construction, initial fueling, loading, unloading and
routine servicing of nuclear ships, and (3) the refueling and/or major
servicing of nuclear ships.

Special equipment and facilities generally are not required for the
handling, temporary storage or transshipment of new or used fuel elements
or other radioactive materials which are packaged and handled to conform
with regulations of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the U. S. Coast

Guard, the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission and other responsible agencies.
The only significant exception to this generalization is the somewhat limited
availability of hoisting equipment of up to about 75 tons for the heaviest
loads of used fuel elements.

So far as the construction and initial fueling of nuclear ships is
concerned, these functions can be performed at any shipyard at which
conventional ships of comparable size and type are built or outfitted.
Similarly, the routine servicing of nuclear ships, and the loading and
unloading of freight and passengers by such ships, can be handled ef-
fectively by all existing ports without major modification of present
equipment or practices.

On the other hand, the refueling and major servicing of nuclear ships
requires the availability of major special facilities. For refueling, these
include: adequate equipment for hoisting fuel transfer casks; underwater

storage for used fuel elements together with associated pumps, coolers
and demineralizers; equipment for loading spent fuel into shipping casks
and lifting the casks onto rail cars or motor transports; decontamination
facilities; equipment for underwater disassembly of fuel elements; tankage
and transfer pumps for storage of radioactive liquids and solutions; waste
treatment facilities, and administrative, shop and laboratory facilities,
including radiation monitoring and analytical laboratories and associated

services and utilities.
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Refueling of a nuclear ship at present requires a minimum of several
days to several weeks depending upon the design of the reactor. Even if
this time is reduced, however, as seems probable, it will always be
desirable to perform as much maintenance and overhaul as possible while
the ship is immobilized for refueling operations. Consequently, it is
preferable to have the refueling facility located at or near a well-equipped
shipyard.

Requirements for major nuclear servicing other than refueling include
transfer pumps, storage and packaging equipment for spent demineralizer
resins, and shop and toolroom facilities for maintenance and repair of
nuclear power plant components.

In connection with refueling and major servicing, the U. S. Maritime
Administration has provided a service barge, the Atomic Servant, which
is capable of performing these functions for the N. S. Savannah, the United
States' first nuclear powered merchant ship, as well as other nuclear ves -
sels. The barge contains a spent fuel storage pool plus accessories,
storage for resins and other contaminated wastes, a 50-foot boom with a
capacity of 10 tons, waste treatment equipment, and laboratory and
monitoring facilities. Although the barge requires a shoreside facility
for transfer of used fuel and other materials, including the loading and
handling of shipping casks, the availability of the barge, or a similar one,
at any contemplated port facility would eliminate the need in the shore
installation for many otherwise necessary features.

INLAND TRANSPORTATION FROM PORT AREAS

Based on considerations of practicality, convenience, economy and

safety, the following general conclusions can be drawn regarding the
various methods of transporting used nuclear fuel and other radioactive
materials from a nuclear port facility to an inland destination. It is
emphasized that a choice of the most economical method of shipment and
routing for any given situation can be made only after detailed evaluation
of the particular circumstances involved.

Rail Transportation: Railroads generally are suitable for transporting
shipments of all sizes up to and beyond shipping cask weights of 125 tons.
For large shipments (20 tons or more) railroads are frequently the only
feasible method of transportation. For small shipments (20 tons down to
6 tons or less) they are frequently the most economical method for distances
greater than about 500 miles.

Highway Transportation: Transportation by common motor carrier
is most feasible for shipments of up to about 20 tons in weight. This is

also the most economical method of transporting shipments within this
weight limitation for distances of up to about 500 miles. Heavier packages
may be transported economically by specialized motor carriers, although
maximum load limits for routine shipments over most highways will
probably be limited to considerably less than the 70-ton typical shipping
cask weight expected to be used for used fuel from large power reactors.

Highway shipments, for safety and regulatory reasons, preferably should

be routed over limited access highways. Load limitations may also be
expected to be less restrictive on such highways.



Water Transportation: This method is economical for heavy loads
to certain destinations. However, the attractiveness of the method is
diminished by the need for extra handling when the shipping point and
destination are not on interconnected waterways, by the longer shipping
time involved, and by the fact that many waterways are closed to traffic
during the winter months.

Air Transportation: Air transport is practical only for relatively
light loads with low radioactivity when minimum shipping time is important.

NUCLEAR SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

The principal types of nuclear activities which may take place in a
port area are (1) the shipment and transshipment of packaged nuclear
materials, (2) the construction, initial fueling, start-up, in-port navigation
and routine servicing of nuclear propelled vessels, and (3) the major
servicing and refueling of nuclear propelled vessels.

Shipment of Nuclear Materials: The shipment and transshipment of
packaged nuclear materials, including their temporary storage at pier
facilities, already takes place to a substantial degree in the United States,
including particularly in the Port of New York, under regulations of the
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, the U. S. Coast Guard, the U. S. Interstate
Commerce Commission, and other federal, state and local authorities.
Such activities have not resulted in any injury or damage to any person
or property.

On the basis of this experience, and on the reasonable assumption
that the present high quality of regulatory control will continue, there ap-
pears to be no reason why the shipment, transshipment and temporary
storage of satisfactorily packaged nuclear materials, including irradiated
nuclear fuel, cannot take place with due assurance for the public health
and safety in any port of the State of New York which is physically capable
of performing such functions.

Construction and Operation of Nuclear Vessels: So far as the
construction, initial fueling and start-up of nuclear propelled vessels
is concerned, whether such vessels are Naval or civilian, nuclear hazards
are either non-existent or minimal. Although such functions have not yet
been performed in New York State, they have been performed without
deleterious effect in the vicinity of such centers of population as Philadelphia,
Pa.; San Francisco, Cal.; Norfolk, Va.; Portsmouth, N. H.; and New London,
Conn.

With regard to the in-port navigation of nuclear propelled vessels,
the hazards to which such vessels are susceptible are essentially no
different from those which apply to conventional vessels; that is, the
hazards of collision, grounding, fire and explosion. Considering the
low speeds at which vessels must operate in port areas, the many extra
containment features which are incorporated in the design of nuclear
vessels, and the many readily available emergency services available
in a port area, the potential effects of the hazards associated with the
navigation of nuclear propelled vessels in port areas, including the routine
servicing of such vessels and the loading and unloading of their passengers



and cargoes, appear to be manageable and, with proper control, of
essentially the same order as those applying to any vessel. The record
to date, including visits by nuclear submarines to many ports of the
world, among them the Port of New York, tends to bear out this con-
clusion.

On the basis of experience to date, therefore, and assuming a high
quality of regulatory control, there appears to be no reason why the
construction, initial fueling, start-up, in-port navigation and routine
servicing of nuclear vessels cannot readily be performed with due as -

surance of the public health and safety in any harbor, including all ports
of the State of New York, physically capable of handling these functions.

Major Servicing and Refueling of Nuclear Vessels: It is only during
the major servicing and refueling of nuclear propelled vessels that
radioactivity is directly and importantly involved. "Major servicing"
includes all repair and maintenance functions requiring the opening of
the nuclear reactor containment structure. Refueling also requires the
simultaneous opening of the reactor vessel to permit the removal there-
from of the radioactive used fuel and the insertion of new fuel. The major
servicing and refueling of nuclear ships, at the present stage of nuclear
development, appear to be the only nuclear maritime operations requiring
substantial special facilities plus some measure of isolation from population
centers. It is worth noting, however, that already such operations have
been performed on nuclear submarines at such ports as Groton, Conn. and
Portsmouth, N. H. without accident and without injury to any member of
the public.

It is the conclusion of this report that the major servicing and re-
fueling of a nuclear ship of the power level of the N. S. Savannah and larger
can be performed in the State of New York, including in the Port of the
City of New York, without undue hazard to persons and property provided
certain precautionary methods with regard to the design and location of
special facilities are followed. Two of the most likely and feasible methods
for accomplishing this objective are presented in Chapter Vand in the
following section of this summary chapter.

APPRAISAL OF NEW YORK STATE PORTS

The ports of Albany, Buffalo, Massena, New York, Ogdensburg,
Oswego, and Rochester, as well as all ports along the Hudson River
below Albany, have been surveyed from the viewpoint of their capability
to handle nuclear shipments, including used nuclear fuels, as well as the
construction, initial fueling, in-port navigation, refueling and servicing
of nuclear ships. The findings of these surveys follow:

Radioactive Shipments: Radioactive materials, including used
nuclear fuels, which are packaged and handled according to procedures
meeting the approval of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, the
Interstate Commerce Commission and the U. S. Coast Guard, may be
received and shipped at all docks and piers now capable of handling non-
radioactive shipments of comparable size at any of the ports surveyed.
No specialized locations are required for this function and no special
facilities are needed other than lifting equipment adequate for handling
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the anticipated shipping cask weights. The New York State ports best

able to handle such shipments are the Port of New York, for shipments
transported by any type of ocean-going vessel; the Port of Buffalo, for
vessels capable of navigating the St. Lawrence Seaway and the Great
Lakes, and the Port of Albany, for vessels capable of navigating the
Hudson River.

Construction and Initial Fueling of Nuclear Ships: Shipyards
capable of building conventional ships require only minor modification
in equipment and procedures to be capable of building nuclear ships of
comparable size, including providing them with their initial loading of
nuclear fuel. The principal modifications required are those which
involve special training and supervision of skilled workers, "clean
rooms" for assembly of nuclear components, facilities for the controlled
storage and handling of nuclear fuel, and possible special provisions for
security.

Two New York State shipyards are now capable of building large
conventional ships. These are the New York Naval Shipyard in Brooklyn
and the American Shipbuilding Corporation at Buffalo. The New York
Naval Shipyard, with minor modification, is capable of building nuclear
submarines as well as any other type of nuclear ship up to and including
1,100-foot, 85,000-ton aircraft carriers. With minor modification and

appropriate training of personnel, the American Shipbuilding Corporation
in Buffalo is capable of building nuclear ships of up to about 14,000 tons

and 600 feet in length. In addition, the Shipbuilding Division of the
Bethlehem Steel Corp. has a facility, now inoperative, at Mariners Harbor
on Staten Island, New York, located near Shooters Island at the foot of
Newark Bay, which is potentially capable of being rehabilitated to build
conventional or nuclear ships of up to 450 feet in length.

Although several repair yards in the State of New York are also
potentially capable of building smaller ships, these are not now considered
to be useful for nuclear ship construction inasmuch as, at least for the
period covered by this report, nuclear ships are expected to be relatively
large in size.

A new, potentially important field of nuclear maritime activity, just
now developing, is the construction of floating nuclear power plants on
specially built barges or converted conventional ship hulls. The New York
Naval Shipyard in Brooklyn, the American Shipbuilding Corp. in Buffalo,
the Todd Shipbuilding Corp.'s shipyard at Erie Basin, Brooklyn, and the
Bethlehem Steel Corp.'s ship repair yard at 56th Street, Brooklyn, are
capable of undertaking this type of activity with only minor modification.

In-Port Navigation of Nuclear Ships: The operation of nuclear ships

in port areas, including the loading and unloading of freight and passengers,
is not substantially different from the operation of conventional ships in

similar areas. All ports in the State of New York physically capable of
accepting conventional ships can be assumed to be equally capable of ac-
cepting nuclear vessels of comparable size.

Routine Servicing of Nuclear Ships: All shipyards in the State of New
York with personnel and equipment capable of building, repairing, con-
verting and servicing conventionally powered ships are also capable of
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handling the routine servicing of nuclear powered ships of comparable
size and type by the use of specially equipped barges, or by the minor
modification of existing facilities, after appropriate training of personnel.
In addition to the routine servicing of nuclear powered surface ships,
there is no reason why such yards could not also perform routine servicing
functions for nuclear powered submarines. Yards in New York State
readily capable, with but minor modification of existing facilities, of
performing routine servicing functions for nuclear ships are the New
York Naval Shipyard in Brooklyn; the American Shipyard Corp. in
Buffalo; the Todd Shipbuilding Corp. at Erie Basin, Brooklyn; and the
Bethlehem Steel Corp.'s yards at 56th Street and 27th Street, Brooklyn.

Major Servicing and Refueling of Nuclear Ships: All shipyards in the
State of New York equipped to handle conventional ship repair and major
servicing are, after proper training of personnel, capable of performing
major servicing functions for nuclear ships, other than refueling, either
by the use of specially equipped service barges or by the modification of
existing equipment. Several of these yards could also be modified to
handle the refueling of nuclear ships.

Facilities in the State of New York physically capable with relatively
minor modification of performing refueling and other major servicing
functions on nuclear powered vessels are the New York Naval Shipyard
in Brooklyn, the Todd Shipbuilding Corporation's shipyard at Erie Basin,
Brooklyn, and the Bethlehem Steel Corporation's Ship Repair Yard at
56th Street, Brooklyn. It may be expected, however, at least for some
time to come, that Federal and State regulatory policies will tend to favor
relatively isolated locations for the performance of major servicing and
refueling operations on nuclear ships. This being the case, the two most
feasible methods, considering all factors, including both physical capability
and safety, for conducting such operations in New York State are as follows:

1. For the short term, the safest and most immediately feasible
method for conducting the major servicing and refueling of nuclear ships
in New York State is to moor the ship to buoys or pile clusters located
in the Lower Bay of the Port of New York, which is well protected from
the open sea by surrounding land areas, and securing the ship to a specially
designed service barge. The service barge could easily utilize the exist-
ing facilities of the harbor, which are among the best in the world, as a
basing point,

2. For the long term, the major servicing and refueling of nuclear
ships can ultimately best be performed at a specially designed, equipped
and operated shore-based facility. The conceptual design of a feasible
and safe facility of this type is described in Chapter III. Such a facility,
while more costly, would be able to handle with maximum efficiency the
increasing number of servicings and refuelings of nuclear powered ships
anticipated in the future. lt is the conclusion of this report that, among
piers in New York State, the Staten Island piers at the Narrows in the Port
of New York are, and are likely for many years to continue to be, the most
suitable from all points of view for the installation of a permanent major
servicing and refueling facility.

Major nuclear servicing and refueling facilities could also be established
in other parts of the State, particularly Buffalo and Albany, but in view of
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their relatively limited capabilities and limited accessibility, combined
with the cost of modifying them for nuclear use, the Port of New York
would seem to be the most desirable economic location for the foreseeable
future. The only developments which could conceivably change this con-
clusion would be the advent of nuclear propulsion for steamers operating
on the Great Lakes, which is unlikely for the near future, or the designation
by the U. S. Navy for national security reasons of an inland site for con-
struction, refueling, and major servicing of nuclear Naval vessels. If
the Navy were to make such a designation, the Port of Buffalo would be
a qualified candidate.
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CHAPTER I

RADIOACTIVE SHIPMENT PROJECTIONS

The purpose of this chapter is to estimate for the periods 1961-1965,
1966-1970 and 1971-1975 the potential number and characteristics of ma-
rine shipments to East Coast ports of the United States, including United
States ports along the St. Lawrence Seaway, of used nuclear fuel and all
other materials sufficiently radioactive to warrant packaging or handling
other than as normal cargo.

The chapter reviews the probable (a) types of shipments, (b) number
of shipments of used nuclear fuel from domestic reactors, (c) number of
shipments of used fuel from overseas reactors, including a discussion of
the probability of the use of reprocessing plants in the United States as
compared with such plants in Europe, (d) geographic sources from which
used fuel shipments will be made to East Coast ports of the United States,
and (e) marine shipments of radioisotopes.

The findings of the chapter, based on the facts and discussion pre-
sented in the following sections, are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1

MARINE SHIPMENTS OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
TO AND FROM EAST COAST PORTS

Number of Shipments

Type of Shipment

Used Fuel From:

Res., Compact &
Test Reactors

Power Plants
Under 40 Mwe

Power Plants
Over 40 Mwe

New Nuclear Fuel

Other Shipments

1961-1965

1,550 - 2,750

35 - 70

15 - 45

0 - 2,500

500 - 1,500

1966-1970

2,100 - 4,440

120 - 350

125 - 600

0 - 5,000

750 - 2,000

2,100 - 6,900 3,100 - 12,000

1971-1975

2,550 - 7,300

195 - 600

115 - 450

0 - 9,000

1 ,000 - 3,000

3,100 - 21,300Total
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The numbers shown in Table 1 for used nuclear fuel refer to the
number of shielded containers or casks shipped. Typical cask weights
are:

- 15 tons for highly enriched fuel from research, test
and compact power reactors.

- 35 tons for low enrichment fuel from nuclear power

plants smaller than 40 mwe.

- 70 tons for low enrichment fuel from nuclear power

plants larger than 40 mwe.

Several such casks may be shipped simultaneously. Although the num-
bers shown in the table refer to loaded casks, it may be assumed that an
approximately equal number of empty casks will be shipped through the

same ports. The empty casks, only slightly lower in weight, will not be
significantly radioactive. Few marine shipments of used nuclear fuel are
likely to originate in the United States or Canada, because rail and truck
transportation normally will be lower in cost and more expeditious.

Each shipment of new nuclear fuel will generally consist of several
packages weighing up to a few hundred pounds. The wide range in the
number of marine shipments of new fuel shown in the table is due to the
feasible alternative of shipping by air.

Marine shipments of radioactive materials other than nuclear fuel
may vary in weight from a few pounds to about 10 tons. They comprise
primarily exports of radioisotopes.

TYPES OF SHIPMENTS

Radioactive materials which may be expected to be shipped through
ports of the East Coast of the United States comprise (a) used nuclear

fuel from stationary or mobile reactors, and (b) other radioactive ship-
ments, including radioisotopes for research or commercial use, waste
materials (both solid and liquid) from nuclear operations, and such mis-
cellany as contaminated equipment and materials returned for repair or
salvage.

Used Nuclear Fuel

Fuel elements are removed periodically from nuclear reactors be-
cause of either depletion of their fissionable material or mechanical
damage by corrosive, thermal or radiation effects. In most cases, the

discharged fuel contains nuclear material of sufficient value to warrant
shipment to a fuel recovery plant. Such discharged fuel is intensely
radioactive. Accordingly, the containers in which it is shipped must be
heavily shielded. In addition, the heat generated by the fuel's residual
radioactivity must be dissipated by special design of the shipping con-
tainer, and in some cases by installation of mechanical cooling equip-
ment, to prevent melting and the consequent release of radioactivity.
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Shipping casks loaded with used reactor fuel elements normally range
from about 5 tons to about 75 tons in weight, depending upon the type of
reactor serviced and upon economic considerations, although casks as
heavy as 115 tons, including associated equipment, have been used within
the United States for Naval reactor shipments. (Pertinent information on
design requirements for shipping casks is given in Appendix B of this re-
port.) Shipments of used fuel elements represent the bulkiest shipments
which might be handled in a nuclear port facility, with the possible excep-
tion of some contaminated equipment. The characteristics of a typical
shipment of new nuclear fuel are not as readily defined as in the case of
used fuel. The typical container for new nuclear fuel may contain a single
fuel element or a relatively small number of fuel elements, and the typical
shipment will probably consist of but a small number of such packages.
The individual containers are commonly light metal or wooden cases which
serve primarily to prevent mechanical damage to the contents during
handling.

The total amount of new nuclear fuel in a single shipment is limited
mainly by criticality considerations. Although the permissible amount of
fuel can be increased by special precautions, such as the use of neutron
poisons or containers (bird cages) designed to prevent stowage in a critical
configuration, there is much less economic incentive for increasing the
size of the shipment than in the case of used fuel where substantial savings
in shipping weight can be achieved by loading as much fuel as feasible in a
single shipping cask. Because of the relatively small size of shipments,
and the absence of large weights of inert materials, it is practical and in
many cases more economical to ship new nuclear fuel by air rather than
by sea. This is particularly true for fuel elements for research reactors,
because of the relatively modest dimensions of both individual fuel ele-
ments and the total shipment. The shorter shipping time is an additional
advantage for air shipment because it can reduce the cost of maintaining
the reactor operator's nuclear fuel inventory.

Radioisotope Shipments

Shipments of radioisotopes, except for those of very low activity, re-
quire special packaging and labeling in accordance with Atomic Energy
Commission and Interstate Commerce Commission regulations. The ma-
jority of such shipments, consisting of small quantities of low-activity
radioisotopes for use in tracer experiments or for gauging in research,
medicine and industry, seldom exceed a few pounds in weight and are
therefore readily shipped by air. An exception is high level gamma sources
(e.g., cobalt-60) for industrial or medical radiography. Shipments of as
high as 150,000 curies, requiring shielded casks weighing up to 50 tons,
have originated in the United States, Canada and England. The number of
marine shipments of isotopes from United States ports to foreign destina-
tions can be expected to exceed by far the number of imports.

Radioactive Wastes

The most noteworthy radioactive waste material in interstate and inter-
national commerce consists of spent resins from demineralizers used for
cleanup of reactor coolants and other contaminated solutions. These are
generally shipped in sealed and shielded containers, packaged in accordance
with Interstate Commerce Commission regulations. Packages may weigh
several hundred pounds or even a few tons.
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Other miscellaneous waste materials consist of such items as con-
taminateci tools and equipment, contaminated clothing, wiping cloths, etc.
All are shipped in sealed containers meeting Interstate Commerce Com-
mission specifications.

It is not expected that marine shipments of radioactive wastes will
be received from stationary reactors either in the United States or abroad.
Servicing of nuclear ships will require removal of spent resins and other
wastes at some port facility, either from the ship itself or a servicing
vessel, and their shipment to an ultimate point of disposal.

Other Radioactive Shipments

Marine shipments to the United States of contaminated heavy equip-
ment are expected to occur infrequently. Equipment from exported reac-
tors might conceivably be' returned to the United States for repair but such
shipments are unpredictable.

Contaminated heavy water coolant, another noteworthy type of radio-
active shipment, is normally shipped in sealed drums. The radioactivity
level, however, is relatively low because most contaminants except tritium
are removed by distillation prior to shipment. The Atomic Energy Com-
mission has advised that as much as 50 tons of heavy water supplied by the
United States.for foreign reactors is scheduled for return to the United
States during 1961 for cleanup. It may be assumed that, if such shipment is

to be made, packaging requirements will be specified which will permit
handling as ordinary cargo.

USED NUCLEAR FUEL FROM DOMESTIC REACTORS

The majority of spent fuel shipments from reactors located in the con-
tinental United States will undoubtedly be made by other than marine trans-
port. Direct shipment by water from a reactor to a reprocessing plant is

feasible only if both the reactor and the reprocessing plant are located on
interconnected navigable waterways. Furthermore, a combination of water
and overland transportation involves the added inconvenience and expense
of transshipment. In addition, expeditious scheduling of marine shipments
is dependent on following fairly well-traveled, established shipping routes,
unless the shipment is of a size and nature to warrant exclusive use of the
vessel. On the other hand, highway routes, and usually rail routes also,
are available between virtually any two points within the continental United
States. Another pertinent consideration is the fact that most inland water-
ways in northern states are closed to traffic during winter months.

Comparative studies of the various methods of inland transportation of
used nuclear fuels have been made and the results are reported in Chapter
IV and Appendix D. These indicate that casks of up to 20 tons in weight are
readily transportable over highways by common or contract motor carrier,
and that this method is the most economic for shipments of this size except
for very long hauls, in which case rail shipment becomes competitive. The
studies further indicate that, although the possibility is somewhat greater
that shipments of heavier casks will be marine in nature, this possibility
is still extremely small.
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In this connection, comparative evaluations were made for several
cases in which marine shipments appear to be feasible. In these evalu-
ations, the final destination was assumed to be a chemical processing
plant located in western New York State; at Hanford, Washington; at
Arco, Idaho; at Oak Ridge, Tennessee; or at Aiken, South Carolina. A
location in western New York State was considered in detail.

These evaluations also took into account potential domestic shipping
points on the basis of their accessibility for shipment by water and the
probability that nuclear power plants would be constructed in their vicin-
ity in this report's 15-year period of interest. This probability is highest
for regions of relatively high fossil fuel cost, which at the same time show
sufficient load growth potential to warrant the construction of relatively
large units. Coastal areas of the United States which combine these two
characteristics are New England, Florida and California. In addition,
water transport from points along the Great Lakes to New York State ports
of the Niagara Frontier was considered.

Specifically, shipping costs were estimated for alternate methods of
transportation between the following points and a reprocessing plant in
western New York State:

1. Boston, Massachusetts, including barge shipments to New
York City and transshipment to the processing plant.

2. Jacksonville, Florida, including marine shipment with trans-
shipment at New York City.

3. Chicago, Illinois, including water transport with transship-
ment at Buffalo.

4. Los Angeles, California, including water shipment through
the Panama Canal with transshipment at New York City.

In the first three cases, direct overland shipment showed a definitely
lower cost than marine shipment. For shipments of 70-ton casks from
California, the cost of rail and water shipment were nearly the same.
Marine shipment showed a small cost advantage provided the originating
power plant is situated so that fuel casks can be loaded directly on the
vessel. This advantage vanishes, however, if overland transport of as
much as 50 miles is required to reach the loading point. Even with com-
parable shipping costs, marine shipment to New York has the additional
disadvantage that the trip would take approximately two weeks longer than
rail shipment. Although not compared in detail, marine shipment is ex-
pected to show a cost disadvantage compared to direct overland shipment
to any of the present Atomic Energy Commission processing plants with
the possible exception of Savannah River. This possible exception was not
fully explored because it would not involve a port in or near New YorkState.

On the basis of the above evaluations, the conclusion is inescapable that
shipment of used fuel elements from stationary reactors in the continental
United States (and Canada) in all probability will not involve marine ship-
ments to the East Coast of the United States or to United States ports along
the St. Lawrence Seaway. Such shipments might be made under special
circumstances, but they are nevertheless considered to be highly improbable.
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Similarly, marine shipments of other radioactive materials are con-
sidered to be improbable inasmuch as the smaller packages anticipated
provide even less economic incentive.

USED FUEL FROM OVERSEAS REACTORS

In contrast to used fuel shipments from domestic reactors, which
will probably be shipped overland, used fuel elements from foreign reac-
tors to chemical reprocessing plants in the United States, as well as any

other imported radioactive materials, may be expected to be received
almost exclusively as marine shipments.

The number and type of marine shipments to the East Coast of the

United States or to United States ports on the St. Lawrence Seaway in
each of the 5-year periods under consideration will, however, ultimately
depend upon the answers to the following four questions:

1. What is the number and type of reactors to be installed
overseas which will require refueling in each of the three
periods ?

2. Of the reactors refueled, how many will ship used fuel
elements to the United States for reprocessing?

3. What is the frequency of refueling of these reactors and
how many shipments will be made for each refueling?

4. Of total shipments of used fuel to the United States, what
portion will be shipped to East Coast ports?

Availability of Reprocessing Plants

The probability that used fuel elements will be shipped from abroad
to the United States for reprocessing depends on the availability of equiv-
alent alternative facilities in other parts of the world. In this connection,
it is worth noting that the number and capability of reprocessing plants
now available in foreign countries is limited.

United States. All reprocessing plants in the United States are owned
and operated by the Atomic Energy Commission and are located at Atomic
Energy Commission sites. These plants are capable of reprocessing a
variety of fuel elements. However, modifications, primarily in the dis-
solving and head-end treatment equipment are necessary to make them
capable of handling most power reactor fuels. The Atomic Energy Com-
mission has nevertheless agreed to accept used fuel elements from civilian
atomic power plants at two of its reprocessing sites with the payment of
established charges based on a hypothetical reprocessing plant capable of
handling one ton of used nuclear fuel per day. The Atomic Energy Commis-

sion has reserved the right to discontinue this offer. on 12 months' notice,
whenever commercial facilities are made available for reprocessing at a
reasonable price. Thus far, no commercial interests have indicated their
intention of providing such facilities although several chemical companies
have explored the feasibility of doing so. The New York State Office of

Atomic Development is in the processing of establishing a radioactive waste
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and by-product storage site in the western part of the State, approximately
30 miles south of Buffalo, which was selected in part because of its appar-

ent capability of accommodating also a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant. In

the present study, a hypothetical commercial reprocessing plant located in
this general area was consequently assumed as an alternate destination for
used nuclear fuel shipments to Atomic Energy Commission-owned reproc-
essing plants.

The two reprocessing sites at which the Atomic Energy Commission
is prepared to allocate used fuel elements from civilian atomic power
plants (see Figure 1) are as follows:

1. National Reactor Testing Station, Arco, Idaho. Fully
enriched reactor fuels from such reactors as the OMRE,
the Vallecitos reactor, the Shippingport core , the Army

package power reactors and various research and test
reactors.

2. Savannah River Plant, Aiken, South Carolina. All other
non-Atomic Energy Commission reactor fuels.

The Atomic Energy Commission has also offered to reprocess after
use the fuel materials it provides to other countries or international organ-
izations under bilateral agreements for cooperation. All such bilateral
agreements, except those with the United Kingdom and Canada, include a
provision similar to the following:

"It is agreed that when any source or special nuclear material

received from the United States of America requires reprocess-

ing, such reprocessing shall be performed at the discretion of the

Commission in either Commission facilities or facilities accept-
able to the Commission, on terms and conditions to be later agreed;
and it is understood, except as may be otherwise agreed, that the
form and content of any irradiated fuel elements shall not be altered

after their removal from the reactor and prior to delivery to the

Commission or the facilities acceptable to the Commission for re-
processing."

Agreements for cooperation with the International Atomic Energy
Agency and with Euratom commit the United States to provide chemical
reprocessing services on request on terms and conditions to be agreed

upon and, specifically in the case of the Euratom Agreement, at estab-
lished United States domestic prices in effect upon delivery of such ma-
terial. The Euratom Agreement also contains the provision that "except

as may be otherwise agreed, that the form and content of any irradiated

fuel elements shall not be altered after their removal from reactors and
prior to delivery to the United States Commission or to other facilities."

The intent of this provision is not to insist that all reprocessing of reac-
tor fuels furnished by the United States always be performed in this country,
but rather to assure that satisfactory guarantees against diversion to non-
peaceful purposes of fuel material will apply to reprocessing operations if
and when they are performed outside of the United States.
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The expense of shipping used fuel elements for long distances in heavy
shielded casks adds significantly to the cost of operating a nuclear reactor,
whether for research or power. It can therefore be expected that adequate
reprocessing facilities will eventually be located relatively near the reac-
tors they service so that the need for transoceanic shipment will not be re-
quired. If and when suitable reprocessing plants are built closer to the re-
actor plants, it is anticipated that the United States will be quick to make
the necessary arrangements, subject to safeguards against diversion, to
permit their use in lieu of returning fuel elements to the United States. In
the meantime, the Atomic Energy Commission is committed, either in its
own facilities or by some other means, to reprocess material furnished
under United States bilateral agreements.

United Kingdom. The reprocessing plant at Windscale was designed
originally to handle aluminum clad elements of the United Kingdom's plu-
tonium production reactors, and has subsequently been modified to reproc-
ess magnox clad natural uranium elements from the Calder Hall and Chapel

Cross gas-cooled reactors. A new plant, scheduled for operation in 1963,
will handle fuel from the first commercial stations. Other plants are ex-

pected to be added, as necessary, to meet any increasing reprocessing load
from the advanced gas-cooled reactor (AGR) design using slightly enriched
uranium with either stainless steel or beryllium cladding. Presumably,the

United Kingdom's reprocessing plants could also be adapted to handle low-
enriched fuel from organic or water-cooled reactors to compete withUnited
States reprocessing plants, but there is no indication that this might be done.

In general, it may be assumed that the United Kingdom will reprocess
all natural or slightly enriched uranium fuel elements from British designed
reactors installed either in the British Isles or abroad, such as those now
under construction at Latina, Italy, and Tokai-Mura. Japan, unless local re-
processing plants become available. On the other hand, fully enriched fuel
elements from the submarine Dreadnought and subsequent British Naval
vessels would be reprocessed in the .United States until a suitable plant in
the United Kingdom is warranted by the volume of the reprocessing load.

France. A reprocessing plant is in operation at Marcoule, France, for
the extraction of plutonium (present capacity 100 kg/yr) from fuel used in
the natural uranium reactors there. Construction is scheduled to start in
1961 for a second such plant for reprocessingfuelfrom thethree gas-cooled
reactors (EDF-1, 2 and 3) at Chinon, and France's projected 100-mwe
heavy water reactor (EL-4). In general, it can be expected that adequate
reprocessing capacity will be provided in France for reactors of French
design unless alternate means are developed within Europe to accomplish
the same purpose. A pilot plant for thorium reprocessing has also been
built in France, at Saclay.

Eurochemic. An international company has been formed with a capital-
ization of $20,000,000, held by governments and private industries of 13
countries of the Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC),
for the purpose of building and operating a plant for reprocessing nuclear
fuels from nonmilitary reactors.. An objective of this undertaking is to gain
experience in nuclear fuel reprocessing independent of that of the United
States. The original plan of the cooperating nations was to build a plantat
Mol, Belgium by 1961 with a capacity of 100 tons per year of low enrichment
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(up to 5% U-235) uranium fuel. The plant was based on a survey among
the countries interested in the creation of such a plant which indicated
that the quantity of fuel to be treated would amount to 70 to 100 tons by
1964. Progress has been slower than anticipated, and operation of the
plant is now not expected to start until 1964 or 1965. The present de-
sign calls for a nominal capacity of 350 kg per day of aluminum or mag-
nox clad elements, or about 200 kg per day of stainless steel or zircon-
ium clad elements.

Assuming that 200 reprocessing days per year can be realized after
allowing for cleanup between batches, the annual throughput of the Euro-
chemic plant may vary from about 40 tons of stainless steel or zircaloy
clad elements to about 70 tons of aluminum or magnox clad elements. On
this basis, and assuming an average thermal efficiency of 27%, the approx-
imate electrical output from power reactors with various types of fuel

element which could be served by this plant would be as shown in Table 2.

Table 2

CAPABILITY OF EUROCHEMIC PLANT

Reactor Assumed Tons Elec.

Fuel Type Type Burn-Up Annual Power

Cladding Materials (Mwd/T) (Mw)

Al or Natural U Gas cooled 3,000 70 200
Magnox or D20

Stainless Slightly PWR or BWR 10,000 10 400
Steel or enriched
Zircaloy UO 2

Al Slightly Organic 4,500 70 300
enriched cooled
U -alloy

Al- Slightly Organic 10,000 70 700
Al 203 enriched cooled

UO
2

Canada. The Canadians have operated an experimental plant at Chalk
River for reprocessing natural uranium fuel elements, but most fuel from
the research reactors (NRX and NRU) at Chalk River is now being sent to

the United States reprocessing plant at Savannah River. It is expected that
fuel from the 20-megawatt demonstration plant (NPD) now under construc-
tion, the 200-megawatt station at Douglas Point, and subsequent power plants,
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if reprocessed, will similarly be shipped to the United States. The

Canadian philosophy regarding the economics of nuclear power is that
the optimum fuel cycle is oine which achieves long burn-up of natural

uranium in heavy water reactors and discards the spent fuel without
reprocessing.

Other Countries. Plans are now being developed for the construc-

tion in Italy of a pilot plant for reprocessing thorium fuel elements.

Furthermore, Japan can be expected to build a reprocessing plant for low
enrichment fuel as soon as it can be warranted by the load. No reproc-
essing plant, however, is anticipated in Latin America prior to 1975. In
general, it can be assumed that fuel from reactors built in or exported
from Soviet countries will not be reprocessed in the United States.

Reactor Fuels To Be Shipped to the United States
for Reprocessing

There is presently no indication that a plant capable of reprocessing
highly enriched fuel elements will be built outside of the United States
prior to 1975. Hence it is assumed that all spent highly enriched fuel
elements from the free world will be shipped to the United States. For
estimation purposes, it may be assumed that no spent natural uranium

fuel elements will be shipped to the United States from Europe inasmuch
as the Eurochemic plaht at Mol, Belgium should be functioning by 1965.
Furthermore, the Eurochemic plant should be capable of reprocessing
fuel from any anticipated natural uranium reactors in the free world (ex-
clusive of North America) not committed to British or French processing
plants.

The Eurochemic plant should have some capability in excess of this
natural uranium load for reprocessing slightly enriched fuel (equivalent
to perhaps 200 mwe) and might be enlarged to serve the bulk of European

low enrichment reactor fuel. However, such excess capability of the
Eurochemic plant is ignored (at least until 1970) in this study and it is as -
sumed that all slightly enriched fuel supplied from the United States will

be returned to the United States for reprocessing. As will be noted later,
an adjustment is made in the range of used fuel shipments to the United
States after 1970 which reflects in part the increased probability that
overseas reprocessing facilities will come into being.

GEOGRAPHIC SOURCES OF USED FUEL SHIPMENTS
TO EAST COAST UNITED STATES PORTS

It may be expected that virtually all shipments to the United States
originating in Europe, Africa, southwestern Asia, the Atlantic coast of

South America, and Puerto Rico, will be received at United States East

Coast ports whether the final destination is a reprocessing plant located
in New York State or an existing reprocessing site. The port of entry of
shipments from such foreign points will depend in part on the final des-
tination in the United States. Shipments from Japan or other Asiatic or
Pacific points, from Central America and from the western or northern
coast of South America, for example, may be expected to use Pacific
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Coast ports if destined for the Atomic Energy Commission reprocessing
plant in Idaho. Shipments from the same points to Savannah River might
use ports in the South Atlantic States. Shipments from Latin America to
a reprocessing plant 16cated in New York State or nearby states could
well use the Port of New York or even, depending upon specific economic
factors, the Port of Albany.

Shipments direct from Japan to an East Coast United States port on
a Japanese ship would have an advantage to a Japanese shipper in mini-
mizing foreign exchange payments even though the actual transportation
cost would favor slightly transshipment at a Pacific Coast port. How-
ever, the longer trip through the Panama Canal would delay delivery by
about two weeks. There is appreciable traffic by Japanese vessels to
East Coast ports, and the scheduling of shipments would consequently
not be a problem. In any specific case, the most advantageous routing
would be determined by an economic comparison, taking into account,
not only transportation and handling costs and a monetary value placed
on the foreign exchange advantage, but also the carrying charges on the

shipping cask and inventory charges on the fuel material. There are too
many unknowns to state definitely the probability that a marine shipment
from Japan to a reprocessing plant in New York State would enter an

East Coast port.

In general, foreign exchange considerations would not be a factor for
shipments from Asiatic countries, other than Japan, including Indonesia
or the Philippines, and shipments from these points would accordingly be
expected to be receive.d at West Coast ports.

Figure 2 summarizes the geographic areas from which marine ship-
ments of radioactive materials would reach various sections of the United
States.

Marine Shipments of Highly Enriched Fuel

The majority of research and testing reactors use highly enriched
plate type fuel elements. As described in Appendix B, a typical shipping
cask for this type of element would weight about 15 tons and approximately
2.5 to 4 cask shipments per year would be required for transporting used
fuel from each 1,000 thermal kw of installed reactor capacity. The weight
and frequency of cask shipments from compact power reactors fueled with
highly enriched uranium may also be expected to be of the same order, in-
asmuch as they employ fuel elements of dimensions comparable to those of
research reactors.

A number of low-power research and training reactors use solution
and dispersion type fuels which do not suffer serious corrosion damage.
Such fuel may be uranyl sulfate solution, as in water-boiler types; disper-
sions of uranium in polyethylene, as in the AGN type; or a dispersion of
uranium in zirconium hydride, as in the TRIGA types. These reactors
generally operate at power levels from a few milliwatts to 10kw, although
a few are planned for operation at 100 kw. Even at 100 kw, a fuel life of
over 10 years is anticipated.

Several critical experiments abroad have also been supplied with en-
riched uranium from the United States. Eventually this material will
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probably be returned for reprocessing. However, critical experimenta-
tion normally results in very little activation of the fuel material so that

little or no shielding would be required for such shipments. As a prac-

tical matter, it is possible to ignore all reactors with a thermal rating

of less than 100 kw without introducing any significant error in estimates
of the number of shipments of used fuel elements during the next 15years.

Research Reactors. The construction of research reactors overseas
supplied with fuel from the United States has accelerated rapidly since the
signing of the first bilateral agreement with Turkey in 1955 and the export

in the same year of the first reactor fuel for use in an American reactor
exhibit in Switzerland. The acceleration has resulted primarily from the
establishment of nuclear research centers in more than 40 countries anx-

ious to enter the atomic field coupled with the desire of many major uni-
versities to conduct atomic research. The offer of the United States Gov-
ernment to grant financial assistance to research reactor projects of up
to $ 350,000 per country (an offer which has been accepted by 22 countries)
has helped to spur construction.

The research reactor market, however, is now beginning to show signs
of saturation. Most of the countries or groups of countries that can afford

major research centers have now established them, and most of the univer-

sities that can afford large research reactors have now purchased them.

Furthermore, the United States Reactor Grant Program was terminated
July 1, 1960, except for six previously submitted requests then pending.

Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume a continuing expansion of re-
search reactor activity, but at a lower rate. One trend noted in the United
States, but not yet developed extensively, is the interest of major hospitals

in acquiring reactors for research, diagnosis and treatment. Such reactors
may be designed for relatively high power s 3,000 kw for the Brookhaven

Medical Reactor), but will probably not operate at a high utilization factor.

Also, there is a tendency to modify existing reactors to operate at higher
power levels as research programs are expanded. Hence, it may be as-

sumed that the aggregate power level of overseas research and test reac-
tors in operation will expand at a rate of 5% to 10% per year after 1964,
allowing for increased power levels of existing reactors as well as new
installations.

Table 3 lists overseas research and test reactors in operation, under
construction and planned which will receive fuel from the United States and
for which used fuel elements are expected to be shipped to the United States

for processing. Of these, five cores, each of 20% enriched uranium, are
either now or soon ready to be shipped for reprocessing to the UnitedStates.
These include:

Delft, Netherlands 100-kw pool reactor which was
initially operated in May 1957
at the Amsterdam Fair.

Munich, Germany 1,000-kw pool reactor which
started operation in 1958.

Grenoble, France ''Melusine," 1,200-kw pool
reactor which started operation

in January 1959.
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Table 3

OVERSEAS RESEARCH, TRAINING AND TESTING REACTORS
USING UNITED STATES FUEL

(Reactors of 100 Kw and Higher Using Enriched Fuel)

Country

Switzerland
Brazil
France
Germany
Netherlands

France
Germany
Spain
China
Denmark

France
Greece
Israel
India
Italy

Italy
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Austria

Austria
Belgium
Japan
Korea
Puerto Rico

Portugal
Sweden
Turkey
Venezuela
Australia

Italy
Iran
Jugoslavia
Finland
Germany

Japan
Japan
Philippines
Spain
Belgium

Jugoslavia
Scotland
Pakistan
Vietnam

Location

Wuerenlingen
Sao Paulo
Saclay
Munich
Delft

Grenoble
Hamburg
Moncloa
Hainchu
Risoe (DR-2)

Fontenay-aux-Roses
Athens
Tel-Aviv
New Delhi
Ispra

Chivasso
Rome
Tokai-Mura
Petten
Vienna

Seiber sdorf
Mol
Tokyo
Seoul
Mayaguez

Lisbon
Studsvik
Istanbul
Caracas
Lucas Heights

Livorno
Tehran
Belgrade
Helsinki
Mainz

Yokosuka City
Kawasaki City
Quezon City
Madrid
Ghent

Belgrade
Glasgow
Taxila
Dalat

Type (Designation)

Pool (Saphire)
Pool
Heavy water (EL-3)
Pool (FRM)
Pool (HOR)

Pool (Melusine)
Pool (FRH)
Pool (JEN-1)
Pool
Tank (DR-2)

Pool (Triton)
Pool
Pool
TRIGA Mk II
Heavy-water tank

Pool (Avogadro)
TRIGA Mk II
Heavy water (JRR-2)
Tank (MTR)
TRIGA

Pool
Tank (MTR)
TRIGA Mk II
T RIGA Mk I I
Pool

Pool
Tank (MTR)
Pool
Pool
UTR-2

Pool
Pool
TRIGA
T RIGA
TRIGA

Mk II
Mk I I
Mk II

TRIGA Mk II
TRIGA Mk I I
Pool
Argonaut
Argonaut

Pool
UTR-2
Pool
TRIGA Mk II

Thermal
Power (Kw)

100
5,000

15,000
1,000

100

1,200
5,000
3,000
1,000
5,000

1,200
1,000
1,000

100
5,000

1,000
100

10,000
20,000

100

5,000-12,000
25,000-50,000

100
100

1,000

1,000
30,000

1,000
3, 000

100

5,000
5,000

100
100
100

100
100

1,000
10-100
10-100

100
100

1,000
100

Sources: AEC 26th Annual Report
Nuclear Power, January 1960,

"The World's Reactors"
AEC Private Communications

OEEC (ENEA) The Industrial Challenge of
Nuclear Energy, Stresa Conference
May 1959

Nuclear Engineering, March 1960,
"World Survey"

Start-Up

1955
1957
1957
1957
1957

1958
1958
1958
1959
1959

1959
1959
1959
1959
1959

1959
1960
1960
1960
1959

1960
1960
1960
1960
1960

1960
1960
1960
1960
1961

1961
1961
1961
1961
1961

1961
1961
1961
1961
1962

1962
1961-62

1962
1961
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Fontenay-Aux-Roses, France "Triton,'' 1,200-kw pool
reactor which started
operation in July 1959.

Sao Paulo, Brazil 5,000-kw pool reactor
which started operation
in 1957.

In addition, the first 90% fuel from the 5,000-kw tank type reactor
at Riso, Denmark, will be shipped after January 1961, for reprocessing
at Idaho. This fuel was placed in the reactor in 1959. The first fuel
discharged from the French materials testing reactor, EL-3, at Saclay
is scheduled for shipment early in 1961 for reprocessing at the Atomic
Energy Commission's Hanford plant. This 15,000-kw reactor, which
started operation in 1958, uses 1.5% enriched fuel.

Estimates of the minimum and maximum number of cask shipments
of used fuel elements from overseas research, training and test reactors

to East Coast United States ports (including ports on the St. Lawrence
Seaway) are based on the following assumptions:

- 2.5 to 4 shipments of nominal 15-ton casks will be
made for each 1,000 kw (thermal) of aggregate ca-
pacity installed in areas from which shipments
would be expected to be shipped to East Coast ports.

- The aggregate installed capacity through 1961 is
based on reactors listed in Table 3. Fuel from
listed reactors in the Philippines, Vietnam, Korea,
Australia, China and New Delhi are excluded since
such shipments would probably not enter East Coast
ports. Fuel from listed reactors in Japan and
Venezuela are included only in the maximum esti-
mate because it is doubtful that such shipments
would enter East Coast ports. The number of cask
shipments is assumed to increase at a compounding
rate of 5% to 10% annually after 1964.

- First shipments of fuel from reactors of 10,000 kw
or more are assumed to occur in the year following
start-up. First shipments of fuel from reactors of
100 to 1,000 kw will occur in fourth year following

start-up.

Compact Power Reactors. The United States Department of Defense
is developing a series of low-power nuclear plants to supply electricity
and/or space heat for remote areas, principally in the Arctic and Ant-
arctic. Such plants use enriched uranium with shipping requirements
similar to those for research reactors. Three plants are scheduled for
installation in the Antarctic: a 1.5-mwe plant at McMurdo Sound for oper-
ation by March 1962, and two others to follow at yearly intervals. The total
thermal power will be about 15 mw. Fuel from these plants may or may
not be shipped to United States East Coast ports. Depending upon over-
all United States activity in the Antarctic, additional units may be installed
later on. The first two Arctic plants have recently been installed in Alaska
and Greenland, and others may be expected to follow in the Arctic region.
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Such plants in Greenland and eastern Canada will probably ship used fuel
to eastern United States or St. Lawrence Seaway ports, although air ship-
ments are a definite possibility.

In addition, the U.S.Army Corps of Engineers has contracted for a
floating power plant of 10 mwe to be installed in a Liberty ship hull. Such
plants would normally be used intermittently to supply temporary or emer-
gency power requirements, so refueling would probably be infrequent.

No firm estimates can be made of the number of compact power reac-
tors to be built. It is assumed that, on the average, five cask shipments
per year of fuel from such reactors might be made in the period 1961-1965,
10 such shipments per year in the period 1966-1970 and 20 shipments per
year in the period 1971-1975.

Table 4 shows the estimated number of shipments to United States
East Coast ports of used fuel casks from research, training and testing
reactors and compact power reactors using highly enriched fuel for each
of the 5-year periods under investigation.

Table 4

ESTIMATED SHIPMENTS OF 15-TON FUEL CASKS

Period Minimum Maximum

1961-1965 1,550 2,750

1966-1970 2,100 4,400

1971-1975 2,500 7,300

Marine Shipments of Low Enrichment Fuel

Estimates of nuclear power plant construction over the next 15 years,
particularly with regard to those relatively large plants (40 mwe or more)
which are most likely to use low enrichment fuel, are subject to consider-
able uncertainty. The current attitude of thepower industry throughout the
world is one of caution following the realization that central station nuclear
power is not today competitive with other sources of energy. This is ex-
emplified by the failure of the anticipated United States Euratom construc-
tion program to materialize to the degree envisioned, Britain's slowdown
of its nuclear power program, and Japan's re-examination of its nuclear
power objectives. At the same time, most countries would like to build
nuclear plants if they can afford them, and there is optimism that experi-
ence with plants now coming into operation, together with continuing re-
search and development, will result in truly competitive nuclear plants by
1970 or 1975, withaccelerated construction starting toward the end of that
period.
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In any event, shipments of low enrichment fuel to the United States
for reprocessing are expected to involve, almost without exception, only
those nuclear power plants which are of United States design. All such
overseas plants using low enrichment fuel which are now built, under
construction, or firmly committed for construction are listed in Table 5.
Estimates of future installed capacity of overseas nuclear power plants
expected to require United States reprocessing services within the range
of East Coast ports are presented in Table 6.

Table 5

OVERSEAS POWER PLANTS OF U. S. DESIGN

Designation

RWE

BR-3

BONUS

SENN

SELNI

JPDR

AARE

SENA

Location

Julich, Germany

Mol, Belgium

Mayaguez, Puerto Rico

Garigliano, Italy

Northern Italy

Tokai-Mura, Japan

Villegen, Switzerland

Chooz, Belgium

Initial
Operation

(1960)

(1960)

(1962)

(1963)

(1963)

(1963)

(1963)

(1965)

Table 6

POWER CAPACITY SHIPPING USED FUEL
TO EAST COAST PORTS

Installed Mwe

Minimum

520

800

1,200

Maximum

900

3,500

8,800

Separate estimates are made in Tables 7 and 8 for used fuel shipments
from large central station power reactors, requiring shipping casks usually
weighing about 70 tons, and for similar shipments from power reactors with
an electrical output less than about 40 mwe, requiring shipping casks weigh-
ing about 35 tons.

Output

15 Mwe

11 Mwe

16 Mwe

150 Mwe

160 Mwe

12 Mwe

16 Mwe

210 Mwe

590 Mwe

Year

1965

1970

1975
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Table 7

ESTIMATED SHIPMENTS OF 70-TON FUEL CASKS

Period Minimum Maximum

1960-1965 15 45

1966-1970 125 600

1971-1975 115 1,450

Table 8

ESTIMATED SHIPMENTS OF 35-TON FUEL CASKS

Period Minimum Maximum

1960-1965 35 70

1966-1970 120 350

1971-1975 195 600

As discussed in Appendix B, it is assumed that, during the period
1960-1970, four to seven shipments of the nominal 70-ton casks would
be made for each 100 mwe of capacity with reactors of greater than
40-mwe output for the period 1960 to 1970. It is further assumed that,
for the period 1971-1975, the number of shipments would be reduced to
three to six annually per 100 mwe to reflect both the anticipated longer
life of the fuel and the probability that a larger fraction of used fuel will
be reprocessed abroad in later years.

Power reactors in the less than 40-mwe size range are primarily
prototypes or demonstration units. The number of such reactors built
overseas from which used fuel will be shipped to the United States is ex-
pected to be limited. It is assumed that one such reactor will be built
every year or two. As noted in Appendix B, each reactor in this class
will require six to ten used fuel shipments per year of casks weighing
approximately 35 tons. It is assumed that, on the average, used fuel
shipments at this rate will start in the third calendar year after initial
start-up.

In general, marine shipments of used fuel elements to United States
East Coast ports will probably be limited to those originating in Europe,
southwestern Asia, the Caribbean Islands, eastern South America, and
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possibly Japan under certain circumstances. Of these, Europe is by far
the most important originating point, both because of its geographic posi-
tion with respect to the United States East Coast, and because of its tech-
nical capability to build and operate large-scale nuclear power plants.

Europe. Nuclear power plants in existence or firmly committed for
installation in Europe which will be supplied with low enrichment uranium
fuel from the United States are included in Table 5.

There is, in addition, a possibility that an additional plant of perhaps
200-mwe capability may be committed for construction by 1965 under
the United States-Euratom agreement.

Projections beyond 1965 must take into account both the demand for
nuclear power plants and the proportion of plants built which will use fuel
requiring reprocessing in the United States. In this regard, many nuclear
power programs announced by European countries in the past appear to be
optimistic, due in substantial part to temporarily rising coal surpluses and
the development of new oil reserves.

In this connection, the United Kingdom issued a White Paper on June 20,
1960 announcing a cutback in its previously announced very high rate of
construction of nuclear power plants. The original United Kingdom program
for commercial plants, announced in 1955, called for 1,500-2,000 mw capac-
ity by 1965. A subsequent announcement in 1957 raised the estimate to
5,000-6,000 mwe by 1965. The recent White Paper sets goals of about 3,000
mwe by the end of 1966 and about 5.,000 mwe by the end of 1968, with the rate
of new orders being about one plant per year after 1960.

The Joint Program of Cooperation between the United States and
Euratom anticipated the construction in the six Euratom countries _/ of nu-
clear stations, based on reactors of United States design, with a combined
capacity of approximately 1,000 mwe by 1965. The first invitation to Euro-
pean utilities to participate in the initial phase of this program, to be com-

pleted by 1963, produced only one acceptable proposal. This was for a 150-
mwe project at Punta Fiume, Italy. Present indications are that a 210-mwe
station at Chooz, Belgium, may be proposed for completion by the end of
1965, and an additional proposal for a station of about 200 mwe, also for
completion by 1965, should be considered a possibility.

A fairly realistic appraisal of the prospects for nuclear power in Europe
is included in the report "Towards a New Energy Pattern in Europe," issued
in January 1960, by the Energy Advisory Commission of the Organization for
European Economic Cooperation (OEEC). This report states:

"We must begin by emphasizing again that neither by 1965 nor
on the most optimistic assumption by 1975 will nuclear energy
represent more than a relatively small contribution to Western
Europe's total supplies of energy; at most the supply from this
source cannot exceed 10% of the probable total fuel consumption
of Western Europe in 1975, and it is more likely to represent a
contribution of the order of 5%."

L/ Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands and West Germany.
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Estimates of the range of installed nuclear electric capacity in the
18 countries 1/of Western Europe which comprise the membership of the
OEEC are given in the above mentioned report as 5,000 to 7,000 mwe by
1965, and 10,000 to 35,000 more by 1975. The minimum figure for 1965
represents plants in operation, under construction or in the negotiation
stage at the time the report was issued. The minimum figure for 1975
implies the installation of an average of 500 mwe capacity each year from
1965 to 1975 in the OEEC area. This includes the United Kingdom, which
alone, as noted above, hopes to install at least 500 mwe per year during
this period. The maximum figure for 1965 assumes completion by 1965
of about half the projects which were in advanced planning stages at the
end of 1959. The upper limit for 1975 was selected as the probable limit
if nuclear power becomes competitive by the late 1960's.

A large portion of the anticipated nuclear capacity in Europe will be
supplied by reactors of British, French or other European design for which
reprocessing requirements would be met locally. For estimating purposes,
it is assumed that installation of large nuclear plants from which used fuel
will be shipped to the United States for reprocessing will follow a pattern
comparable to the estimates for total installation.

Based on the above assumption, it is estimated that aggregate capacity
installed in European countries of large nuclear power reactors for which
used fuel will be returned to the United States for reprocessing will range
from 520 mwe to 750 mwe by 1965, 800 mwe to 1,600 mwe by 1970 and
1,200 mwe to 4,000 mwe by 1975.

India. India has recently invited proposals for a 300 mwe nuclear plant
to be built at Tarapore. Construction will take about 4 years. The invi-
tation specifies natural uranium as the preferred fuel although enriched

fuel reactors may be considered. Since bidding is on a world-wide basis,
the reactor and associated reprocessing could be supplied by the USSR, the
United Kingdom, France or Canada, all of which have had experience with
natural uranium power reactors, as well as by the United States. In any
case, and particularly considering the prospective availability of the Euro-
chemic plant, the fuel reprocessing may very well be performed in Europe
rather than in the United States. Two other 150 mwe plants are under con-

sideration, probably to be invited on the same basis. Projections of in-
stalled nuclear plant capacity from which used fuel might be shipped to
United States East Coast ports from India are: none before 1965, zero to
600 mwe by 1970, and zero to 1,800 mwe by 1975.

Japan. Three reports published in August 1960, indicate a reduction
in Japanese projections of nuclear power installations. The original pro-
jection made by the Japanese Atomic Energy Commission at the end of
1957 showed 600-mwe nuclear capacity by 1965 and 7,000 mwe by 1975. The
recent projections, are

Atomic Energy Commission of Japan: 1,000 mwe by 1970 and
5,000-8,000 mwe by 1980.

Ministry of International Trade and Industry: 1,000 mwe by
1971 and 7,000-8,000 mwe by 1980.

Japan Atomic Industrial Forum: 1,000 mwe by 1970 and
7,000-9,000 mwe by 1980.

L/ France, West Germany, United Kingdom, Italy, Belgium, Netherlands,
Luxembourg, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Sweden, Norway, Denmark,
Austria, Greece, Ireland, Turkey, Iceland.
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All three projections assumesthat nuclear power will become competi-
tive by about 1970 and take over a rapidly increasing fraction of new elec-
tric plants thereafter. Present commitments for construction include a
150-mwe gas-cooled reactor plant of British design and a 12.5-mwe boil-
ing water reactor plant from the United States.

There is good reason to believe that Japan, which has the technical
competence and desire for self-sufficiency, will build its own fuel reproc-
essing plants as soon as warranted by the load. As discussed elsewhere in
this report, it is unlikely that shipments of used fuel from Japan, even if
made to the United States, would be received at East Coast ports except
under unusual circumstances.

Estimated maximum installed nuclear power capacity in Japanese
plants from which used fuel conceivably might be shipped to UnitedStates
East Coast ports are 12.5 mwe by 1965, 800 mwe by 1970 and 2,000 mwe
by 1975.

Puerto Rico. A 16.3-mwe power reactor with nuclear superheat will
be built by the United States Atomic Energy Commission at Mayaguez with
completion scheduled for 1962. Although the possibility that additional
nuclear capacity may be installed before 1975 cannot be ruled out, the over-
all estimate of maximum nuclear fuel shipments will not be affected signifi-
cantly by assuming no additional nuclear plants for Puerto Rico.

South America. Brazil is seeking bids on a world-wide basis for con-
struction of a 150-mwe nuclear power plant for operation "not before 1964."
The successful bid may or may not be based on a reactor for which used
fuel would be shipped to the United States. Economic incentives for build-
ing nuclear plants in South America in the near future appear to be some-
what less than in Europe or Japan. A capacity of 500 mwe by 1970 and
1,000 mwe by 1975 would represent an optimistic maximum.

Other Areas. The incentive for building nuclear power plants is much
less in less-developed countries because successful competition by nuclear
power requires relatively large generating units, relatively high load fac-
tors, and the availability of capital funds. No substantial capacity other
than noted above is expected until after 1970 and no significant effect on
the maximum estimated number of shipments to United States East Coast
ports is consequently anticipated by 1975.

MARINE SHIPMENTS OF NEW NUCLEAR FUEL

The previous section implies that fresh fuel elements will be shipped
from the United States to foreign destinations in quantities comparable to
the used nuclear fuel received. As discussed earlier in this chapter, how-
ever, it may be expected that many of these shipments may be made by air.
In the extreme, the number of marine shipments from East Coast ports
may range from zero (i.e., all new fuel shipped by air) to a number com-
parable to the number of used fuel shipments. On this basis, the estimated
number of marine shipments of new nuclear fuel for all classes of reactors
are shown in Table 9.
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Table 9

SHIPMENTS OF NEW NUCLEAR FUEL

Period Minimum Maximum

1961-1965 0 2,500

1966-1970 0 5,000

1971-1975 0 9,000

MARINE SHIPMENTS OF RADIOISOTOPES

The number of shipments of radioisotopes received at United States
ports is expected to be very small because of the abundance of facilities
in the. United States for preparing such materials. A noteworthy number
of radiocobalt gamma sources are currently imported from Canada, but
these generally are not shipped by water.

A relatively large number of isotopes, however, are exported from
the United States. Data published by the Atomic Energy Commission in-
dicate that 14,002 shipments of radioisotopes were exported between
January 1, 1947 and November 30, 1959. Approximately 55% of these
shipments were to areas more directly accessible from other than East
Coast ports; that is, Canada, Mexico and Central America, Venezuela,
Colombia and the Pacific coast of South America, Japan, Australia and
the Far East. Table 10 lists the number of these shipments to foreign
countries for the 5 years preceding November 30, 1959. As may be noted,
the table indicates a doubling of the total number of annual shipments each
2 years or less on the average.

Table 10

NUMBER OF OVERSEAS ISOTOPE SHIPMENTS

Year Ending 11/31/55 11/31/56 11/31/57 11/31/58 11/31/59

Total shipments
from United
States a/ 771 1,171 2,337 2,860 3,252

Shipments to areas
served by United
States East Coast
ports b/ 350 444 859 1,236 1,992

aJ Excluding Hawaii, Puerto Rico.

b Not including Puerto Rico.

(Based on data from AEC Annual and Semiannual Reports)
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Table 11 is a classification of export shipments by kind of isotope.
Note that 49% of the 14,002 shipments were either 8-day Iodine-131 or
14.5-day Phosphorus-32 which, because of the short half-life, were prob-
ably shipped by air. Undoubtedly many other shipments of relatively
short half-life isotopes or of relatively low activity are also made by air.
In this connection, the average activities of specific radioisotope ship-
ments, both domestic and foreign, from Oak Ridge National Laboratory
from January 1, 1959 to November 30, 1959, based on data in Atomic
Energy Commission's 23rd Annual Report are as follows: Carbon-14,
0.06 curies; Iodine-131, 0.24 curies; Phosphorus-32, 0.08 curies,
Cobalt-60, 872 curies; and Strontium-90, 1.0 curies. Furthermore,
6,297 miscellaneous unclassified shipments (out of a total of 12,028)
from Oak Ridge during the same period had an average activity of only
0.048 curies.

Table 11

KINDS OF ISOTOPES SHIPPED OVERSEAS

Dec. 1, 1958 Jan. 1, 1947
Kind of Isotope Half Life Nov. 30, 1959 Nov. 20, 1959

Iodine-131 8d 1,429 5,412

Phosphorus-32 14.5d 142 1,430

Cobalt-60 5.2y 220 1,043

Carbon-14 5,600y 95 714

Iron-55, -59 2.9y, 49d 225 744

Strontium-89, -90 54d, 28y 33 287

Calcium-45 160d 32 240

Sulphur 87d 3 191

Other 1,562 3,971

3,741 14,002

1/ Includes 489 shipments not included in Table 10 identified by AEC
as others, previously reported, i.e., Hawaii, Puerto Rico, etc.

Apparently, the majority of the multicurie shipments of radioisotopes
exported from the United States are Cobalt-60 gamma sources. Such ex-
ports amounted to 233 shipments in the 12 months ended November 30,
1957, 177 shipments in the 12 months ended November 30, 1958, and 220
shipments in the 12 months ended November 30, 1959. The 3-year aver-
age for this period was about 17 shipments per month, of which perhaps
half were shipped through East Coast ports.
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Information received from the U.S. Coast Guard's Office of Hazard-
ous Cargoes in New York indicates that approximately 20 shipments of
radioactive material per month, including confidential as well as unclas-
sified shipments, are presently handled through the Port of New York.

The Office of Radiation Control of the New York City Health Depart-
ment requires notification of the movement in the city of shipments of
radiation sources of substantial radioactivity. This Office has been op-
erating only since July 1959, and notification has been mandatory only
since July 1960. The records show an average of about six isotope ship-
ments exported per month, of which approximately half have been marine
shipments. Shipments of radiation sources by or for the United States
Government are exempt from the notification requirement, but in prac-
tice Atomic Energy Commission generally has furnished information on
its shipments and those of its contractors.

Estimated shipments of radioactive materials, other than of used fuel
elements, as shown in Table 12, are based largely on the above informa-
tion. A modest increase with time in the number of shipments has been
assumed. Although the demand for radioisotopes is expected to increase,
the growing number of reactor facilities abroad will tend to reduce the
number of such shipments which would otherwise be made from the United
States.

Table 12

ESTIMATED MARINE SHIPMENTS OF RADIOISOTOPES

Period Minimum Maximum

1961-1965 500 1,500

1966-1970 750 2,000

1971-1975 1,000 3,000

MARINE SHIPMENTS OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES

The principal radioactive wastes collected during reactor operation
are liquid wastes, of which the largest volume consists of low-level
aqueous solutions, and solid wastes, of which the largest volume consists
of spent ion-exchange resins. When feasible, low-level liquid wastes are
dispersed to the environment after their radioactivity is reduced to per-
missible levels by decay or by such treatment as filtration or ion-exchange
and/or dilution. Liquid wastes that may not be dispersed safely to the en-
vironment are either stored, sometimes after prior concentration, or pack-
aged, usually after concentration, for burial or sea disposal. A common
method of packaging both liquid wastes and spent resins is to incorporate
the waste material in concrete filling 55-gallon steel drums. This practice
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minimizes the possibility of leakage during shipment and final disposal.
Alternatively., the waste materials may be shipped in shielded containers
designed to meet packaging and shipping regulations, which require spec-
ial precautions to guard against spillage or leakage of liquids.

As in the case of used fuel elements, marine shipments of radioac-
tive wastes from stationary reactors in the continental United States is
not anticipated. Furthermore, the overseas shipment of radioactive
wastes to the United States for disposal purposes does not appear to be
economically warranted if alternative disposal schemes are feasible.
There is a possibility, however, that some wastes from remote reactors
in the Antarctic and Arctic regions will be shipped to the United States.
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CHAPTER II

SHIPBUILDING AND SERVICING PROJECTIONS

To evaluate the market for nuclear port facilities in the State of New
York, an estimate has been made of the number of nuclear-powered ships
expected to be in operation by 1975. The number of such ships, the number
of refuelings, and the number of servicings are estimated for the periods
1960-1965, 1966-1970 and 1971-1975.

SHIPS TO BE BUILT

United States

Submarines. As of November 1, 1960, a total of 53 nuclear-powered
submarines, listed in Table 13, were authorized for the U. S. Navy. Of
these, 14 were operational, 29 were in various stages of construction and
10 were not yet assigned to shipyards. The 43 submarines under construc-
tion or completed were assigned to shipyards as shown below:

East Coast

Electric Boat Division of General
Dynamics Corp., Groton, Connecticut 16

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth,
New Hampshire 7

Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Co., Newport News, Virginia 5

New York Shipbuilding Corp., Camden,
New Jersey 3

Total East Coast 31

Gulf and Pacific Coasts

Mare Island Naval Shipyard,
California 7

Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp., Pascagoula,
Mississippi 5

Total Gulf and Pacific Coasts 12

In each case, initial fueling and start-up was performed or authorized
to be performed at the shipyard responsible for construction. In addition,
the initial reactor system of the submarine Seawolf, which was completed
at Groton in 1956, was removed and replaced at the same yard in 1960.

The rate of additional construction of nuclear-powered submarines is
dependent on Congressional authorization and appropriation. It is estimated
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Table 13

U. S. NUCLEAR SHIPBUILDING PROGRAM

Name
Order

No.

Submarines

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44
45

46
47
48
49
50

51
52
53

Other Naval Vessels

Long Beach (Cruiser)
Enterprise (Carrier)

Unnamed Carrier
Bainbridge (Frigate)

Merchant Ships

Designation Displacement
No. Tonnage

Nautilus
Seawolf
Skate
Swordfish
Sargo

Seadragon
Skipjack
Triton
Halibut
Scamp

Scorpion
Sculpin
Shark
Snook
Thresher

Permit
Plunger
Pollack
Tullibee
George Washington

Patrick Henry
Theodore Roosevelt
Robert E. Lee
Abraham Lincoln
Barb

Haddo
Jack
Tinosa
Dace
Ethan Allen

Sam Houston
Thomas A. Edison
John Marshall
Flasher
Greenling

Gato
Guardfish
Lafayette
Jefferson
Hamilton

Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed

Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed

Unnamed
Unnamed
Unnamed

SSN
SSN
SSN
SSN
SSN

SSN
SSN
SSRN
SSGN
SSN

SSN
SSN
SSN
SSN
SSN

SSN
SSN
SSN
SSN
SSBN

SSBN
SSBN
SSBN
SSBN
SSN

SSN
SSN
SSN
SSN
SSBN

SSBN
SSBN
SSBN
SSN
SSN

SSN
SSN
SSBN
SSBN
SSBN

SSBN
SSBN
SSN
SSN
SSN

SSN
SSBN
SSBN
SSBN
SSBN

SSBN
SSBN
SSBN

CGN 9
CVAN 65
CVAN 66
DLGN 25

571
575
578
579
583

584
585
586
587
588

589
590
591
592
593

594
595
596
597
598

599
600
601
602
603

604
605
606
607
608

609
610
611
612
613

614
615
616
617
618

619
620
621
622
623

624
625
626
627
628

629
630
631

Status or
East Completion

Shipyard Coast No.

3, 180
3,260
2,360
2,360
2,360

2,360
2,830
5,900
3,555
2,830

2,830
2,830
2,830
2,830
3,747

3,747
3,747
3,747
2, 175
5,600

5,600
5,600
5,600
5,600
3,747

3,747
3,747
3,747
3.747
6,900

6,900
6,900
6,900
3,747
3,747

3,747
3,747
6,900
6,900
6,900

6,900
6,900
3,800
3,800
3,800

3,800
6,900
6,900
6,900
6,900

6,900
6,900
6,900

14,000
86,000
76,000

7,900

Elec. Boat
Elec. Boat
Elec. Boat
Portsmouth
Mare Island

Port smouth
Elec. Boat
Elec. Boat
Mare Island
Mare Island

Elec. Boat
Ingalls
Newport News
Ingalls
Portsmouth

Mare Island
Mare Island
Ingalls
Elec. Boat
Elec. Boat

Elec. Boat
Mare Island
Newport News
Portsmouth
N. Y. Ship.

N. Y. Ship.
Portsmouth
Portsmouth
Ingalls
Elec. Boat

Newport News
Elec. Boat
Newport News
Elec. Boat
Elec. Boat

Elec. Boat
N. Y. Ship.
Elec. Boat
Elec. Boat
Newport News

Mare Island
Portsmouth
Ingalls

Unassigned
Unassigned

Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned

Unassigned
Unassigned
Unassigned

Beth. Quincy
Newport News

Unassigned
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that construction of the presently authorized ships will be completed by
1965, and that additional authorizations will result in the completion of
an average of 10 submarines per year in the period 1966 through 1970
(see Figure 3). Assuming no retirements or other losses, this would
provide the U. S. Navy with approximately 100 nuclear-powered sub-
marines by 1970. A continuation of a similar construction rate would
result in the construction of approximately 50 new nuclear-powered sub-
marines in the period 1971 through 1975, bringing the Navy submarine
fleet to about 150 nuclear-powered vessels by 1975. It is assumed that,
of this total, 100 would be Polaris-firing submarines of approximately
5,600 to 6,900 displacement tons, and the remaining 50 would be of the
attack type with a displacement of approximately 2,400-3,800 tons.

Other Naval Vessels. The Navy's first nuclear surface ship will be
the cruiser Long Beach, launched in July 1959. She is scheduled to join
the fleet following sea trials in late 1961. It is anticipated that two ad-
ditional nuclear-powered cruisers may be completed in the period 1966-
1970, and three in the period 197 1-1975. These cruisers may be expected
to have a displacement comparable to that of the Long Beach, or approxi-
mately 14,000 tons.

The first nuclear-powered aircraft carrier is the Enterprise, which
was launched on October 1, 1960, and is scheduled to be placed in service
in 1962. The Navy has also invited bids from privately owned shipyards
for the construction of a second nuclear carrier. This 76,000-ton ship
will be of the Forrestal class and has been designated CVAN-66. It is
expected that this carrier will cost $ 300,000,000 and take 4 years'to build.
Although the Navy would like to start one carrier each year, Congress
has been allowing only one every other year. If this policy continues, the
Navy would have five nuclear-powered aircraft carriers by 1970, and
probably seven or eight by 1975.

The Enterprise, described as the world's largest ship, will have a
displacement of 86,000 tons and will be powered by eight reactors. Al-
though Navy plans for future carriers are not public information, it is
expected that if the Enterprise is successful, all nuclear-powered car-
riers to be built during the forecast period will be of the Forrestal class
of over 60,000 tons displacement.

During 1959 the Navy also started construction on a completely new
class of nuclear ship to be called the frigate and described as a destroyer-
leader. The pioneer ship of this class will be the U.S.S. Bainbridge, which
is scheduled to join the fleet in 1962. Therefore, success of the frigate
class will be unknown for some time to come. However, it is assumed
that one additional frigate will be built in the period 1966-1970, and another
in the period 197 1-1975, for a total of three by 1975. With a displacement
of 7,900 tons, this is the smallest surface ship now under construction
using nuclear power. The application of nuclear power to still smaller
ships, such as destroyers and destroyer escorts, requires further re-
search and development.

Government-Owned Floating Nuclear Power Plants. In addition to
nuclear-propelled ships, the Navy has declared an interest in the develop-
ment of barges to support floating nuclear power plants. In 1957 the
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Bethlehem Steel Company completed feasibility studies under Navy contract
of two nonself-propelled barges designed to carry nuclear power plants.
These barges would have displacements of 1,000 tons and 1,500 tons. The
hull of the larger barge was designed to resist the crushing forces of ice,
making it suitable for "wintering in" at polar regions. However, at this
writing, authorization to build either of these barges has not been forth-
coming.

The U. S. Army has also proposed several floating nuclear power
plants. One, on which tentative design proposals were received but not
acted upon during the summer of 1960, would locate a 10,000-kw nuclear
power plant in the hull of a Liberty ship. The intention is that the ship
would be towed to locations where electrical power is needed.

Furthermore, several bills have been placed before Congress for the
construction of nuclear-powered icebreakers for the U. S. Coast Guard.
Although the Coast Guard policy is to keep such a ship under consideration,
no plans have been announced for a project leading to design and construc-
tion. For purposes of this report, however, the Coast Guard can be expected
to put a nuclear-powered icebreaker in operation in the period 1966-1970
and possibly another one or two in the period 1971-1975.

Merchant Ships. The N.S. Savannah, the world's first nuclear-powered
merchant ship, was launched in July 1959, at Camden, New Jersey. The
ship, which is a joint project of the Maritime Administration and the Atomic
Energy Commission, recently received its initial loading of fuel and, after
rigorous sea trials, is expected to become operational some time in 1962.
When the Savannah enters regular service, she will be watched carefully
by merchant shipping interests. Present plans of the Maritime Administra-
tion are to operate the ship as a floating laboratory to advance the art of
nuclear ship propulsion as rapidly as possible.

The Savannah is by no means economically competitive with conventional
ships of comparable type, displacement and speed. It seems evident, there-
fore, that the achievement of economically competitive nuclear ship pro-
pulsion will require considerable additional research and development and
the construction and operation of a number of developmental prototypes.
In view of the high present cost of nuclear ships, it may be expected that
the number constructed for the United States merchant fleet, for the fore-
seeable future, will depend upon Congressional approval and appropriation
of the necessary Federal funds. Considering the time needed for design
and construction, the earliest date by which a second United States nuclear-
powered ship could be completed would be about 1965. As a probable upper
limit, three additional nuclear ships may be completed between 1966 and
1970, and six between 1961 and 1975. Based upon economic considerations,
the incentive for building nuclear merchant ships is greatest for ships
combining as many as possible of such factors as large size, high speed,
short turnaround time, and long range. The most likely types of vessels
to be propelled by nuclear energy in the near future are consequently large
tankers, fast passenger liners, and fast passenger-cargo vessels.

The estimated numbers of nuclear-powered ships to be constructed
and initially fueled in the United States in each 5-year period from 1961-
1975 are shown in Table 14.
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Table 14

ESTIMATES OF NUMBER OF INITIAL FUELINGS

Periods

Type of Vessel 1960-1965 1966-1970 1971-1975

Submarines 43 50 50

Aircraft Carriers 2 3 2

Cruisers 1 2 3

Destroyers-Frigates 1 1 1

Icebreakers 0 1 2

Merchant Ships 2 3 5

Total 49 60 63

On the basis of past experience and present shipyard assignments, about
70% of these ships can be expected to be built and initially fueled at East
Coast shipyards.

Foreign

In considering the development of nuclear-powered ships outside the
United States, the Soviet Union and the other 'Iron Curtain' countries are
excluded from consideration. While the Russians have a nuclear-powered
icebreaker, the Lenin, in operation, little else is known of their program
for building nuclear-powered ships. In any event, it is unlikely that any
such ships, except in emergency situations, would utilize American ports
for refueling or servicing during the period 1960- 1975.

The British on October 20, 1960 launched their first nuclear-powered
vessel, the submarine Dreadnought. This 3,000-ton hunter-type sub-
marine is powered by an American Westinghouse S5W reactor. It conse-
quently may be expected to be refueled in an American port. The British
Admiralty has, in addition, placed a contract with Vickers -Armstrong Ltd.
for a second nuclear submarine, designated the SSNO2. The reactor for
this ship is scheduled to be built in Britain according to British designs.
A land-based prototype will also be built in Britain for completion in mid-
1962. This second hunter-killer type submarine will be somewhat larger
than the Dreadnought and is expected to be launched 18 months after keel-
laying, the timing of which is as yet unscheduled. The British also have
plans to construct one 60,000-dwt tanker but no contract has yet been

awarded.
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Danatom, the Danish Association for Industrial Development of Atomic
Energy, has recently completed a design study of three nuclear-propelled
tankers of about 65,000 dwt. Known as Project Alpha, the study is intended
to interest shipping interests in the feasibility of a tanker powered by a
nuclear reactor of the pressurized water type.

The French are working on a reactor designed for installation in
France' s prototype nuclear submarine, the Q-244. A final decision as to
the type of reactor to be utilized has not yet been made. The reactor work
is being conducted at Chantiers de l'Atlantique at Cherbourg, where the
Ecole d'Application Maritime de l'Energie Atomique has been established.
In addition, the French Atomic Energy Commission and the French Mer-
chant Marine have jointly undertaken a study project calling ultimately
for the construction of a 50,000-dwt tanker powered by a gas-cooled
reactor. Furthermore, the new 55,000-ton liner, France, will be built so
as to allow for possible conversion to atomic power.

Germany's Nuclear Shipping Society recently announced plans to
convert the 15,000-dwt tanker Esso Bolivar to nuclear power by 1962-1963.
Construction of a 45,000-dwt nuclear tanker is also under study by Deutsche
Werft Shipyard. A third German project is being carried on at Nuremberg,
where a gas-cooled graphite-moderated reactor for ship propulsion is be-
ing studied by the West German government in conjunction with private
industry.

The Italian Fiat Company, in collaboration with Ansaldo, has designed
a propulsion reactor for a 70,000-dwt tanker of the Agrigentum type. Also,
the new 32,000-ton Leonardo da Vinci is being constructed with a view to
possible future conversion to nuclear propulsion, and plans have been an-
nounced for the construction of a nuclear submarine, Guilio Verne.

Several large Norwegian shipowners are known to be making independent
studies of the feasibility and economics of nuclear-powered tankers. How-
ever, no contracts or construction programs have been announced.

The Swedish Shipbuilding Research Foundation, through its Committee
for Nuclear Propulsion, has made a survey of the possibilities of applying
nuclear propulsion to merchant ships and is now studying different reactor
types and shielding problems. Ships, Incorporated, an affiliate of Cities
Service Corp., is also collaborating with Gotaverken Ship Yards on the
design of a 65,000-dwt oil tanker which is scheduled to be launched in
1965.

The Dutch are studying the possibility of a nuclear-powered sub-
marine, but this project is not likely to result in an operational vessel
in the near future.

No programs by foreign nations for the construction of naval surface
ships are known at this time. The maximum number of foreign naval

vessels, all submarines, that would appear to be likely by 1970 is conse-
quently four, but including possibly three in Britain and one in France.
The number of foreign naval vessels in the period 1971-1975 will depend
largely on world conditions, but will probably not exceed ten by 1975, in-
cluding vessels of all types.
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In general, the incentives for foreign nuclear merchant ship construc-
tion are not greatly different from those of United States shipping interests.
However, as noted above, an active interest in nuclear merchant ships
persistently continues to exist in many foreign countries. It is believed
that if the Savannah is successful, the Japanese, with their long trade routes,
particularly to the West Coast of South America, would have the greatest
incentive to develop nuclear energy for merchant ship purposes. Consider-
ing their substantial foreign trade and their extensive shipbuilding facilities,
the Japanese conceivably could put a significant number of nuclear-powered
merchant ships into operation by 1975.

Inasmuch as the United States shipbuilding industry has difficulty in
competing with foreign shipbuilders in the construction of conventional
ships, it is improbable that nuclear ships for foreign registry will be
built in the United States in the foreseeable future. Considering that initial
fueling of nuclear ships normally takes place in the construction yard, it
is furthermore not anticipated that any initial fueling of foreign-built
nuclear ships will take place in United States ports.

SHIPS TO BE REFUELED

The Nautilus, the U. S. Navy's first nuclear submarine, has been re-
fueled twice. In each case, the refueling took place after about 26 months

of operation. The Nautilus' first loading of nuclear fuel logged 69, 100
miles and the second 93,000 miles. The first loading of nuclear fuel of
the Seawolf, the Navy's second nuclear submarine, was removed after
about 23 months of operation and 71,600 miles. The Navy's third sub-
marine, the Skate, has operated over 36 months, logging more than
112,000 miles and at this writing has not been scheduled for refueling.
It is the Navy's aim to develop nuclear fuel cores of long-life expectancy
to minimize the number of refuelings. In this connection, Vice Admiral
Hyman G. Rickover, who is in charge of the development and production
of U. S. Naval vessels, recently stated:

"Our experience with the Nautilus has been such that we
can expect to use up the equivalent of about 1,000 to 1,500
full-powered hours a year. This means that a nuclear
power destroyer or frigate with a nuclear core, having a
capacity of 5,000 full-power hours and operating as much
as Nautilus has operated, would not need to be refueled
for several years. We are approaching the point where
we will have reactors we can put on a ship which will last
for an entire war (4 or 5 years). This is our objective.''

So far as the Savannah is concerned, it is estimated that its original
fuel loading core will have a life of about 3-1/2 years.

In general, it may be expected that nuclear ships now in operation
will require their first refueling, on the average, after 3 years, and that
the average interval between refuelings will increase gradually to 6 years
by 1975.
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Although all proposed sites for the refueling of the Navy' s nuclear
ships have not been disclosed, conceivably any or all such ships could
be refueled at ports on the United States East Coast. Similarly, no
determination has been made of the refueling sites for United States
nuclear merchant vessels, but there is a strong probability that the
majority will also be refueled at ports on the East Coast. With regard
to foreign nuclear ships, it is improbable that any will be refueled in
United States ports with the exception of the British submarine,
Dreadnought, which is powered by an American built reactor supplied
with nuclear fuel from the United States. As a general rule, foreign
countries will wish to gain experience in refueling their own ships in
their own ports to avoid dependence on the United States. In addition,
refueling in home ports provides an opportunity to conserve foreign
exchange, and in most cases foreign costs will be lower.

On the basis of a 3-to 6-year fuel life, the number of United States
ships, both Naval and merchant, to be refueled during the forecast
period is as follows:

Period Number of Refuelings

1960-1965 34

1966-1970 82

1971-1975 113

NUMBER OF SHIPS TO BE SERVICED

Servicings of nuclear ships fall into two categories: Minor and
Major. Minor servicings, including minor maintenance and transfer of
low level radioactive waste materials, may be required as often as every
10 days to 2 weeks. Such servicings, however, can be accomplished with
tenders or similar servicing craft or in ports without special nuclear
facilities. On the other hand, certain major maintenance and repair
operations to the reactor systems and equipment of a nuclear ship re-
quire specially equipped nuclear port facilities.

It is estimated that each nuclear ship, whether Naval or merchant,
will need, on the average, three major servicings during its first year

of operation. After normal operations have been established, it is
estimated that nuclear ships will require major servicing every 18 to
24 months. The estimates of the number of major servicings shown be-
low are based on servicings coincident with each refueling plus one or
two major servicings (at intervals between 18 months and 2 years) for
each ship between refuelings, in addition to the three estimated major
servicings during the first year of operation.

The total number of major servicings required by American ships,
both Naval and merchant, on this basis, is as follows:
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Number of
Period Major Servicings

1960-1965 193

1966-1970 278

1971-1975 397

All foreign ships are expected to be serviced in foreign ports
except for occasional emergencies.
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CHAPTER III

NUCLEAR PORT FACILITY REQUIREMENTS

This chapter analyzes the necessary and desirable characteristics of
port facilities and equipment capable of (a) handling the shipping of used
nuclear fuel and other radioactive material, and (b) performing the initial
fueling, subsequent refueling and servicing of atomic-propelled merchant
and Naval vessels.

SHIPMENT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

Port facilities required for the handling and shipment of spent nuclear
fuel and other radioactive materials are relatively modest. Regulations of
the Atomic Energy Commission, the Coast Guard and the Interstate Com-
merce Commission now in effect, or being formulated, require that any
such shipments be packaged to meet specifications designed to reduce po-
tential hazards to prudent limits during shipping, receiving, handling and
storage. Except for shipments of material with a low level of radioactivity,
movement and handling require compliance with regulations as well as, in
most cases, specific permits from the Coast Guard and/or Interstate Com-
merce Commission. Movement and handling of radioactive shipments also
may be restricted by state or local authorities. However, the restrictions
are no more limiting than those for many other materials handled in every-
day traffic. Pertinent regulations are discussed in Appendix A of this report.

No unique physical features except for equipment to lift the heaviest
casks are required for a port facility handling radioactive shipments. Such
casks normally will not exceed 75 tons, although it is possible that some
may be double this weight. Stationary or mobile cranes of adequate capacity
to lift such weights are available to many docks within New York State. Ex-
isting facilities at a number of locations can handle the heaviest shipments
anticipated without modification. Small shipments, which constitute the
largest number, can be handled at all docks.

A specialized nuclear port facility, such as described below in this
chapter, would, in addition to its other uses, automatically include all es-
sential equipment for handling the heaviest and most radioactive of nuclear
shipments.

INITIAL FUELING OF NUCLEAR SHIPS

The initial fueling of nuclear-propelled vessels is normally performed
at the shipyard at which the ship is built or outfitted, but can readily also
be accomplished at a refueling facility. In either case, hoisting equipment
of modest capacity, capable of accurate positioning of the fuel elements in
a nuclear reactor, must be provided. In addition, heavy lifting equipment
must be available to handle the reactor vessel head, usually including the
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control rod drives, upper shield sections and containment vessel hatch.
Facilities must also be provided for receipt, inspection and safe storage
of fresh fuel elements under conditions designed to prevent both damage
to the elements and accidental criticality.

If start-up and initial operation are to be performed at the fueling
facility, it would additionally be necessary to provide for storage and
cleanup of a certain amount of contaminated reactor coolant. This re-
quires tankage, pumps and a demineralizer or other waste-treatment
equipment. The initial charge of primary reactor coolant and/or boiler
water probably would also have to be supplied at the fueling facility. Fur-
thermore, demineralized water storage would be necessary or desirable,
as well as demineralizing equipment to supplement that on the vessel. If
reactor coolants other than water are to be employed, special storage and
transfer equipment would be required. (If the coolant is a polyphenyl for

example, heaters would be required for melting. If the coolant is a gas,
such as helium or carbon dioxide, facilities for receipt and storage would
be needed.)

REFUELING AND SERVICING OF NUCLEAR SHIPS

A facility for the refueling and servicing of nuclear-propelled ships
must perform some or all of the following services:

1. Removal, storage and preparation for shipment of
used fuel elements.

2. Receipt, inspection and storage of new fuel elements.

3. Receipt and storage of waste materials for treatment,
reclamation and/or disposal. This includes:

a. Liquid wastes, such as reactor coolants.

b. Spent demineralizer resins.

c. Miscellaneous solid wastes, such as contam-
inated equipment, tools, clothing, etc.

4. Inspection, maintenance and repair of at least the nuclear

portions of the propulsion plant.

Each of these operations is analyzed below to identify minimum equip-
ment and system requirements, including capacity, plus any special features
of such equipment and facilities that may be needed. Two alternatives are
considered: First, a complete facility capable of providing all of the services
listed above, and second, a limited facility (capable of being expanded to a
complete facility) to provide only essential services in combination with the
dockside use of an auxiliary servicing vessel, such as the Atomic Servant,
which was built to provide for remote refueling and servicing of the N.S.
Savannah. It is recognized that a complete facility represents a large capital
investment, which may not be justifiable until a large number of nuclear-
propelled ships require refueling and major servicing.
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REQUIREMENTS OF A COMPLETE PORT FACILITY

A suggested layout of a complete port facility for conducting the re-
fueling and major servicing of nuclear ships is shown in the artist's sketch,
Figure 4. The detailed plan and elevation drawings are shown in Figures 5
and 6. Although the concept presented shows the entire facility mounted on
a pier, many of the components could be located on an adjoining land area.
Relocation of components shown in the concept could be adjusted as neces-
sary to make feasible the use of an existing port installation. A desirable
feature of the pier-mounted location is that access by personnel to the
facility is readily controlled through a single point at the pierhead. Func-
tional descriptions of the various possible approaches to the problem are
included in Appendix C, as well as a listing of the major items of required
equipment.

General Pier Requirements

A complete facility must be capable of berthing the ships to be refueled
and serviced. Except for submarines and destroyers, most nuclear-propelled
ships built in the near future may be expected to be relatively large. (The
N.S. Savannah is 595 feet long and the U.S.S. Enterprise exceeds 1,000 feet.)
Furthermore, minimum water depth at the pier and in the approach channel
should be at least 30 feet, and preferably deeper. Strong currents or ex-
cessive tide variations in the vicinity of the dock should be avoided.

Either a pier or a bulkhead dock is capable of being adapted to the fa-
cility. A pier is generally to be desired because it can permit servicing of
two vessels simultaneously without consuming excessive time in transferring
fuel.

Wherever located, a minimum deck loading of 4 tons per square foot is
desirable over the entire working area of the facility. In addition, provision
must be made for a spent fuel storage pool mounted on a solid foundation
capable of supporting the pool's weight without danger of cracking the con-
crete pool walls or bottom. A floor loading of 2 tons per square foot should
apply to this area.

Handling E quipment

A heavy lift crane is essential for removing used fuel elements from
a nuclear ship's reactor. The usual practice is to withdraw the fuel ele-
ments into a heavily shielded transfer cask positioned over the reactor,then
to lift the transfer cask from the ship to the pier. Transfer casks usually
weigh between 25 tons and 40 tons. The crane must be able to handle (a)the
reactor vessel head, which may weigh as much as 50 tons including control
rod drive mechanisms, (b) shield sections, and (c) the reactor enclosure
hatch. Advanced maritime reactor designs may permit refueling through
a relatively small opening in the reactor vessel head, in which case the re-
quired lifting capacity may be somewhat less. On the other hand, some
Naval vessels have been designed for removal of an entire reactor core in
one operation. This requires a very heavy transfer cask exceeding 100 tons.

A ship refueling facility may also be used for the receipt and transship-
ment of shipping casks containing fuel from stationary power reactors.
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Weights approaching 75 tons are now being considered for such shipping
casks and even heavier weights may be employed in the future. A heavy-
duty traveling crane with a capacity of 150 tons is therefore suggested for
a complete nuclear pier facility. An existing crane of 50 to 75 tons capacity
may be adequate for a limited facility if a floating crane of higher capacity
is available.

A complete nuclear pier facility also would require the following:

1. A rail car or dolly for the movement of transfer casks
along the pier to the spent fuel storage building.

2. A 50-ton bridge crane in the spent fuel building to de-
posit used fuel into the storage pool by means of the
transfer cask.

3. A traveling jib crane of 1/2-ton capacity for underwater
movement of spent fuel elements, control rods or other
radioactive materials in the storage pool.

4. A 150-ton bridge crane in the spent fuel storage building
for handling reactor components, such as the reactor
vessel head, and to load used fuel shipping casks onto
rail cars or motor carriers for shipment to a reprocess-
ing plant.

Used Fuel and Component Storage Capacity

Underwater storage capability is needed in a nuclear port facility for
the used fuel elements and control rods which will be removed from nuclear
ships. A pool should be provided with a depth of 14 feet of shielding water
above the fuel stored in the pool. Marine reactor fuel assemblies, which
in most cases must be handled and stored vertically, may be 6 or 8 feet
long. Accordingly, a minimum pool depth of about 25 feet is required, and,
to accommodate control elements which may be somewhat longer, a 32-foot
depth is suggested. A total pool area of 800 square feet should be provided
to store fuel and control rods from two reactor cores, as well as under-
water working area for transfer, disassembly or cutting of fuel elements.
Space for subsequent expansion of fuel storage is desirable. In this regard,
the first nuclear-propelled aircraft carrier will have eight reactors, all of
which may require refueling at one time.

The fuel storage pool should be constructed of reinforced concrete and
coated on the inner surfaces with a suitable resin to make it leak-tight and
to facilitate decontamination.

Space also should be provided for the shielded storage of reactor
vessel heads and such other contaminated reactor components as may be
removed to gain access to the reactor core.

Other used fuel and component storage requirements include: (1) a re-
circulation pump and heat exchangers to dissipate decay heat from the used
fuel storage pool, (2) filtration equipment to remove algae and other foreign
matter, (3) a storage tank to permit complete drainage of the pool, (4) de-
mineralizer equipment to provide for initial filling of the storage pool with
demineralized water and for subsequent cleanup, and (5) additional cleanup
equipment for the treatment of other liquid wastes.
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Fresh Fuel Storage Capacity

The storage of new fuel elements requires the installation of a weather-
proof and fireproof vault of a size sufficient to accommodate, as a minimum,
the fuel assemblies for completely refueling the largest nuclear vessels.
Such storage must be provided in a manner which precludes accidental criti-
cality. A vault with a base of at least 1,600 square feet, 10 feet high, is sug-
gested, although provision for additional capacity is desirable.

Waste Storage and Treatment Capacity

The principal wastes from a nuclear ship are spent demineralizer
resins and contaminated water. The resins are removed from the ship by
pumping and sluicing. Resin transfer pumps should therefore be a part of
any complete nuclear pier facility, although in special cases it is possible
to use on-board equipment for this purpose. Storage tanks for contaminated
resins must also be provided, as well as equipment for packaging the resin
for shipment to disposal areas. Other requirements include: (1) storage
tanks to permit drainage of the ship's reactors for maintenance and refuel-
ing, and for possible overflow during warm-up and shoreside operation,
(2) demineralizers for cleanup of wastes, and (3) make-up demineralizers
and clean water storage for recharging the reactor's primary coolant. A
flow diagram for a suggested waste treatment system is shown in Figure 7.

Machine Shop Facilities

Adequate machine shop facilities are needed to permit maintenance and
minor repairs to equipment in visiting ships and in the port facility itself.
All work entering such a shop should be monitored and, if necessary, sub-
jected to decontamination procedures to permit operation of the shop as a
"nonregulated" facility.

Laboratory Facilities

Adequate laboratory facilities are required to permit the storage and
maintenance of portable radiation monitoring equipment, as well as the
taking and handling of samples for urinalysis, blood analysis, and the
analysis of such environmental factors as air, water, and potentially con-
taminated materials. The processing of film badges and dosimeters may
also be performed at the port facility, although such services may be readily
obtained on an outside contract basis.

Ventilation

Ventilation systems are required by a nuclear pier facility in the en-
closed areas over the spent fuel storage pool and in the waste treatment
area. These systems involve the provision of an adequate supply of clean
air plus the discharge of scrubbed air to the atmosphere through a ventila-
tion stack. Radiation monitors on the exhaust system and in adjacent areas,
to provide information on radiation levels, should also be provided.

Vent Gas System

An off-gas system is needed to collect vent gases from waste storage
tanks and the cleanup demineralizer. These vent gases must be successively
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filtered and dehumidified in a cooler and moisture separator, and passed
through an absolute filter to remove particulate matter. They must also
be constantly monitored, and they must ultimately either be discharged to
an exhaust stack (if they are below the acceptable radioactivity level) or
compressed and held in a gas decay storage tank until they can be dis-
charged safely.

Administration and Building Services

An administration building is suggested at the pierhead of a complete
facility. This would provide a convenient arrangement for controlling per-
sonnel access to the pier, and would also contain a first-aid room, showers,
change and locker rooms, and a laundry for contaminated work clothing.

A heating and emergency power supply would be required in any nuclear
pier facility, as well as the customary fire fighting, lighting, communica-
tion, sanitary and domestic water systems.

REQUIREMENTS OF A LIMITED PORT FACILITY

The requirements of a limited port facility to accomplish refueling
and servicing in conjunction with a servicing barge are: (a) lifting equip-
ment to handle transfer casks, removable reactor components, and the
loading of shipping casks onto rail cars or motor carriers, and (b) an ad-
ministration building with change room facilities, laboratory and building
services similar to those of the complete facility.

A servicing barge, the Atomic Servant, is being provided by the U. S.
Maritime Administration for refueling and servicing the N.S. Savannah.
This barge, capable of being towed or otherwise transported to all parts of
the world, contains a spent fuel storage pool and accessories, storage for
resins and other contaminated wastes, a 50-foot boom with a capacity of
10 tons, waste treatment equipment, laboratory, shop and monitoring fa-
cilities. It requires a shoreside facility for transfer of used fuel and other
materials.

The shoreside facility must be capable of loading and handling used
fuel shipping casks as well as a shipping containers for spent resins and
other radioactive material. The availability of a servicing barge at a con-
templated port facility would eliminate the need in the initial shoreside in-
stallation of facilities already existing in the servicing barge, although space
for the installation of equipment required in the complete facility would be
desirable.

The Atomic Servant is 129 feet long and 36 feet in beam. Depth to the
main deck is 14 feet and the draft is 6 feet. At a limited port facility,
berthing facilities for a vessel of this size are required in addition to fa-
cilities for the nuclear ship to be serviced. Figure 8, shows a suggested
layout for the limited installation. Equipment and facilities are specified
in Appendix C. Accessibility for a floating or other mobile crane of adequate

capacity must be provided unless the necessary hoisting equipment is in-
stalled at the facility.
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At either a limited or a complete servicing facility, it is advan-
tageous to utilize the time that a nuclear-powered ship is immobilized
during refueling and nuclear servicing to perform a variety of mainte.
nanace repair and overhaul operations on the entire vessel. For this
reason, it would be highly desirable to have the nuclear port facility lo-
cated at or near an existing shipyard equipped with conventional shop
and other facilities. In any case, an adequate supply of skilled labor,
well trained in the maintenance and repair of conventional ship's equip-
ment, and capable of additional training in the more exacting operations
of refueling and servicing a nuclear ship, is essential.
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CHAPTER IV

INLAND TRANSPORTATION FROM PORT AREAS

The general requirements and scope of this chapter are to identify and
appraise the alternate methods of transporting shipments of used nuclear
fuel and related materials from ports to inland destinations. This identifi-
cation and appraisal includes a comparison of the various methods of trans-
portation, taking into account capability, practicality, economy, convenience
and safety, with particular regard for the health and safety of the public.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

With respect to the transportation of used nuclear fuel, the destination
is assumed to be a plant for chemical reprocessing. Alternates considered
are a proposed reprocessing plant located in Western New York State (see
Figure 9) and Atomic Energy Commission reprocessing plants located at
Hanford, Washington; Arco, Idaho; Oak Ridge, Tennessee; and Aiken, South
Carolina.

Alternate methods of transportation considered are railroad, highway
(using motor common carrier or heavy and specialized motor carrier), water,
and air.

Inland water transport is considered only for a reprocessing plant lo-
cated in Western New York State where the New York State Barge Canal Sys-
tem is available to within 30 miles of the assumed plant site.

Three typical packages are considered. They are classified according
to weight as:

- Six-Ton Packages, representative of shipments which may
possibly be handled by common carriers as "mixed freight."

- Twenty-Ton Packages, representative of the largest prac-
ticable shipments that can be handled by common motor

carrier.

- Seventy-Five-Ton Packages, representative of shipments
larger than practical for common motor carrier handling.

Three port locations are selected as typical for the receipt of marine
shipments for transshipment to inland destinations, namely, New York,

Albany and Buffalo. This number of locations is chosen, also, to limit the
combination of routes to be studied.

APPRAISAL OF ALTERNATE METHODS

Table 15 summarizes a comparison of the alternate methods of trans-

portation from the viewpoints of capability, practicality, convenience, econ-
omy and safety.
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Practicality and Convenience

Motor transport is convenient because it does not require transship-
ment. However, highway common carriers are generally limited to maxi-
mum loads of 15 to 20 tons. Heavier loads may be carried by special con-
veyances, such as low-bed trailers, but are limited by weight restrictions
on roadbeds and bridges. It is improbable that loads greatly in excess of
20 tons would be approved for regular shipment over most highway routes,
although movement of such heavy loads over short distances, as from the
pier to a railroad connection, may be feasible.

Rail transportation is practical for shipments of all sizes up to and
beyond 125 tons, particularly if railroad spurs are available at both the
pier and inland destinations. Loads of 250 tons are possible in some cases.

Water transportation is feasible for virtually any size and weight of
shipment, but loses much of its attractiveness if speed is required, if trans-
shipment is necessary, or if the waterways involved are open only part of

the year. In addition, expeditious scheduling of shipments may be difficult
in the case of water shipments because of the relatively infrequent move-
ment of suitable carriers except on a comparatively costly "exclusive use"
basis.

Air transportation is generally limited to relatively light loads and
furthermore requires transshipment to and from airports. Air transporta-

tion is most attractive when a requirement for minimum shipping time is

combined with relatively light weights, as in the case of new fuel or short-
lived isotopes.

Economics

Comparative cost estimates have been made for alternate methods of
transportation from the ports of Albany, Buffalo and New York to a reproc-
essing site in Western New York State. The results are summarized in

Table 16 and (for the Port of New York) in Figure 10. Details of the study
are presented in Appendix D. Specific routes are delineated for the cases
tabulated. The conclusions are extended in a general way for shipments to
the Atomic Energy Commission's reprocessing sites.

Only in the common motor carrier industry has the classification of
radioactive shipments for rate determination been established. Analogies
are used to determine railroad rates. It should be emphasized that choice
of the most economic method of shipment and routing for given situations

can be made only after detailed comparison, because rates for comparable

shipments vary considerably from one jurisdiction to another.

The tabulated costs are for one-way trips of loaded shipping casks from
port to reprocessing plant. The empty casks would, of course, be returned.

The empty casks weigh nearly as much as the loaded casks. However, for
most carriers, they fall into a different freight classification with different
rates. The round-trip costs do not necessarily bear a fixed ratio to the
one-way costs. However, the differences are not sufficient to change the
over-all conclusions.

Table 16 indicates that highway shipments are generally the most eco-
nomical for shipments of 6- to 20-ton loads over relatively short distances.
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Table 15

METHODS OF INLAND TRANSPORTATION

A

Basic Qualities

Capability

Practicality

Economy 1/

Convenience

Safety of Public

B

Railroad

6-20-75 tons under study
125 tons may be common

later
250 tons possible

Very practical for all ton-
nages with railroad spur
to destination and to pier.

Generally lowest cost on
long hauls for loads over
about 20 tons. (See com-
ments under Heavy Motor
Carriers.)

Most convenient for large
loads if railroad spurs
are at port and at desti-
nation.

Safest because railroad
freight cars and railroad
right-of-way have least
direct contact with public.

C

Common Motor Carrier

15-20 tons maximum

Very practical for smaller
loads up to 15-20 tons.
Minimum handling of small
loads with direct delivery
to destination.

Generally lowest cost for
6- and 20-ton casks for
distances up to about 500
miles.

Convenient for small loads
assuming normal handling
and routing procedures are
used.

Safety might be questioned
because of joint use of high-
ways by motor carrier and
public cars.

D
Heavy and Specialized

Motor Carriers

Report they can handle
75-ton packages on special
low-bed trailers. 250 tons
have been moved a short
distance.

Use for heavy loads may
not be practical for long
hauls because of state

highway limitations.

Lowest cost method for
75-ton casks if states per-
mit use of highways for

regular shipments of
heavy loads.

Especially convenient if
shipping and receiving
facilities are not located
at railhead.

Safety might be questioned
because of joint use of high-
ways by motor carrier and

public cars.

E
Water Routes

(Ship or Barge)

Unlimited if waterway
has capacity for barge
or ship.

Considered practical
for long hauls. Re-
handling required if
destination is not on
a waterway.

Most economical for

heavy regular tonnages
on long hauls or if most

of haul is on waterway.

Convenient if plant site
were on waterway.
Otherwise rehandling
is required.

Safe because waterways
are usually not used by
public to a great degree.
Subject to collision and

grounding.

F

Air

Limited to about 6 tons
for airplane and about

1- 1/2 tons for helicop-
ter.

Airplane not practical
because of transship-
ments and time between
terminals and their air-

ports. Helicopter could
load at pier and deliver
to destination.

Costs would be high.

Airplane not convenient.

Might be faster if speed
is essential. Helicopter
is convenient for smaller
loads.

Danger of accident and
landing in populated
areas. Propriety of
carrying irradiated
fuels aloft must be con-
sidered.

1/ See the Summary Tables 16 and D- 1 comparing costs for the several alternate methods.

1
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For distances over about 500 miles, depending on load and route, rail trans-
portation becomes more competitive and in some cases more economical. From
the standpoint of estimated transportation costs alone, the 75-ton casks appear
most economically handled by low-bed heavy motor carriers for distances up
to about 650 miles. However, it is doubtful that highway movements of loads of
this weight would be permitted except under special circumstances. Therefore,
the 75-ton and larger casks may be expected generally to be moved by rail.

Table 16

COMPARATIVE COST OF RAIL AND HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION
TO WESTERN NEW YORK STATE SITE

(Dollars Per Ton)

Container Weight

Port of.Origin

6-Ton Container

New York

Albany

Buffalo

20-Ton Container

New York

Albany

Buffalo

75-Ton Container

New York

Albany

Buffalo

Approximate
Miles

Rail Motor

Highway

Heavy and Specialized Motor
Carrier

Rail
Other Than

Lowboy Lowboy

340 370 $56.00 $76.16

250 240 47.66

60 50 28.33

340

250

370

240

28.00

23.80

60 50 14.20

340 370 28.00

250 240 23.80

60 50 14.20

50.83

15.00

31.45

23.00

7.00

21.94 __/

14.77 11
4.03 L/

$50.16

34.16

10.33

24.05

16.20

4.60

Common
Motor

Carrier

$45.33

40.33

.4..16

20.00

19.20

10.20

Not Feasible

Not Feasible

Not Feasible

Note s:

Underline indicates lowest cost.

1/ Approval by State Highway Department for movement of
this heavy load on a regular schedule would be required.

Source: Appendix D, Table D- 1.
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Safety to the Public

The shipment of radioactive materials is permitted only if the mini-
mum requirements of the Atomic Energy Commission and interstate or
intrastate regulatory agencies regarding packaging and handling are met.
These regulations,which are still subject to refinement,, are designed to
assure the safety of the public against a criticality accident or the acci-
dental release of radioactive materials under any credible accident dur-
ing handling or shipping, including collision, dropping, overheating, freez-
ing, etc. Furthermore, it is prudent to minimize hazards as much as
possible by avoiding public contact and situations which might lead to ac-
cidents. From this standpoint, it is desirable to move radioactive materials
over routes which avoid congested traffic and populous areas. Rail trans-
portation has the advantage in this regard because public contact is normally
excluded from railroad rights-of-way. Similarly, limited-access highways,
such as through ways, avoid congested traffic and usually bypass centers of
population, so that, from a safety standpoint, they are preferable to other
types of highways. Waterways have limited public contact, but are subject
to a variety of hazards, such as grounding and submergence, as well as
greater effects from the vagaries of weather.

Air transportation of large amounts of radioactive materials, except
over unpopulated regions, is undesirable, because a serious crash in a popu-
lated area must be considered as credible. Shipment by. air of low levels of
radioactivity, if suitably packaged is not considered to be unduly hazardous.

Regulations

Regulations governing the packaging and shipment of used reactor fuel
and other radioactive materials are discussed in detail in Appendix A. In

summary, proposed regulations of the Atomic Energy Commission specify
packaging requirements to prevent accidental criticality and radiation ex-
posure during shipping and handling of irradiated fuel elements. The pro-
posed regulations include maximum permissible radioactivity, temperature
limitations and minimum cooling requirements to prevent meltdown, mini-
mum design requirements for integrity of shipping containers, and minimum
shielding requirements. In addition, coordinated regulations of the Interstate
Commerce Commission and the U. S. Coast Guard require appropriate pack-
aging and labeling on all shipments of more than minor amounts of radioactivity
and specific permits for the movement of packages.

Conclusions

Based on considerations of practicality, convenience, economy and safety,
the following conclusions are drawn regarding alternate methods of transport-
ing used fuel elements from a port facility to inland destinations:

1. Rail transportation generally is suitable for trans.portation of
shipments of all sizes up to and beyond shipping cask weights

of 125 tons, and frequently is the most economic method of
transporting shipments of smaller packages down to 6 tons or
less for distances greater than about 500 miles.

2. Highway transportation by common motor carrieris feasible
for packages of up to 20 tons in weight, and is the most eco-
nomical method of transporting shipments within this weight
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limitation for distances of less than about 500 miles. Heavier
packages may be transported economically on specialized motor
carriers but maximum load limits over most highways will prob-
ably restrict routine shipments (except possibly for very short
hauls, such as from a pier to a rail connection) to something con-
siderably less than the 75-ton typical cask weight expected to be
used for shipping used fuel from large power reactors. In addi-
tion, for safety reasons, highway shipments should preferably be
routed (whenever possible) over limited access highways. In
this connection, it should be noted that the resultant toll payments
may in particular instances so diminish the economic advantage
of highway shipment that rail shipment may thereby become com-
petitive at shorter distances than those mentioned above.

3. Water transportation is economical for heavy loads to certain
destinations. The closing of waterways such as the New York
Barge Canal System during the winter months diminishes the
attractiveness of this method of transportation.

4. Air transportation is practical only for relatively light loads with
low radioactivity when minimum shipping time is important.
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CHAPTER V

NUCLEAR SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

This chapter describes and evaluates nuclear safety experience and
current policies involved in (a) the storage, shipment, and transshipment
of packaged nuclear materials, including irradiated fuel, and (b) the con-
struction, initial fueling, start-up, in-port navigation, minor servicing,
major servicing and refueling of nuclear ships.

PACKAGED NUCLEAR MATERIALS

The storage, shipment and transshipment of packaged nuclear ma-
terials, including irradiated fuel, is discussed in terms of (a) the kinds
of shipments, and (b) the controlling regulations and procedures for the
handling of such shipments from the point of view of the public health
and safety.

Kinds and Frequency of Shipments

Many shipments of radioactive materials are currently being made
into, from, through and within the State of New York. The exact number
and type of such shipments is not known and there is no reporting system
in effect which makes it possible to acquire this information on a State-
wide basis. However, the Office of Radiation Control of the Health
Department of the City of New York has for some time been requesting
shippers of radioactive materials to notify it when such shipments in-
volve transportation through any part of the City or its port facilities.
In July 1960, such notification was made mandatory (New York City
Health Code, Section 175.09 c) for all shippers other than agencies of
the Federal Government. As a result it has recently been made possible
to gain an indication of the number and type of radioactive shipments
being made through the City and Port of New York.

During 1960, 85 such shipments were reported to the Office of
Radiation Control. This Office estimates that, in view of the exemption
of Federal agencies and for other reasons discussed below, it received
notification of only about half of the shipments made during 1960. The
actual rate of shipments is estimated to be about 10 to 20 per month, of
which about five to eight involve the use of marine facilities. Other
shipments are by air, rail or truck.

Table 17 lists shipments recorded by the Office of Radiation Control
during 1960. It describes for this period the kinds and dates of reported
radioactive shipments passing through New York City including their
origin and destination, and the type of transportation utilized. The list
includes many shipments made by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission,
which, although it is an exempt Federal agency, has complied with the
Office's notification requirement as a matter of comity. The list does
not include many shipments made by the Department of Defense, because
of military secrecy, or by other shippers who in 1960 were still not in-
formed of the notification requirements.
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SHIPMENTS THROUGH NEW YORK CITY, 1960

Data From the Office of Radiation Control, New York City Health Department

Isotope

Date of

Shipment Origin Destination

1/4 .Cs-137 - 1500 curies

1/4 Cs-137 - 1500 curie

1/12 Ir-192 - 902 curies

1/19 U-235 (88 kg -25% enrichment
(22 kg

1/29 870 kg of irradiated material

2/11 11 - 55 gal. waste drums

2/15 UO2 fuel elements containing

6.5 kg of U-235

2/17 Co-60 - 1500 curies

U-235 - 1800 grams

U-235 - 5.9 kg

Co-60 - 2000 curies

Co-60 - 1500 curies

Co-60 - 900 curies

Waste rags, etc. 50 mc

Waste rags, etc. 50 mc

Co-60 - 3 curies

Pt, Ag, Au sources

Rb - 40 curies

U-235 - 14 kg

Co-60 - 900 curies

U-235 - 1115 grams

1/8

1/8

1/12

1/19

2/1

2/26

2/17

2/17

2/18

2/26

3/8

3/8

3/25

3/30

3/23

3/25

3/23

3/24

3/25

4/11

3/29

Cleveland, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

Phoenixville, Pa.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Idaho Falls, Idaho

Bayside, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Cleveland, Ohio

Hicksville, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Brookhaven, N. Y.

Susquehanna, Pa.

Cleveland, Ohio

Schenectady, N. Y.

Kitterey, Maine

New York, N. Y.

New York, N. Y.

Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

New York, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Germany

Germ any

Arabia

Irwin, Tenn.

Not Available

USN Ammuni-

tion Depot,

Earle, N. J.

Not Available

Not Available

Columbus, Ohio

Italy

Egypt

New York, N. Y.

Not Available

Kearny, N. J.

Kearny, N. J.

Uruguay

Appollo, Pa.

New York, N. Y.

Schenectady

New York, N. Y.

Ann Arbor, Mich.

Rail to Truck
to Ship

Rail to Truck

to Ship

Truck to Idlewild

Truck

Rail to Truck
to Ship

(S. S. Carl)

Truck to Sea
Disposal

Truck to Ship

(S. S. Ines)

Truck to Ship

(S. S. Ines)

Truck to Air

Truck to Air

Truck to Ship

(returned in

December)

Truck

Truck and Rail

to Ship

(S.S. Horda)

Truck

Truck

Truck to Ship

Truck

Truck

Truck

Truck

Railway Express

(Truck to Rail)

Date of

Notice Via

2/18

2/26

3/8

3/8

3/11

3/21

3/21

3/23

3/23

3/23

3/25

3/25

3/29
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Date of
Notice Isotope

4/8 U-235 - 7.2 kg

4/22 Cs-137 - 1500 curies

4/29 Co-60 - 1010 curies

5/S Co-60 - 5500 curies

5/9 Ra-226 - 120 mg
Co-60 - 77 mc

5/10 U-235 - 1. 6 kg

5/10 Low level sources
U-238, C-14

5/25 U fuel material - 25 cases

6/2 Cs-137 - 400 curies

6/2 U-235 - 13 kg

6/2 U-235 - 20 kg

6/13 U-235 - 5 kg

6/13 U-235 - 6. 5 kg

6/17 Co-60 - 98,860 curies

6/17 U-235 - 5kg

6/29 Co-60 - 955 curies

6/30 U - 90 grams (irradiated)

7/13 U-235 - 2324 grams

U-235 - 4834 grams

U-235 - 2754 grams

7/15 Co-60 - 2000 curies

7/20 60 -60 - 1780 curies

7/25 Co-60 - 1780 curies

7/8 U-235 - 7.2 kg

7/29 Co-60 - 1010 curies

8/3 Co-60 - 7046 curies

8/8 Co-60 - 2000 curies

8/9 U-235 - 4382 grams

8/16 U-235 - 4833 grams

8/22 Co-60 - 26, 383. 8 curies

Date of
Shipment

4/8

4/22

5/6

5/9

5/9

5/10

5/8

5/27

6/2

6/3

6/3

6/13

6/13

6/20

6/20

6/7

7/2

7/13

7/13

7/13

7/18

7/19

7/19

4/8

5/6

8/3

8/19

8/9

8/16

8/19

Origin

Schenectady, N.Y.

Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Cleveland, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

Utica, N. Y.

New Haven, Conn.

New Haven, Conn.

Sweden

Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Idaho Falls, Idaho

Hicksville, N. Y.

Cleveland, Ohio

Hanford, Wash.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Cairo, Egypt

Cleveland, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

Schenectady, N. Y.

Cleveland, Ohio

Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Brookhaven, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Destination

Hicksville, N. Y.

Not Available

Lebanon

England

New York, N. Y.

Cheswick, Pa.

Kearny, N. J.

Savannah River, S. C.

New York, N. Y.

Schenectady, N. Y.

Attleboro, Mass.

Sandusky, Ohio

Schenectady, N. Y.

Brookhaven, N. Y.

Sandusky, Ohio

Not Available

Harwell, England

Sweden

Sandusky, Ohio

Schenectady, N.Y.

Brookhaven, N. Y.

Paris, France

Paris, France

Hicksville, N. Y.

Lebanon

England

Buenos Aires

Sandusky, Ohio

Sandusky, Ohio

Brookhaven, N. Y.

Via

Truck

Truck to Ship
(S.S. Dessirmde)

Truck to Ship

Truck to Ship

Car

Truck

Truck

Sea to Truck
(returned 12/1/60)

Truck

Rail

Rail

Rail

Rail

Truck to Rail
to Truck

Truck

Truck to Ship
(S. S. Rio Aroza)

Rail to Ship

Truck to Air

Truck

Truck

Sea to Truck

Truck to Ship

Truck to Ship

Truck

Truck to Ship

Truck to Ship

Truck to Ship

Truck

Truck

Truck



Date of

Notice

8/27

8/31

8/31

8/31

9/12

9/14

9/14

9/20

9/26

10/5

Isotope

Ir-192 - 140 curies

Po-210 - 1000 curies

Po-210 - 1000 curies

Co-60 - 1220 curies

Ir-192 - 40 curies

Co-60 - 847 curies

Co-60 - 10 curies

Co-60 - 98, 186 curies

Co-60 - 735 curies

UF6 (19. 75%) - 23 kg

10/13 Co-60 - 420 curies

10/17 Low level wastes - 6 cartons

11/4 Co-60 80 curies

11/14 Co-60 - 1024 curies

11/22 U-235 - 1625 grams

11/23 U-235 - 2.9 kg

11/23 U-235 - 2.4 kg

11/23 Ir-192 - 25 curies

Ir-192 - 25 curies

Ir-192 - 50 curies

11/25 U-233 - 7 grams
Pu - 5 kg

11/28 Depl. uranium Pu
104. 52 kg

11/28 1 kg of natural uranium
7 - 55 gal. cemented drums

of waste

11/29 Co-60 - 450 curies

17./1 Co-60 - 926 curies

12/1 U02 - 1648 kg

12/5 Depl, uranium - 691. 9 kg

12/6 U (25%) - 400 kg

12/6 U (25%) - 400 kg

12/8 U-235 - 20. 16 curies

Date of

Shipment

8/29

9/1

9/11

9/2

7/13

9/23

9/19

9/24

10/7

9/30

10/17

10/18

11/10

11/14

11/23

11/23

11/23

11/24

11/24

11/25

11/29

11/29

11/29

12/7

12/5

12/6

12/7

12/8

12/8

Origin

Idaho Falls, Idaho

Germantown, Md.

Boston, Mass.

Cleveland, Ohio

Burlington, Mass.

Cleveland, Ohio

Burlington, Mass.

Idaho Falls, Idaho

Cleveland, Ohio

Oak Ridge, Tenn.

New York, N. Y.

New Haven, Conn.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Cleveland, Ohio

Hicksville, N.Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Hicksville, N.Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

New York, N. Y.

Brookhaven, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Cambridge, Mass.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Aiken, S. C.

Brookhaven, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Destination

Frankfurt, Germany

Boston, Mass.

Germantown, Md.

Colombia, S. A.

Arabia

New York, N. Y.

Hawaii

Brookhaven, N. Y.

Paris, France

Madrid, Spain

Philadelphia, Pa.

Kearny, N. J.

New York, N. Y.

Not Available

Idlewild

Buffalo, N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Astoria, N. Y.

Astoria, N. Y.

Astoria, N. Y.

Idlewild

Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Naval Ammo.
Depot, Earle, N. J.

Brookhaven, N. Y.

New York, N. Y.

Sweden

Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Attleboro, Mass.

Attleboro, Mass.

Sandusky, Ohio

Via

Truck to Air

Truck

Truck

Truck to Ship

Truck to Air

Truck

Truck to Air

Rail to Truck

Truck to Ship

Railroad Express

to Ship

Truck

Truck to Ship

Truck

Truck to Ship

Truck

Truck

Truck

Truck

Truck

Truck

Car

Truck

Truck

Truck

Truck

Truck to Ship

Truck

Truck

Truck

Truck



Date of

Notice Isotope

12/8 Cs -137 - 2000 curies

12/16 Depl. uranium - 400 kg

12/16 Depl. uranium - 693 kgs

containing 258 gms Pu

12/20 Co-60 - 260 curies

Date of

Shipment

12/7

12/16

12/19

12/21

Origin

Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Hicksville, N. Y.

Brookhaven, N. Y.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Destination

New York, N. Y.

Detroit, Mich.

Oak Ridge, Tenn.

New York, N. Y.

Table 18 itemizes the 85 shipments described in Table 17 in terms
of types of carriers, origins of shipments and destinations of shipments.

With special regard to shipments of nuclear fuels and military ma-
terials, the New York Operations Office of the U. S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission estimates that in 1960 there were approximately 60 such ship-
ments through the City of New York and that the comparable figure for
1961 will be on the order of 90.

Table 18

CLASSIFICATION OF SHIPMENTS

Origin Destination

Domestic

New York State
Other Eastern States
Western States

Total United States

Foreign

Europe
Africa

Total Foreign

Total Shipments

Method of Transportation

Truck Only
Truck and Ship
Truck and Air
Rail, Truck and Ship
Rail Only
Rail and Truck
Automobile
Rail and Ship

Total Shipments

43
35

5

83

Domestic

New York State
Other Eastern States
Western States
Sea Disposal

Total United States

Foreign

Europe
Africa
Near East
South America
Pacific Area

Total Foreign

Not Available

Total Shipments

1
1

2

85

42
21

7
5
4
3
2
1

85

65

Via

Truck

Truck

Truck

Truck

28
27

0
1

56

13
1
4
3
1

22

7

85
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Controlling Regulations and Procedures

Government regulations relating to the safety aspects of the ship-
ment of packaged radioactive materials by sea, air, rail and truck, to-
gether with cognizant agencies and their applicable procedures, are
summarized below.

Marine Shipments. Marine shipments of radioactive materials are
regulated by the Dangerous Cargo Act (46USC170) and by Executive
Order 10173, as amended, on "Security of Vessels and Waterfront
Facilities." These legislative and executive actions are administered
by the U. S. Coast Guard. Implementing regulations of the Coast Guard
are published in the Federal Register, Title 33 CFR 126.27 and Title 46
CFR 146.26-146.30.

These regulations, discussed more fully in Appendix A, classify all
radioactive materials in the category Poison, Class D, Radioactive
Materials. Subgroups of this category are:

Group I - Radioactive materials emitting gamma rays
only, or both gamma rays and electrically
charged corpuscular rays.

Group I I - Radioactive materials emitting neutrons and
gamma rays and/or electrically charged
corpuscular rays.

Group I I I - Radioactive materials emitting electrically
charged corpuscular rays only, or so shielded
that the gamma radiation at the surface of the
package does not exceed 10 milliroentgens per
24 hours at any time during transportation.

For shipments of materials in all of these subgroups, specific regu-
lations are established for packaging, labeling, permissible quantities of
shipments and emitted dose rates, storage, and required approvals and

exceptions. Furthermore, the requirement is made that certain ma-
terials must be packed inside metal containers per Specification 2R or
in other containers approved by the Bureau of Explosives and authorized
by the Commandant of the Coast Guard.

The U. S. Coast Guard operates the Hazardous Cargo Office, Port
of New York, and has delegated to it responsibility within the Port for
all commercial sea shipments of radioactive materials. This Office in-
spects all packages of radioactive material arriving in or intended for
export from the Port.

The New York City Office of Radiation Control cooperates with the
Hazardous Cargo Office by notifying all interested City agencies, such
as the City Fire and Police departments, of the time and nature of any
planned shipments through the City. This advance notice permits these
agencies to prepare plans for any action required by the occurrence of

an accident involving radioactive shipments.

The U. S. Atomic Energy Commission has established regulations
governing the transportation by sea (and otherwise) of fissionable
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material. Proposed Atomic Energy Commission regulations for ship-
ment of irradiated fuel, discussed more fully in Appendix A, supplement
the regulations of the Coast Guard. Primarily they are concerned with
the prevention of accidental criticality and the limitation of radiation
exposure.

Shipments by Rail and Truck. Shipments of radioactive materials by
rail or truck are regulated by the Interstate Commerce Commissionthrough
the inspection forces of the Bureau of Explosives of the Association of
American Railroads. The Interstate Commerce Commission regulations
are almost identical with those of the Coast Guard except in a few minor
points regarding storage. These differences result from technical fac-
tors arising from the differing requirements of land and sea transports.
The similarity between Interstate Commerce Commission and Coast
Guard regulations simplifies the formulation and application of the com-
pliance procedures involved. This similarity is due to the fact that the
Interstate Commerce Commission, the Coast Guard, the Federal Aviation
Agency, the Atomic Energy Commission, the Bureau of Mines, the National
Bureau of Standards, and several universities jointly prepared basic prin-
ciples which have been implemented by each of the transportation agencies
in their respective areas of cognizance.

These principles are incorporated in a series of handbooks issued
by the National Bureau of Standards. 1/ More recently they were sum-
marized in a memorandum from the Federal Council on Radiation to the
President which contains seven specific recommendations for the guid-
ance of Federal agencies which were approved by the President on
May 13, 1960 and subsequently published in the Federal Register.

The Interstate Commerce Commission regulations are published in
the Federal Register, in Title 49 CFR Parts 71 through 78 on "The
Transportation of Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles."

Shipments by Air. Shipments by air of radioactive materials are
regulated by the Federal Aviation Agency. The regulations are similar
to those of the Coast Guard and Interstate Commerce Commission as
they apply to rail and truck transportation, except that certain additions
have been necessary due to the extreme variations in pressure and tem-
perature experienced by air cargo. The regulations are published in
the Federal Register as Title 14 CFR Part 49 on "Transportation of
Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles." Transportation of radio-
active materials by air has been without accident.

The International Association for Air Transport has adopted regu-
lations covering radioactive shipments that are almost identical to those
of the Federal Aviation Agency. The minor differences that exist are re-
lated to the method of labeling and methods of administration.

1/ Referenced in Appendix A.
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Adequacy of Regulations and Procedures

Experience to Date. The Hazardous Cargo Office, Port of New York,
reports that through October 1960, (a) it has not found a single shipment
packaged so as to present a hazard, (b) it has not recorded an instance
in which a packaged shipment of radioactive material has caused injury
to a member of a ship's complement, to a dock worker, or the public,
and (c) one large cask has been dropped on concrete, but retained its in-
tegrity though damaged by the fall.

A compilation issued recently by the Atomic Energy Commission
of accidents occurring in the operation of AEC facilities and those of its
licensees during the period from July 1, 1958 to June 30, 1960 shows
that of a total of 58 accidents involving radiation, only one involved
transportation outside an Atomic Energy Commission site. On this
occasion, couriers noted water dripping from the vent of an expansion
tank on an irradiated fuel transfer cask while it was in transit. Analysis
indicated a dissolved activity level of about 5 to 6 microcuries per
milliliter in the water. No personnel exposure or property damage re-
sulted from this incident.

Evaluation for the Future. Existing regulations relating to the ship-
ment of packaged radioactive materials appear to be adequate. However,
it would seem useful to consider strengthening these regulations with
respect to (a) a specific requirement regarding protection of the ship-
ment against external fire, and (b) a specific requirement for extra lift-
ing lugs on large casks to facilitate recovery of a cask accidently dropped
into the waters of a port.

Conclusion

On the basis of experience to date in New York City, there appears
to be no reason why, under existing or proposed governmental regula-
tions and control procedures, packaged nuclear materials, including
irradiated fuel in shipping casks, cannot be handled safely and without
public hazard in any part of any port of the State of New York at all
facilities physically capable of handling such materials.

NUCLEAR SHIPS

The safety aspects of the activities involving nuclear ships are dis-
cussed below in terms of (a) construction, (b) initial fueling, (c) start-up,
(d) in-port navigation, (e) servicing, and (f) refueling.

Construction

Nuclear energy is not involved in the construction of a nuclear ship
prior to the receipt of nuclear fuel at the shipyard. The construction of
nuclear ships prior to this point does not differ from the construction of

1/ U. S. Atomic Energy Comnission "Major Activities in the Atomic
Energy Programs" (Annual Report) for 1960 p 272.
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conventional ships so far as safety is concerned, and consequently there
is no reason why such construction cannot be conducted without nuclear
risk in any shipbuilding yard in the State of New York. This statement
applies equally to the construction of barge - or ship -mounted mobile
nuclear power plants.

Initial Fueling

Initial fueling with regard to all nuclear ships constructed to date
or under construction normally takes place in the shipyard where con-
struction is carried on.

Initial fueling of the U. S. Navy's nuclear-powered submarines has
been performed at shipbuilding yards at Groton, Connecticut; Portsmouth,
New Hampshire; Newport News, Virginia; and Vallejo, California. Addi-
tional submarines are under construction at all of these yards as well as
yards at Pascagoula, Mississippi and Camden, New Jersey, directly
across the Delaware River from Philadelphia. The United States' first
nuclear merchant ship, the N.S. Savannah, was built and initially fueled
in the same Camden shipyard. In addition, Navalsurface ships are under
construction in shipyards at Quincy, Massachusetts and Newport News,
Virginia. In all of these cases, following detailed hazards analyses,
initial fueling has either taken place or has been approved to take place
at the construction yards.

It is an accepted fact that potential hazard to the public health and
safety in the initial fueling of a nuclear ship is minimal inasmuch as it
is not until the nuclear engine is actually started up that potentially
hazardous radioactive materials begin to accumulate in the fuel. On the
basis of experience to date, there appears to be no reason why initial
fueling cannot take place without undue hazard in any port in the State of
New York. This statement applies equally to the initial fueling of barge-
mounted mobile nuclear power plants.

Start-Up

Start-up of the nuclear engines of such nuclear-powered vessels as
have been constructed or are under construction to date has either taken
place or is scheduled to take place in the shipyards where construction
and initial fueling is conducted. Thus, start-up has either taken place or
is scheduled to take place at all of the yards enumerated above in the
discussion of initial fueling.

With specific regard to the nuclear merchant ship Savannah, which
is the first nuclear-powered vessel to be subject to all of the safety rules
and regulations from which military vessels, including nuclear sub-
marines, are largely exempt, a recommendation by the Atomic Energy
Commission's Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards would permit
the start-up operation of the ship's nuclear engine up to 10% of its full
designed power capacity in the harbor at Camden in the greater
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1/Philadelphia area. - Similar information regarding the approved in-
harbor start-up levels of nuclear vessels of the U. S. Navy is not avail-
able because of military security. However, it is a matter of public
record as reported in the general press that start-up operations do
regularly take place in the harbors where nuclear Naval vessels are
built and that the vessels move out to sea under their own power.

On the basis of the foregoing experience and the recommendation
cited, there appears to be no reason why the reactors of nuclear-pro-
pelled vessels cannot be fueled and started up without undue hazard in
any shipbuilding yard in the State of New York.

In-Port Navigation

The principal in-port hazards to which nuclear ships, like all ships,
are exposed, are those of collision, grounding fire and explosion.

The occurrence of a collision in the confined waters of a port area
of sufficient severity to release radioactive material from a nuclear-
propelled vessel is not considered to be credible. An analysis prepared
for the Atomic Energy Commission by George G. Sharp, Inc., naval
architects, and The Babcock & Wilcox Co., designers of the nuclear
power plant of the N.S. Savannah, indicates that no collision in c nfined
waters could either rupture the reactor containment structure - of the
Savannah or initiate a maximum credible incident in its reactor system.
In a ship collision, the critical energy required for penetration of the
reactor compartment of a nuclear vessel is dependent on the weight of
the striking ship, its speed and, to some extent, on its bow structure.

Calculations based on actual ship collisions to date, indicate that a
collision comparable to that which resulted in the sinking of the Andrea
Doria, when struck by the Stockholm, which was moving at about 18 knots,
would not have sufficient energy to penetrate the structure of the nuclear
ship Savannah. Ship speeds in harbors normally do not exceed 10 knots.

So far as grounding is concerned, this is not an uncommon occur-
rence in port areas, including New York Harbor. The probability, how-
ever, of a nuclear ship breaking up in a harbor and ultimately releasing
radioactive material is not considered to be credible. The relatively
heavy foundations needed for a reactor and its shielding require a ship

1] Letter from the Atomic Energy Commission's Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards, dated December 13, 1960 reporting to the
Commission on its reviews of the Final Safeguards Report and other
information relating to the nuclear safety of the Savannah during
fueling, start-up and trial operation are included as Appendix E.

ZJ A common practice in the design of a nuclear power plant is to enclose
the reactor in a gastight containment structure adequate to prevent
the escape of hazardous amounts of any radioactive material release
by any credible accident to the reactor or its associated equipment.
The integrity of the containment structure in a nuclear ship is nor-
mally protected against external damage by a collision barrier, re-
inforced hull sections and/or other means. Alternative means of
achieving adequate safety may prove feasible in the future.
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structure more resistant to breaking up than normal. Furthermore, as
a rule, a grounding occurring in a port area is not likely to lead to
breaking up because of the absence of heavy seas and because tugs and
other facilities are readily available to free the ship in a relatively
short time. In addition, the regulations of the U. S. Coast Guard provide
that nuclear ships must have adequate astern power, emergency steer-
ing and special navigation aids, all of which tend greatly to minimize the
possibility of grounding or collision.

With regard to fire and explosion, experience to date indicates that
these are far less likely to occur in the reactor compartment of a
nuclear ship than in the machinery spaces of a conventional ship. In
addition, the construction of the reactor containment structure is such
that there is less risk of a general fire spreading to the power plant of
a nuclear ship than of a conventional ship. These inherent features of
a nuclear ship, when combined with the special restrictions on the pres-
ence of flammable or chemically reactive materials which apply to them,
reduce to extremely small proportions the risk that fire or explosion
might cause any significant release of radioactive materials. In the
special case of tankers designed to carry flammable cargos, the design
of such vessels normally provides isolation of the boiler and engine rooms
from the cargo tanks by an empty cofferdam of substantial width. In this
connection, a special United Kingdom committee on the safety considera-
tions of nuclear ship propulsion has stated that "The outstanding feature
of all recent tanker explosions is that the serious damage did not extend
to machinery space and in the vessels under way at the time the ma-
chinery continued to work.'' /

Experience to Date. No policies or rules affecting the navigation of
the nuclear merchant ship Savannah in harbors have yet been established.
However, inasmuch as one of the primary purposes of the Savannah is to
visit ports in many parts of the world for public exhibition and demon-
stration of the feasibility of nuclear propulsion of merchant vessels, it
may reasonably be expected that, following extensive sea trials, such
approval will be forthcoming, possibly under certain special conditions
yet to be established.

So far as actual experience is concerned, the nuclear-powered sub-
marines of the U. S. Navy have entered many ports, both domestic and
foreign, including the Port of New York, during the period since the first
such vessel, the Nautilus, became operational. For reasons of military
security, a complete list of the ports of call of the Navy's nuclear-
powered submarines is not available. A partial listing of ports visited
by the Nautilus is shown in Table 19.

L/ Report of the Committee on the Safety of Nuclear-Powered Merchant
Ships. February 1960.
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Table 19

PARTIAL LIST OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PORTS
VISITED BY THE U. S. SUBMARINE NAUTILUS

Domestic Foreign

Groton, Connecticut Faslane, Scotland

New London, Conne cticut Portland, England

Portsmouth, N. H. Portsmouth, England

Boston, Massachusetts Taipei, Formosa

Newport, Rhode Island Manila, Philippine Islands

Newport News, Virginia Hamilton, Bermuda

New York, New York Aranchi Bay, Italy

Norfolk, Virginia Che rbourg, France

Charleston, South Carolina La Spezia, Italy

Key West, Florida Bremerhaven, Germany

Cape Canaveral, Florida

San Francisco, California

Seattle, Washington

Pearl Harbor, Hawaii

San Juan, Puerto Rico

The Navy's normal procedure is to obtain approval from local
authorities prior to entering a port area. In only one known instance
has the fact that a vessel was propelled by nuclear power raised an
official objection to entry of a ship into port. In this case, the U. S.
Navy had arranged persmission with the Danish Admiralty for a
nuclear submarine to visit Copenhagen. Just prior to the visit, the
Danish Atomic Energy Commission announced that the proposed visit
was not allowable under Danish law inasmuch as it would violate a
provision of the law prohibiting the operation of a nuclear power re-
actor within 5 miles of a major population center. The Danish Atomic
Energy Commission offered to request an amendment to the law from
the Danish legislature, but because of the short time available, it was
decided to cancel the visit instead.

Except for U. S. submarines, the only other nuclear-powered
vessel now operational is the Soviet icebreaker, Lenin, which was
launched in Leningrad late in 1959. After completing sea trials in the
Baltic, the vessel returned to Leningrad and subsequently sailed around
the Scandinavian peninsula to Murmansk. The ship has routinely visited
several Russian Arctic ports.
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Conclusion. There is no evidence in the accumulated experience
described above that any visit by a nuclear ship to a port area any-
where in the world has resulted in any injury to the health and safety
of the public.

On the basis of this experience to date, and depending upon the re-
sults of the sea trials of the N.S. Savannah, there appears to be no rea-
son why nuclear-propelled vessels, under proper regulation and control,
cannot safely enter any port in the State of New York physically capable
of accepting them.

Routine Servicing

For purposes of this report, routine servicing of a nuclear ship is
defined to include all repair, maintenance and normal ship-servicing
functions which can be performed without opening the reactor's contain-
ment structure. Many of these functions are the same as in the case of
a conventional ship. The principal routine servicing functions which are
unique to nuclear vessels include the repair and maintenance of auxiliary
equipment which may be contaminated by radioactivity and the transfer
of radioactive wastes, including used demineralizer resins and miscel-
laneous liquid and solid wastes. These operations generally require
special procedures to protect workers from radioactivity, but do not con-
stitute an undue health hazard external to the servicing facility.

Studies and Experience. Any radioactivity inadvertently released
during the routine servicing of a nuclear ship will be readily subject to
normal decontamination procedures unless discharged into the harbor
water. If this occurs, the discharge is ultimately flushed out by river
flow or tidal cycles. Unfortunately, data on the flushing effectiveness in
various port areas are meager. A survey of water circulation in the
Port of New York system has been undertaken by the U. S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey, but the results are not yet available. A relatively com-
plete analysis has been prepared, however, by the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory of the harbor at Camden, New Jersey. L/ This was done as
part of the Laboratory's review of environmental hazards connected
with the operation of the N.S. Savannah. The Oak Ridge analysis indi-
cates that if one of the Savannah's demineralizers were dropped in the
water at Camden under conditions in which its entire radioactive content
were released to the harbor's waters, the concentration of radioactivity
in the river would be diluted after three tidal cycles to approximately
one-third of the concentration of radioactivity permitted in water suitable
for human consumption.

To date, nuclear ship servicing of the type being considered in this
section is performed regularly at U. S. submarine bases, including those
at New London, Connecticut, Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and Vallejo,
California. Inasmuch as the nuclear merchant ship Savannah is not yet
in operation, the Atomic Energy Commission has not yet designated the
ports, except for the vessel's home base during its sea trials (Yorktown,

L/ ORNL-2867 "Environmental Analysis of N.S.'Savannah' operation at
Camden" - W. B. Cottrell, et al.
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Virginia) in which the routine servicing of this civilian vessel, the
United States' first, can be performed under present Commission policies.

Conclusion. Considering the relatively low potential hazard, and
the experience to date of the U. S. Navy, it is the conclusion of this re-
port that the routine servicing of nuclear ships can take place without
undue hazard to the public health and safety in all ports of the State of
New York physically capable of handling such ships. This conclusion
assumes that the current best practices of radiological safety are ad-
hered to and that the servicing facility is not located in an area of high
external fire or explosion hazard.

Major Servicing and Refueling

For the purposes of this report, major servicing is defined as the
repair, maintenance and servicing functions which at the present stage
of technology require opening the reactor containment structure. This
includes repair and maintenance to the heat exchangers, pumps and
other components of the primary coolant system, as well as other
auxiliary equipment located within the containment structure. Refueling
of the nuclear reactor requires opening, not only of the containment
structure, but also of the reactor vessel to permit the removal there-
from of highly radioactive used nuclear fuel and its replacement with
fresh fuel. Refueling at the present stage of nuclear development ap-
pears to be potentially the most hazardous nuclear ship servicing opera-
tion because of the high levels of radioactivity in the used fuel elements
being removed from the ship and transferred to a servicing barge or to
a dock-type servicing facility for shipment to a fuel reprocessing plant.
However, through the use of proper procedures, it is possible to mini-
mize the chances of an accident occurring during the refueling operation
and also to minimize the potential effects to the public of any accident
that might occur.

Several factors affect the refueling operation which inherently tend
to limit potential hazards to the general public. For example, no pos-
sibility exists that the used fuel can cause a bomb-like explosion.
Furthermore, before the containment structure is opened in preparation
for the refueling operation, the reactor system is cooled and depres-
surized so that no stored energy is present to spread radioactivity. In
addition, radioactivity of both the air within the containment structure
and the water in the reactor system are reduced to low levels by the
operation of their respective purifying systems (air filters and deminer-
alizers) before either is opened. The potentially most hazardous acci-
dent that could occur during the refueling operation would be the inad-
vertent deprivation of the radioactive fuel elements of coolant for suf-
ficient time to result in melt-down, an event which could release highly
radioactive material. The results of such an occurrence, however, are
susceptible to containment and control through safety devices and struc-
tures incorporated in the design of the ship and the refueling equipment.

Less experience is available to draw upon in connection with refuel-
ing than any other operation pertaining to nuclear ships. Refueling ex-
perience to date has been limited to two refuelings of the submarine
Nautilus, one at Groton, Connecticut, and the other at the Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, Naval Shipyard, plus the complete replacement of the
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nuclear propulsion plant of the submarine Seawolf at Groton. The second
refueling of the Nautilus (at Portsmouth) was part of a general overhaul-
ing of the vessel which was out of service for a period of approximately
13 months. These refuelings and associated servicing have been com-
pleted without injury to the public.

The Atomic Energy Commission, after many months of study of the
proposed refueling operation of the N.S. Savannah, and after careful con-
sideration of the Port of New York as the refueling base of the Savannah,
recently decided upon the port of Galveston, Texas, as the harbor in
which the refueling and servicing functions relating to the Savannah will
be performed initially. This action should not be taken to mean that
ports of the State of New York are excluded from the performance of
this type of service. It suggests only that the Commission desires to
accumulate refueling experience at a remote location before approving
a more highly populated area as the refueling locale of nuclear mer-
chant ships.

It is believed that under certain carefully designed conditions major
servicing and refueling of nuclear ships of the power level of the N.S.
Savannah and larger, could be performed in the State of New York, in-
cluding the Port of New York, without undue hazard to persons and
property in metropolitan areas. Such servicing and refueling of nuclear
ships could be accomplished by the following two methods: (a) Afloat, by
mooring the ship to buoys located in an area such as a bay which is pro-
tected from the open sea by surrounding land areas, and securing to it
a service barge and such auxiliary facilities as a barge with hoisting
equipment, and (b) Shoreside, by mooring the ship to a dock outfitted with
special facilities and equipment.

A Servicing and Refueling Facility Afloat. In the Port of New York,
a major servicing and refueling operation for a nuclear merchant ship
such as the Savannah could be performed in the lower bay area without
hazard to the public. A relatively central location within the bay could
be selected, from which location the servicing and refueling operation
would be separated by about 5-1/4 miles of water to Coney Island, New
York, 7 miles of water to Brooklyn, New York, 7 miles of water to Ft.
Wadsworth light on Staten Island, New York (at the Narrows), 4-1/2
miles of water to Great Kills park area on Staten Island, New York, 4
miles of water to the northern New Jersey coast and 2-1/2 miles of
water to the essentially unpopulated Sandy Hook area of New Jersey.
Such a location would be outside of shipping channels, marked by buoys,
and made accessible by a minimum amount of dredging as indicated in
Chapter V I.

The N.S. Savannah on its first fuel core is expected to attain a power
level of 69 Mwt. According to the proposed Atomic Energy 1 ommission
regulations setting forth "guides" to reactor site selection - , a reactor
of a power level of 100 Mwt should be so located that no population
would be residing permanently in an area circumscribed by an "exclu-
sion distance" of 0.18 mile from the location, that an area circumscribed
by a radius of 2.2 miles from the reactor site comprises anareaof "low

L/ Proposed 10 CFR 100 Reactor Site Criteria.
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population," and that no ''center of population" should come within the
area circumscribed by the radius of 2.9 miles from the reactor site.
Even for a 200 Mwt reactor (approximately three times the power level
of the Savannah) the "exclusion distance" would be only 2.1 miles, the
"low population" distance 3.4 miles and the "population center" distance
4.5 miles. It is recognized that these proposed Atomic Energy Com-
mission site criteria are not intended to apply to the major servicing
and refueling of a nuclear ship. However, they do apply to the major
servicing and refueling of land-based reactors, and consequently pro-
vide a useful indication of the safety factors affecting nuclear ships.

Major servicing and refueling afloat of a ship like the Savannah
could be performed by use of a specially equipped servicing barge and
auxiliary equipment such as a barge-mounted derrick. A servicing
barge, the Atomic Servant, already has been built for the performance
of this kind of function. During the early years of commercial nuclear
ship propulsion, when major servicings and refuelings are likely to be

few, the use of floating service facilities probably represent the most
practical method of performing the servicing and refueling operation.
Of course, some shore facilities (such as a dockside crane for lifting
fuel casks and waste tanks to an adjacent means of transportation for
shipment to a reprocessing or waste disposal site) would be required
along with the floating facilities. However, such shore facilities would
be minimal. Supporting assistance could be provided from the piers
owned by the City of New York on Staten Island at the Narrows, by the
Erie Basin Shipyard of the Todd Shipbuilding Company, by the Bethlehem
Steel Shipyard, by the Naval Shipyard or by other suitable shoreside in-
dustrial facilities as described in Chapter V I.

It is the conclusion of this report that major servicings and refuel-
ing of nuclear ships of the kind and power level of the N.S. Savannah, and
even larger ships, can be performed safely in the Lower Bay area of
the Port of New York, by the use of floating facilities designed for this
purpose.

A Shoreside Servicing and Refueling Facility. A major servicing
and refueling operation for a nuclear merchant ship such as the Savannah
could be performed at a properly designed, equipped and operated shore-
side facility. The conceptual arrangement of a feasible and safe facility
of this type is described in Chapter III.

The physical capability of various ports in the State of New York
for the location of such a facility are discussed in Chapter VI.

Among the many piers in the Port of New York (as described in
Chapter V I) which might be considered as sites for the development of
such a shoreside facility, the Naval Ammunition Depot piers at Leonardo,
New Jersey, are the most suitable from the viewpoint of isolation from
populated areas. However, these piers are fully utilized in the handling

of ammunition by the Navy. While it is possible that they might be avail-
able for a few initial or emergency servicings of Naval nuclear ships, it
does not seem likely nor desirable that they be considered for installa-
tion of a permanent commercial nuclear facility which for safety reasons
should be isolated from external hazard.
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Among other piers, the Staten Island piers at the Narrows appear
to provide the optimum combination of characteristics required to
make them desirable as safe and efficient locations for the major
servicing and refueling of nuclear ships. These characteristics in-
clude ready accessibility and availability, adequate support facilities,
and a relatively substantial degree of isolation. As to the accepta-
bility of the Narrows piers from the standpoint of safety, this will
depend to a considerable extent upon specific hazards evaluations and
upon experience with nuclear submarines and the N.S. Savannah. Later,
other piers deeper in New York Harbor, also may be found to be safe.

It is the conclusion of this report, however, that, among piers
likely to be available as a shoreside site for a major servicing and
refueling facility, the Station Island piers at the Narrows possess
present or potential characteristics which, ultimately, are most likely
to be acceptable from all points of view.
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CHAPTER V I

APPRAISAL OF NEW YORK STATE PORTS

The objectives of this chapter are to identify and appraise from all
points of view the capabilities of the ports of New York State to (a) handle
the shipment of radioactive materials, including irradiated fuels, (b) con-
struct and initially fuel nuclear-powered ships, (c) load and unload passengers
and freight transported by nuclear-powered ships, (d) provide for the minor
servicing of nuclear-powered ships, and (e) provide for the major servicing
and refueling of nuclear-powered ships.

NEW YORK STATE PORTS

The following New York State ports are capable of performing one or
more of the functions described above:

Albany on the Hudson River
Buffalo on Lake Erie
Hudson River Ports between Albany and New York
Massena on the St. Lawrence River
New York on the Atlantic Ocean
Ogdensburg on the St. Lawrence River
Oswego on Lake Ontario
Rochester on Lake Ontario

The characteristics of these ports and their general facilities are
described below.

Albany

Albany is a deep-water port on the Hudson River with a controlling
channel depth of 27 feet from New York City. A river channel project,
started in 1960 by the U. S. Army District Engineers, is expected to
deepen the Hudson River approach to Albany by 1965 to a controlling
depth of 32 feet. The river channel above Albany has a controlling depth
of 12 feet to Troy.

The Port of Albany (see Figure 11) has about 18,600 feet of berthing
space at 30 wharves. Vessels cannot swing at anchor without interference
with passing craft because of the restricted river width. The present turn-

ing basin, 750 feet wide, is being enlarged to 1,100 feet by the U. S. Army
District Engineers. This work is expected to be completed by the end of
1961. Tides and tidal currents on the Hudson River are felt at Albany in
all except spring flood conditions. Under extreme spring flood conditions,
some wharves are frequently under water.

Albany is a port of entry and is a terminus of the New York State Barge
Canal System, with connections to Oswego, Buffalo and the St. Lawrence
River. Rail, truck and air transport to the port are readily available. The
port facilities are served directly by rail. Direct ship-to-rail transfer of
cargo is possible. Floating cranes with lifting capacity of up to 250 tons
are available.
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Ship repair facilities in the Port of Albany are minor. However,
facilities and labor for repairs to hulls and machinery, boiler work and
machine shop work are available. Dry docks for ocean-going vessels do
not exist in the area. The Port of Albany is served by well-equipped fire
departments. Electric current is available at berths. Other port services
are good.

Albany is accessible, normally, 12 months each year, with the river
channel kept open, when necessary, by icebreakers provided by the U. S.
Coast Guard.

Buffalo

The Port of Buffalo, situated at the eastern end of Lake Erie at the
head of the Niagara River, is a large coastal breakwater harbor. Excellent
shelter is available, but the harbor is subject to severe storms from the
southwest. The harbor (see Figure 12) is being improved to provide general
channel depths of 22 to 25 feet. The entering channel depths are 25 feet
through the south entrance and 21 feet through the north entrance. Depths
of 18 feet to 23 feet may be found along the harbor piers.

The Buffalo Waterworks has an intake in the harbor. The lake water
level at Buffalo is affected by strong westerly or easterly winds.

Buffalo is a port of entry, with approximately 74 piers and wharves.
It handles annually about 15,000,000 tons of water-borne commerce, of which
9% is foreign (chiefly with Canada) and the balance domestic.

Buffalohas a shipbuilding industry which has constructed barges and
lake steamers of up to 400 feet, and which is capable of major ship repairs.
This industry has two graving docks, the largest of which has a 13-foot depth
over the keel blocks and will accommodate a vessel approximately 600 feet
long and 72 feet wide. There is also a floating dry dock with 3,000 tons ca-
pacity.

The terminals at Buffalo are equipped to handle bulk cargoes of coal,
iron ores, ore concentrates, limestone, grain and petroleum products.
Wharves over 1,000 feet long are available. The fire department of Buffalo
is excellent. All normal services, such as electricity and water, are also
readily available.

There is extensive rail, truck, air and barge transport at the port, and
all terminals have direct rail connections. A floating crane with a lift ca-
pacity of 75 tons is available, as also are tugs, barges and lighters. It is
pertinent, in addition, that the community has an extensive and important
steel fabricating and heavy manufacturing industry.

The Port of Buffalo normally is open from April to December each
year to shipping traffic throughout the Great Lakes and, by the St. Lawrence
Seaway, to the Atlantic. Ice closes the port, normally, from December
through March.

Hudson River Ports

The Hudson River ports, between Albany and New York, have varying
dock facilities and local channel depths (as distinguished from main river
channel depths) as follows:
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Miles
Above

New York

15
22
22
24
25

28
31
32
35
36

37
38
39
45
46

49
52
65
80
89

97
101
101

Town

Yonkers
Irvington
Pie rmont
Tarrytown
Nyack

Ossining
C roton-on-Hudson
Haverstraw
Stony Point
Verplanch

Tompkins Cove
Peekskill
Iona Island
West Point
Garrison

Cornwall-on-Hudson
Newburgh
Poughkeepsie
Kingston Pt.
Saugerties

Catskill
Hudson
Athens

Population

160,000
4,000
2,000

10,000
6,000

20,000
5,000
6,000
1,500

20,000

5,000
1,600

2,200
32,000
42,000
29,000
4,000

6,000
12,000
1,500

Berthage

8,497 Feet
2,000 Feet
Embankment
3,670 Feet
Wharf

Wharf
Wharves
Landings
Landings
Oil Terminal

Barge Landing
Yeast Co. Wharf
Pier (Ex-NAD)
Ferry Wharf
Ferry Wharf

Coal Wharf
Open Pile Pier
Lumber Wharf
Oil Terminals
2,400 Feet

Wharf
5,000 Feet
4,000 Feet

Approach
Channel

Controlling
Depth

(in Feet)

14 to 30
13 to 26

16
10
10

7
5
7

10
8 to 18

12
26
30
31
18

18
12
27
15
12

10
14 to 22

14

In general, navigation to and from these ports is made possible the
year around by use of icebreakers, provided as necessary by the U. S.
Coast Guard. Controlling channel depth is now 27 feet, but this is being in-
creased to 32 feet. Navigation to Rondout, 79 miles above the Battery in
New York City, is not difficult, but above that point caution is necessary due
to shoals and middle grounds rising abruptly from deep water. However, the
river channel is well marked, and shoals are buoyed.

Of the Hudson River ports identified above, Yonkers, Irvington, Peekskill,
Iona Island, and Poughkeepsie, from the standpoint of deep water berths, can
serve vessels of up to about 15,000 tons displacement. Most suitable among
these are: (a) Yonkers, with about 4,500 feet of wharfage parallel to the river
and 23 to 30 feet of water alongside, (b) Iona Island, with a 300-foot pier and
good mooring facilities and 33 feet of water at the pier, and (c) Irvington,
with a 1,150-foot lumber company pier with a 26-foot private channel. All
these points are fully occupied with activities unrelated to the servicing of
ships.

None of the Hudson River ports listed above are ports of entry. All are
dependent on the New York Customs District for immigration, customs and
other such services.
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No shipbuilding industry exists at these Hudson River ports and a
capacity to repair large vessels is practically nonexistent. Heavy lift
facilities are not available at the wharves except as mobile cranes may
be brought in. Logistic support for vessels in the adjacent small com-
munities is meager. Tugs and harbor services are not readily available.
Local fire protection and community services, although adequate for the
immediate community, are generally not organized for, or extensive
enough for, major port activities. For example, none have marine divisions
or floating fire-fighting equipment. In freshet conditions most of the up-
river wharves and landings are submerged.

Rail service is available at all of these communities, but interconnect-
ing truck and air services are generally limited.

Massena

Massena is a small St. Lawrence River Port, normally open to naviga-
tion from April through November, and closed by ice in winter. Its con-
trolling channel depth is 20 feet. Its dock and crane facilities are minor.
Interconnecting truck, rail and air transport services are relatively limited.
Massena has no shipyard facilities and it is not a port of entry.

New York City

The Port of New York (see Figure 13) is situated on the Atlantic Ocean
at the mouth of the Hudson River and is a deep-water port. Its extensive an-
chorages and terminal and supporting facilities are among the best in the
world.

The principal channels of the port have a controlling depth of 45 feet,
with auxiliary channels of 30 feet. Access to the sea, the Hudson River
and Long Island Sound is excellent. The port is a large natural harbor,
with extensive improvement. It affords excellent shelter during all seasons,
and is open the year around. Weather is moderate.

The terminal facilities of the Port of New York include over 400 deep-
water berths and many single piers longer than 1,500 feet, and about 4,000 tugs,
lighters and barges. More than 20 heavy lift floating cranes with capacities
from 50 tons to 350 tons, are available.

The Port of New York has a well-developed shipbuilding and ship repair
industry, with ready access to large numbers of artificers and craftsmen
skilled in ship construction, ship repair, machinery installation, maintenance
and overhaul. The New York Naval Shipyard, the Todd Shipbuilding Corp.,
the Bethlehem Steel Corp. Shipbbilding Division and many smaller firms
are engaged in shipbuilding, repairs, salvaging and servicing. Graving docks
and floating dry docks, also, are available. The heavy industry and virtually
incomparable material resources of the Metropolitan New York area provide
strong support for any maritime operation.

Interconnecting rail, truck, air and barge transportation systems of the
Port of New York are extensive. Thirteen railroads serve the port. Rail
barges are numerous.
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New York is a major port of entry, with all of the services this
designation implies. It also provides Federal services to the ports and
communities of the Hudson River.

Ogdensburg

Ogdensburg is a St. Lawrence River Port, normally open to naviga-
tion from April through November and closed by ice the remainder of the
time. Its controlling channel depth is 19 feet. Its dock, crane facilities,
rail, truck and air transport services are minor. It has no shipyard
facilities. It is a port of entry.

Oswego

Oswego is a Lake Ontario Port, usually closed to navigation by ice
from December through March. Its controlling channel depth is 21 feet.
Its longest dock is about 1,000 feet in length. Its dockside cranes are
small, but mobile cranes with capacity up to 75 tons are available from
nearby Syracuse. Its interconnecting rail, truck and air transportation
services are limited. It has no shipyard facilities. It is a port of entry.

Rochester

Rochester, like Oswego, is a Lake Ontario Port, usually closed to
navigation by ice from December through March. Its controlling channel
depth is 20 feet. Its longest dock, excluding the 3,000-foot-long entrance
jetties, is a coal wharf, about 1,500 feet in length. Its dockside cranes are
not oyer 15 tons capacity but, like Oswego, mobile cranes are available
from Syracuse. Its interconnecting rail, truck and air transportation
services are relatively limited. It has no shipyard facilities. It is a port
of entry.

SHIPMENT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

Properly packaged radioactive materials are now being shipped through
the Port of New York in substantial quantity and there is no reason from an
economic, safety or capability point of view, why such shipments, including
used fuel elements, cannot be made through any of the ports discussed in
this report. Shipments of the heaviest packages (70 tons or more) will re-
quire special lifting equipment, but such equipment is available as installed
or mobile equipment at all of the ports surveyed.

CONSTRUCTION AND INITIAL FUELING

The Port of New York has extensive and well-equipped shipyards, and
well-trained and experienced labor forces and supervisory personnel. Buffalo
also has shipyard facilities capable of ship construction. Both of these ports
are fully capable, with adequate specialized training of personnel, to perform the con-
struction and initial fueling of nuclear ships, equivalent in size and type to the
conventional ships now capable of being constructed at these locations.
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Within the Port of New York, the New York Naval Shipyard possesses
the present capability of building any type of nuclear surface Naval vessel
up to and including 1,100-foot, 85,000-ton aircraft carriers. The yard
could also readily be adapted to construct nuclear submarines.

In Buffalo, the American Shipbuilding Corp. has a shipbuilding yard
in Buffalo which has constructed barges, tugs and lake steamers and is
now undertaking a major ship conversion. This yard has the capability
of constructing surface vessels up to 14,000 tons and 600 feet in length.
There is no reason why the construction of nuclear powered submarines,
destroyers, frigates and other relatively light draft vessels could not be
undertaken in Buffalo.

One other shipyard in New York State - the Bethlehem Steel Corp.
Mariners Harbor Yard on Arthur Kill, Staten Island, now closed - would
be capable, if rehabilitated and modified, of constructing and initially
fueling nuclear ships of up to 450 feet in length.

Although several repair yards in the State of New York are also po-
tentially capable of building smaller ships, these are not now considered
to be useful for nuclear ship construction inasmuch as, at least for the
period covered by this report, nuclear ships are expected to be relatively
large in size.

PASSENGER AND FREIGHT HANDLING

The commercial operation of nuclear merchant ships, involving the
loading and unloading of freight and passengers, is essentially the same
as for conventional ships. There is consequently no reason why any port
facility in the State of New York, physically capable of performing these
functions for conventional ships cannot do the same for nuclear ships of
equivalent sizes and types.

ROUTINE SERVICING

The term "routine servicing" as used in this report refers to all
maintenance and repair operations on nuclear ships (e.g., the handling
of such radioactive waste materials as ion exchange resins and contami-
nated parts and tools) which involve radioactive materials but which do
not require opening the normally gastight structure enclosing the reactor
and/or the reactor's pressure vessel. The Navy regularly conducts such
routine servicing operations on nuclear submarines in many United States
ports and overseas bases. Shipyard facilities, as well as, on occasion,
specially equipped barges and tenders are used in this work.

In addition to the three building yards described above under "Con-
struction and Initial Fueling," there are, in the State of New York, three
large repair yards with extensive conventional repair, conversion and
servicing capabilities. These are the Todd Shipbuilding Corp.'s yard
in Brooklyn, and two yards (56th Street and 27th Street) of Bethlehem
Steel Corp.'s Shipbuilding Division also in Brooklyn. These three yards,
described under "Major Servicing and Refueling," below, are mutually
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supporting within their companies and regularly repair and service large
conventional surface vessels of up to approximately 30,000 tons.

All six of the shipyards in the State of New York presently capable of
building, repairing, converting or servicing conventionally powered ships
can handle (after training of personnel) the routine servicing of nuclear-
powered ships of comparable size and general types, either by the use of
specially equipped barges or by the minor modification of existing facili-
ties.

For the routine servicing of nuclear-powered vessels, the modifications
required in a shipyard or associated facility need not be elaborate or unduly
expensive. They would essentially consist of:

a. A controlled area

b. A waste concentrator

c. A demineralizer plant

d. Laboratory and test equipment

e. Decontamination space and equipment

f. Shielded storage space

g. Clean rooms for operations

h. Storage space for special tools

i. Radioactive monitoring stations

A combination of special barge and shipyard facilities would make a
most practical arrangement, with the shipyard facilities located on a pier
or contiguous ground areas.

MAJOR SERVICING AND REFUELING

The major servicing and refueling of a nuclear ship requires opening,
not only the containment vessel, but also the pressure vessel housing the
radioactive fuel elements comprising the reactor "core." It is a difficult
operation demanding skill and careful preparation. The special kinds of
equipment facilities required are discussed in Chapter III.

No facilities exist in the State of New York which are presently capable
of refueling nuclear ships. Several shipyard facilities in the Port of New
York, Figure 13, are potentially capable, with proper modification, of per-
forming this operation. In addition, several dock locations are capable of
conversion to such a facility. In the long run, this function probably will
be a normal additional ship maintenance function conducted at or in close
proximity to a well-equipped maintenance or repair facility. Such a de-
velopment would be natural because ship repair, overhaul and maintenance
activities and nuclear refueling can probably be done most economically
at the same time. While a ship is laid up for a period of several days for
refueling, repair and maintenance should be possible at the same place to
save time and money.
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Several combinations of plant facilities are possible for conducting
major servicing and refuelingwork. One is the installation of a pier mounted
facility, such as that conceptually outlined in Chapter III, which may also
employ contiguous areas on the shoreside of the pier for as much of the
plant as may be necessary or desirable due to the pier configuration and
loading characteristics. Another is a combination of barge-mounted facili-
ties, shore -mounted supplementary equipment and either floating or pier-
based heavy hoisting cranes. Yet another possibility would be to moor or
anchor the vessel in a clear but protected harbor area and perform all oper-
ations from floating equipment based on a supporting shipyard in the area.
Such a location, with but a modest amount of dredging, can be found in Lower
New York Bay.

Moored Facility

Two mooring buoys could be located in a North-South line 1,500 feet
apart at the Lower Bay west of Chapel Hill South Channel, say 2 miles south
of West Bank light, with a 30-foot dredged approach and with a 30-foot depth
at mean low water in the mooring area. This location (see Figure 14) would
be 7 miles south of Fort Wadsworth and 4 miles north of the north shore of
New Jersey bordering the Lower Bay. It would be approximately 2-1/2 miles
northwest of the tip of Sandy Hook and 4 miles southeast of New Dorp Beach.
Heavily populated areas would be five or more miles away. The degree of
isolation provided by such a location is much greater than that for any suita-
ble shore location. Other sites along Chapel Hill South Channel or elsewhere
in the bay could be selected just as well.

Aside from the mooring buoys, a channel approximately 600 feet wide
by 3,000 feet long and a maneuvering area at the buoys about 600 feet by
1,500 feetwould have to be dredged an additional five to eight feet generally,
to provide a 30 -foot depth at mean low water. This would mean about 100,000
cubic yards of dredging. Suitable other buoys would have to be provided.

This location could be supported from a minimal station established at
the Narrows piers, Todd Shipyards, Bethlehem Shipyards, the Navy Yard or
other suitable shoreside facility. Refueling and other servicing could be
carried out by use of specially equipped barges, other barges and floating
hoisting equipment. The vessel undergoing servicing would be moved into
and out of the berth by tugs.

Such an arrangement would not be extremely costly, and servicing work,
including refueling, would not usually be affected by weather conditions.

Shoreside Facilities

New York State facilities potentially capable of performing major
nuclear servicing and refueling at shoreside are:

Todd Erie Basin Shipyard in Brooklyn. The Todd Shipbuilding
Corporation owns and operates ship repair yards at Erie Basin
in Brooklyn (see Figure 15) and in Hoboken, New Jersey, which
are mutually supporting. Todd, at one time, proposed to the
Atomic Energy Commission and the Maritime Administration
that the Erie Basin yard be used for the servicing and possibly
refueling the N.S. Savannah. The Atomic Servant, designed for
the N.S. Savannah.could be used to facilitate whatever operations
might be undertaken. Nominal additional shore facilities could
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readily be constructed. Although this yard is not now served
by a railroad, it is adequately served by barges which in turn
connect with all railroads serving the New York City area.
It has five individual docks approximately 300, 500, 500, 600 and
1,200 feet long which, together with equipment, skilled labor
and supervision and support from Todd's Hoboken yard, make
it a potential facility for the major servicing and refueling of
nuclear ships.

Bethlehem Shipyard in Brooklyn. This ship repair yard (see
Figure 16) located at 56th Street in Brooklyn, on Bay Ridge
Channel, is one of several yards in the Port of New York
operated by the Shipbuilding Division of the Bethlehem Steel
Corp. Otheryards are on27th Street in Brooklyn (see Figure
17); in Hoboken, across the Hudson River from the mid-town
area of Manhattan and at Mariners Harbor, Staten Island
(see Figure 18). The Staten Island Yard is currently not
utilized. The 56th Street yard has rail barge connections,
individual docks approximately 600, 1,100, 1,100 and 1,400 feet
long, and diversified ship repair and maintenance shops and
equipment which together with support from its sister yards
give it a large capability.

New York Naval Shipyard. This yard (see Figure 19) is
located at Wallabout Bay, on the East River in Brooklyn. It
has outstanding capability for all kinds of shipbuilding, re-
pair and maintenance work. It has an Annex at Bayonne,
New Jersey, with a dry dock capable of handling the largest
ships. It is a complete and largely self-sustaining instal-
lation which, unquestionably, could be equipped for the re-
fueling as well as construction and other servicing of nuclear
ships of all types and sizes.

New York City Piers on Staten Island. The Department of
Marine and Aviation has custody for the City of New York of
a number of piers on Staten Island (see Figure 20). These
piers, numbered 6 through 18, located at the Narrows, are in
a deteriorated condition. However, they are served by a rail
line and have space at the shore which could be utilized for the
installation of support facilities. They could be renovated to
provide suitable facilities for the refueling and other servicing
of nuclear ships. These piers vary from 918 feet long by 60
feet wide to 1,160 feet long by 125 feet wide. Piers 12 and 13
are each 1,028 feet long by 209 feet wide. A study currently
is being made to determine future utilization and related costs
of rebuilding. The study seeks, in part, to locate prospective
long-term clients for the piers to be rehabilitated. The clients'
requirements will be considered as the basis for rebuilding.

Other Potential Sites. Other sites in New York State are not
considered to be desirable for the refueling or major servicing
of atomic-powered vessels. Their harbor facilities are either
too limited or are too remote from adequate shipbuilding or
repair industries to enable them to function economically in the
foreseeable future. It is possible to establish a suitable nuclear
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shoreside facility at almost any point on the Hudson River
up to Albany, in lower New York Bay, or in Buffalo, but to
do so would require a large and probably uneconomic capital
investment. The only developments which could conceivably
change this conclusion would be the advent of nuclear pro-
pulsion for steamers operating on the Great Lakes, which is
unlikely for the near future, or the designation by the U. S.
Navy for national security reasons of an inland site for
construction, refueling, and major servicing of nuclear Naval
vessels. If the Navy were to make such a designation, both
the Port of Buffalo and the Hudson River ports up to and includ-
ing Albany would be well-qualified candidates.
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APPENDIX A

PERTINENT REGULATIONS AND LAWS

A number of agencies, Federal, State and local, are concerned
with the handling and movement of radioactive materials as encountered
in the shipment, storage or transfer of used reactor fuel elements and
in the fueling, refueling and servicing of nuclear-propelled ships. In ad-
dition, certain international conventions must be applied to shipments
originating outside the jurisdiction of the United States and to refueling
or servicing of foreign flag nuclear ships not subject to regulation by
U. S. agencies. At the present time, most applicable regulations are in
a formative stage because of the many new problems introduced in the
handling of radioactive materials. Cognizant Federal agencies, including
the Atomic Energy Commission, the Public Health Service, the Coast
Guard, the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Federal Aviation
Agency, are coordinating the development of regulations in their respec-

tive areas to achieve consistency in the application of standards for the
protection of the health and safety of the public.

If atomic power plants and nuclear-propelled ships are to operate
in an economic manner, it must be assumed that the necessary regula-
tions will be formulated and applied to permit the shipment and handling
of used fuel elements and the refueling of nuclear ships without an undue
financial burden. Such regulations as exist provide for the packaging
and labeling of relatively minor amounts of radioactivity to permit rou-
tine shipment with virtually no hazard. In the absence of specific rules,
the shipment of larger quantities of radioactivity, including used fuel
elements, are handled on a case-by-case basis. Approval is contingent
on a careful analysis of the hazards involved and an evaluation of de-
tailed procedures. Inspection and surveillance is required to assure
strict compliance with procedures and standards.

To date, there has been little actual experience in shipping used
reactor fuels other than for governmental agencies and their contractors.

The first privately owned nuclear power plants have only recently started
operation and most privately owned research and test reactors have not
been in operation long enough to require fuelreprocessing. Appreciable
experience has nevertheless been accumulated in the shipment of radio-
active materials, including used reactor fuel originating at Atomic Energy
Commission and Department of Defense installations. This experience,
combined with the procedures developed by the AEC and its contractors
with the cooperation of the transportation agencies, are providing much
of the groundwork for regulations formulated by the cognizant agencies.

AEC REGULATIONS

Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission has jurisdiction over the possession, use and transfer of
certain classes of materials and facilities, namely:

a. Source materials, principally natural or depleted
uranium and thorium.
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b. Special nuclear material (fissionable material),
defined as enriched uranium, plutonium and U-233.

c. By-product material, defined essentially as radio-
active material produced in a reactor. This
includes fission products and isotopes resulting
from neutron irradiation, but does not include other
radioactive materials, such as naturally occurring

radioisotopes other than uranium and thorium, nor
machine-produced radioisotopes.

d. Production facilities, defined by the AEC as includ-
ing uranium enrichment plants, reactors designed
or used primarily to make plutonium or U-233, and
chemical reprocessing plants.

e. Utilization facilities, including all reactors (such as
for power, research or test purposes) not classed
as production reactors.

Used reactor fuel contains both by-product material and special
nuclear material.

The actual transportation of radioactive materials is governed by
the regulations of the Interstate Commerce Commission and other agen-
cies having jurisdiction over means of transportation. However, AEC
regulations, which apply in addition to the regulations of the transporta-
tion agencies, require prior approval by AEC of procedures to be ob-
served by the shipper to protect against accidental criticality and radi-
ation exposure during shipment of special nuclear material including
used fuel elements.

AEC Licensing Requirements

The Atomic Energy Act prohibits the possession or transfer of the
three classes of materials listed above, as well as the construction or
operation of production or utilization facilities within the United States
except as licensed by the AEC. However, the AEC has exempted common
and contract carriers, warehousemen and the U. S. Post Office Depart-
ment from its licensing requirements to the extent that they transport or
store special nuclear material in the regular course of their carriage for
another or any storage operations which may be incident thereto (10 CFR
70.12). A similar exemption (10 CFR 30.7) applies to transportation of
by-product material. Storage, however, is not specifically exempted in
the case of by-product material.

The operator of a facility for refueling a nuclear-propelled vessel
would require AEC licenses for the possession, use and transfer of by-
product and special nuclear materials. An applicant for an AEC materials
license is required to show that his proposed activity can be carried on
in accordance with strict AEC standards for protecting health and mini-
mizing danger to life or property.

A refueling facility does not fall within present AEC definitions of
production or utilization facility; hence, neither a construction permit
nor a facility license pursuant to AEC regulations (10 CFR Part 50)
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would be required. This situation is analogous to nuclear fuel fabrica.
tion facilities, which similarly d.c not meet the definition of a production
or utilization facility. AEC decided to omit fuel fabrication facilities
from its facility licensing requirements for these reasons:

1. The equipment used for the fabrication of
nuclear fuel elements does not differ sub-
stantially from that to be found in modern,
well-equipped metal fabrication plants and

2. Controls under materials licensing regulations
are adequate to cope with health, safety and

security factors incident to the fabrication of
such material.

For similar reasons, port facilities may also be excluded from AEC
facility licensing requirements.

Financial Protection Requirements and Price-Anderson Indemnity

Under provision of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended by Public
Law 85-256 (the so-called Price-Anderson amendment) all applicants
for facility licenses must furnish proof of financial protection against
public liability. At the discretion of the Commission, licensees for source,
special nuclear and by-product material also may be required to furnish
such proof. AEC Regulation 10 CFR Part 140 covers financial protection
requirements for reactor licensees. Proof of protection usually takes
the form of nuclear liability policies issued by industry-wide pools of
stock and mutual insurance companies in the amount of coverage required,
which depends on the type of reactor, power level and other factors. The
AEC will enter into an agreement with the licensee to provide government
indemnity as provided in the Price-Anderson amendment for nuclear lia-
bility above the stipulated coverage from private sources. The AEC is
currently considering extending its proof of financial protection require-
ments to operators of nuclear fuel fabricating facilities, and may con-
sequently also extend them to the operators of facilities for refueling
nuclear ships.

The AEC indemnity agreements, as well as policies being issued by
the insurance syndicates, cover as "insured" not only the licensee as the
named insured but also "any other person or organization with respect
to his legal responsibility for damages because of bodily injury or pro-
erty damage caused by the nuclear energy hazard." Nuclear energy haz-
ard is defined as the radioactive, toxic, explosive or other hazardous
properties of nuclear material. Carriers are insured by the policy of the
licensee if "the nuclear material is in an insured shipment which is (a)
in the course of transportation, including handling and temporary storage
incidental thereto, within the territorial limits of the United States of
America, its territories or possessions, Puerto Rico or the Canal Zone
and (b) away from any other nuclear facility."

An "insured shipment" is defined as "a shipment of source material,
special nuclear material, spent fuel or waste, herein called 'material'
(1) to the facility from any location except an indemnified nuclear facility,
but only if the transportation of the material is not by predetermination

to be interrupted by the removal of the material from a transporting
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conveyance for any purpose other than the continuation of its transpor-
tation, or (2) from the facility to any other location, but only until the
material is removed from a transporting conveyance for any purpose
other than the continuation of its transportation."

Carriers and operators of port facilities should be concerned
with the extent of financial protection applicable to overseas shipments,
particularly with respect to whether or not the shipment is covered by a
Price-Anderson agreement. It should be noted that shipments from out-
side the continental United States do not normally originate in a facility
with which the AEC has executed a Price-Anderson agreement. Accord-
ingly, such shipments would not be covered by Price-Anderson unless
destined for a facility, such as an AEC reprocessing plant, which has
executed an agreement. The problem of financial protection for radio-
active materials involved in international commerce may be the subject
of future international conventions. It may be noted that a special exten-
sion of Price-Angerson protection specifically to the N.S. Savannah has
been provided by an amendment to the Atomic Energy Act.

AEC Regulations With Respect to Shipment of Fissionable Material

AEC regulation 10 CFR Part 71 prohibits the transportation of more
than 350 grams of contained U-235, or equivalent amounts of U-233 or
plutonium, except in accordance with procedures approved by the AEC.
In the case of material delivered to a carrier, the limit is reduced to
100 grams of U-235 or equivalent of U-233 or plutonium unless the ship-
per is in a position to, and does, exercise the supervision and control
needed to assure that his shipment is not combined with others exceeding
the 350-gram limit.

Applications for approval of proposed shipping procedures should
specify maximum quantity and physical, chemical and isotopic composition
of fissionable material to be shipped in each container and each shipment.
Applications should indicate specifications of shipping containers, safe-
guards (such as "bird cages") to assure against accidental criticality due
to proximity to fissionable material in other containers or another ship-
ment, the mode of transportation and an evaluation of the adequacy of the
proposed procedures to protect against nuclear accidents, taking into ac-

count the possibility of flooding, fire and wreckage. The AEC will approve
proposed procedures if it determines that such procedures provide ade-
quate safety. The procedures may be used for any subsequent shipment
within the scope of the approved procedure without further approval by
AEC.

AEC Regulations for Shipping of Used Fuel Elements

In March of 1960, theAEC issued a notice of proposed rule making
with respect to Part 72 - Regulations To Protect Against Accidental
Criticality and Radiation Exposure in Shipment of Irradiated Fuel Elements.
The commission is in the process of revising the proposed regulations as
a result of comments received. Basically the proposed regulations:

a. Limit the amount of fissionable material to be
shipped in a single cask to 75% of a critical
mass (taking credit for neutron poisons which

are provided in the design).
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b. Limit heat generation (from fission product
decay) in the cask to a value low enough to
prevent fuel materials, jackets or other
materials from approaching temperatures
resulting in melting or other failure even

with no coolant present. The proposed
regulation also prohibits use of a cask de-
sign which circulates primary coolant out-
side the cask shielding.

c. Specify requirements for the structural
integrity of the cask (including a design
which can withstand a drop of 30 feet to a
solid concrete surface without releasing
fuel materials).

d. Specify maximum exterior radiation limits
depending on whether the casks are shipped
individually or in carload lots. The limits
are comparable, but not necessarily identi-
cal to ICC and USCG specifications.

e. Specify labeling, testing, inspection and
reporting requirement.

Apparently, repetitive shipments may be made in accordance with
approved procedures.

The AEC licensee is responsible for preparing the material for
shipment. Procedures for refueling and servicing nuclear ships and
preparing the used fuel removed from such ships for shipment would un-
doubtedly require AEC approval. The actual shipment, whether perform-
ed by the licensee or a carrier exempt from AEC license, would have to
be conducted in accordance with regulations of agencies responsible for
transportation.

REGULATIONS OF FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES

Transportation of radioactive materials in interstate commerce by
land or water is subject to regulations of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. The complete regulations covering the packaging, labeling and
transportation of dangerous articles (which include all radioactive mate-
rials as poisons, Class D) are published as Title 49 CFR Parts 71 to 78.

Transportation of radioactive materials in aircraft is regulated by
the Federal Aviation Agency. Applicable regulations are published as
Title 14 CFR Part 49.

Transportation of radioactive materials by water is subject to reg-
ulations by the Commandant of the U. S. Coast Guard. Current regula-
tions applicable to radioactive materials appear in Title 46 CFR Part
146. In addition, Coast Guard Regulations affecting the security of ves-
sels and waterfront facilities are included in Title 83 CFR Part 126.
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In recognition of the fact that the transportation of radioactive
materials is a complex problem of increasing magnitude, the United
States Government has established an. Interagency Committee on the
Transportation of Radioactive Materials, with membership from the
AEC and cognizant transportation agencies. In addition, the Federal
Government has established a new statutory body, the Federal Radiation
Council, composed of the Secretary of Labor; the Secretary of Commerce;
the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare; the Secretary of Defense;
and the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission. One of the areas in
which the Council is expected to be active is in the recommendation of
national standards affecting the control of radioactive shipments.

The ICC promulgated a set of regulations in 1947 that prescribed
quantity limitations and packaging and labeling requirements for radio-
active shipments based on a study made by the Subcommittee on the Ship-
ment of Radioactive Materials of the National Research Council. The
Subcommittee's report was based largely on the radiation level specifi-
cations developed by the United States' National Committee on Radiation
Protection and the International Committee on Radiation Protection, of
which the United States Committee is a contributing member and which
was founded originally to protect against the dangers of radiation to
workers with radium and X rays.

United States Government transportation agencies other than the
ICC have used the ICC regulations as a model for their own regulations
with certain additions. Federal Aeronautics Agency regulations, for
example, add the requirement that packages must be designed to accom-
modate the wide variations in temperature and pressure encountered in
air transport. The Coast Guard adds to the ICC regulations special re-
quirements on the stowage of radioactive shipments, and, in addition,
has developed regulations for handling marine shipments .at dockside.
The Post Office Department excludes from the mails any shipment for
which the ICC requires special labeling or packaging because segrega-
tion from other mail is not practiced.

Under the basic framework of ICC regulations, radioactive materials
are divided, under the general heading of "Class D Poison," into the fol-
lowing categories:

Group I - Radioactive materials that emit gamma
rays or both gamma and electrically charged
corpuscular rays.

Group II - Radioactive materials that emit neutrons
and either or both types of radiation common to
Group I.

Group III - Radioactive materials that emit electri-
cally charged corpuscular rays only.

The regulations prescribe labeling, quantity limits, containment and
shielding criteria for these three categories. While the quantity limits
for shipments exempt from special approval are relatively low (radium
and its family are limited to two curies, other activities to 2.7 curies
and shipments of solid cesium-137, cobalt-60, gold-198 or iridium-192
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to not more than 300 curies), the procedures for obtaining permission
for larger shipments are well established and the agencies implement
requests quickly. The ICC regulations are applied by the Bureau of
Explosives.

The Coast Guard has established a control system which has main-
tained close liaison with state, city, harbor, and port authorities, many
of which have established their own regulations concerning radioactive
materials. The Coast Guard which has made its control system function
routinely and smoothly in processing over 15,000 overseas shipments,
is a fine example of the cooperation possible between the Federal
Government and local authorities in regulating radioactive shipments.
Such cooperation is materially aided by the fact that the technical content
of local regulations can be derived from the same source as Federal
regulations. For example, New York State's two principal regulations
for control of radiation (Rule 38 of the Industrial Code and Chapter XVI
Regulation 1 of the Sanitary Code) are drawn largely from material first
published by the National Committee on Radiation Protection and incor-
porated in 10 CFR Part 20 of AEC regulations. Regulatory actions of
both the Health and the Fire Departments of New York City are also
based on this same material.

In addition to the transportation agencies and the AEC, there are
four other Federal agencies having jurisdiction in the radiation field. The
Public Health Service has a Division of Radiological Health which has
responsibility for providing technical assistance to state agencies dealing
with radiation activities. The Service has no regulatory functions, but its
Water Pollution Control Advisory Board has an arbitration function when
the pollution affects more than one state.

Under the Fair Labor Standards Act, the Department of Labor has
established an order concerning the employment of minors between 16
and 18 in occupations involving exposure to radiation.

The Bureau of Mines has promulgated regulations affecting the min-
ing of radioactive materials on public lands. The regulation of mines
not on public lands is left to the states. AEC regulations take hold only
after the material has been mined.

In certain military applications, the Department of Defense is respon-
sible for its own standards in the use of radiation. However, that depart-
ment has generally followed the counsel of the AEC, the Federal Radiation
Council, and the National Committee on Radiation Protection.

REGULATIONS FOR NUCLEAR SHIPS

Regulations of the Coast Guard relating to vessels utilizing nuclear
energy or handling radioactive materials (other than as cargo) were
published in the Federal Register on October 25, 1960. Introductory
remarks state, in part:

"The regulations in this document are general in nature and authorize
the Commandant to prescribe the detailed requirements applicable to each
vessel pending the development of specific safety standards, which will be
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based on additional service experience expected to be gained from the
actual operation of the 'N.S. Savannah.' Their intent is to provide a
uniform basis for evaluating and establishing necessary safety stand-
ards for vessels when having aboard nuclear energy as a source of
power for propulsion or for other purposes, as well as to provide safety
standards for vessels when handling, processing or having on board
radioactive materials."

Specific regulations under 46 CFR Subpart 57.30-10 include:

"57.30-10 General Safety Requirements

a) Every nuclear vessel subject to this subchapter
shall be inspected by the U. S. Coast Guard at
least annually to ascertain that the hull, nuclear
systems, machinery, equipment, appliances, etc.,
of the vessel comply with the regulations in this
chapter.

b) The Standards for Protection Against Radiation,
set forth in 10 CFR Part 20, will be the radiation
protection standards followed by the U. S. Coast
Guard, except as otherwise provided for by law.

c) Prior to the issuance of a certificate of inspection
by the U. S. Coast Guard for a nuclear vessel, it
shall be shown to the satisfaction of the Command-
ant that:

1) The vessel provides a degree of safety for the
non-nuclear portion at least equivalent to the
relevant requirements prescribed in this
chapter for a conventionally powered ocean-
going passenger vessel of similar size, ca-
pacity, and tonnage. In this respect com-
ponents and system such as watertight sub-
division, stability, fire protection, bilge
pumping arrangements, fire extinguishing ar-

rangements, electrical installations, steering
gear, astern power, and navigational aids will
be evaluated in order to provide for the maxi-
mum practicable safety for the vessel.

2) The vessel complies with such additional re-
quirements as may be prescribed by the
Commandant and with the requirements of the
Atomic Energy Commission.

3) The design, construction and operation of the
vessel do not create an unreasonable nuclear
hazard to the crew, passengers, public, water-
ways, or food and water supply.
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4) The nuclear systems or components thereof
are provided with means for preventing the
uncontrolled release of hazardous amounts
of radioactive material to normally accessible
spaces or to the ship's environment in the
event of accident or malfunctioning of the
nuclear system.

5) The vessel has stand-by and emergency com-
ponents essential to its safe operation in order
to provide maximum protection in the event of
an accident or malfunctioning of the nuclear
system.

d) A license or other certificate issued by the Atomic
Energy Commission may be accepted by the Command-
ant as evidence that the vessel complies with the re-
quirements of the Atomic Energy Commission and
paragraph (c) (3) and (4) of this section.

"57.30-15 Special Operating Procedures

a) In addition to the requirements specified in this chapter,
all nuclear vessels may be subject to additional require-
ments governing fueling, start-up, and operation.

"57.30-20 Inspection, Overhaul, and Repair

a) In addition to the requirements for inspection, test,
overhaul, and repair specified in this chapter,
nuclear vessels may be subject to such additional
requirements as may be prescribed by the Com-
mandant for inspection, test, overhaul and repair."

INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS

The following nations have established regulations concerning the
domestic transport of radioactive materials:

Austria

Canada
Denmark
France
Germany (Both West and East. The East

German regulations are essentially the
uniform code established by all the
satellites of the U. S. S. R.)

Japan

Mexico
The Netherlands

New Zealand
United Kingdom
United States
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Most other countries have regulations that apply only to the trans-
port of radium. All the countries listed above have followed in general
the recommendations of the International Committee on Radiation
Protection with regard to exposure of personnel although some differ-
ences exist in packaging, labeling and administrative procedures. The
regulations of the United States, New Zealand, West Germany, Denmark,
Canada, Mexico, and, to a lesser degree, the United Kingdom, are sub-
stantially the same. In general, all of these regulations can be consid-
ered to apply to international shipments, inasmuch as shipments enter-
ing or leaving a specific country must conform to that country's regula-
tions.

On a global scale the International Air Transport Association has
established regulations covering the carriage of radioactive materials
(IATA Regulations relating to the carriage of restricted articles by air,
Fourth edition, 1959). The IATA regulations are generally comparable
to those of the United States except that they permit somewhat larger
shipments without special permission than do the United States regula-
tions. Also, their provision on criticality prevention is less strict in
that the shipper is merely required to state his procedure for insuring
that criticality does not occur, rather than being required to limit each
shipment to 75% or less of criticality.

The majority of the members of IATA have agreed that shipments
conforming to the IATA regulations may be carried on planes landing in
their countries while reserving the right to apply their own regulations
on ground shipments to or from the planes.

At present, the Maritime Safety Committee of the Intergovernmental
Maritime Consultative Organization has not issued regulations governing
the transport of radioactive materials. This presents a problem in the
routine shipment of radioactive materials by sea in that the applicability
of load regulations to materials remaining on board a vessel at a port of
call is not clearly defined. The uniformity of basic technical standards
in most existing national regulations eases this problem considerably.

In 1959 the United Nations established a committee of experts on the
transportation of dangerous goods to cooperate with a similar committee
formed by the International Atomic Energy Agency. The first result of
this activity was a manual entitled, "Safe Handling of Radioisotopes,
Safety Series No. 1, IAEA," which covers transportation but only within
atomic energy establishments. Two drafts of a. proposed general guide
on transportation, however, have been sent to (IAEA) member countries:

(IAEA Doc. No. TO/HS/15 May 1959)

(IAEA Doc. No. TO/HS/17 Revised October 1959)

In general, these drafts are quite similar to the rules of the Inter-
national AirTransport Association and promise to be an important unify-
ing factor in the field of transport regulation.

As applied to the shipment of packaged radioactivity through New
York State ports, the regulatory control exerted by the Coast Guard in
cooperation with local port authorities is fully adequate to protect the
public health and safety. Such shipments can be handled at any port
capable of receiving a similar nonradioactive shipment.
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APPENDIX B

CONTAINERS FOR RADIOACTIVE SHIPMENTS

Shipping of radioactive material requires packaging in a manner
which will permit handling, storage and transportation with minimum
hazard to personnel, property and the public. For economical shipment
the packaging should provide sufficient protection to permit safe ship-
ments by customary commercial means with a minimum of special pro-
cedures. Furthermore, safety must be assured under all foreseeable
emergency circumstances. As discussed in Appendix A, the Atomic
Energy Commission and the several transportation agencies have estab-
lished certain minimum standards for safe packaging and are in the proc-
ess of refining these standards for specific classes of materials. The
regulations of the responsible agencies should be consulted for specific
requirements.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

In general, packaging must meet the following requirements:

1. The radioactive material must be surrounded by suffi-
cient shielding to reduce emanations from the surface
to a specified tolerable level.

2. Removable surface contamination (i.e., radioactivity
which can be transferred by contact with the container)
must be kept below specified limits.

3. The container must possess adequate integrity to pre-
vent the escape of radioactive material either under nor-
mal handling and transportation operations or as a result
of any foreseeable accident such as dropping, mishandling,
collision, overturning, derailment, etc.

4. Except for relatively small packages, the container must
be secured to the conveyance during transportation. The
larger containers are usually provided with an integral
or removable base which distributes the load of heavy
containers over a large area, prevents possible damage
to the container or its contents as a result of overturning,
and maintains the container in the desired attitude. Con-
tainers usually must also be provided with attachments
for hold-down devices.

5. Used fuel containers must be capable of dissipating suffi-
cient heat to prevent excessive temperatures resulting
from radioactive decay. Temperatures must be kept well
below levels which could result in the melting of the con-
tents of the container and the consequent possible release
of radioactive materials.

6. Heat dissipation may be accomplished by fins or other
extended surfaces on used fuel containers and a heat
transfer medium (e.g., water, an organic liquid or a
gas) may be incorporated to conduct heat to the con-
tainer walls. A secondary coolant with an external
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radiator may also be used. Forced circulation of either
primary or secondary coolant or other mechanical means
may be employed to assist heat transfer. However, if any
of these features are employed, it must be shown that heat
transfer will be reliable and adequate under any forseeable
accident conditions to prevent excessive temperatures and
that supplemental devices are not vulnerable to accidental
interruption of cooling, release of radioactivity or reduc-
tion in the effectiveness of shielding.

7. If the radioactive material contains fissionable material
(as is the case with used nuclear fuel) the amount of mate-
rial must be limited so that there is no possibility of a
neutron chain reaction. It is possible and permissible to
incorporate built-in neutron poisons to minimize the
possibility of accidental criticality, but it must be shown
that any such built-in poisons will remain in position and
remain effective under any foreseeable accident conditions.

For instance, it is important to avoid the possibility of
melting any built-in poison. Proposed Atomic Energy
Commission regulations limit the quantity of fissionable
material to 75% of the minimum calculated amount needed
for criticality, taking credit in the calculation for built-
in poisons. In determining the amount of nuclear fuel
which may be shipped in any cask, the proposed Atomic
Energy Commission regulations specify that the com-
putation be made for the most reactive configuration; that
is, with the fuel elements in the optimum spacing for max-
imum reactivity and with the optimum amount of hydrogenous
or other moderating material present. The latter assump-
tion is made because water or other secondary coolant con-
ceivably could leak in, or primary coolant could leak out,
to produce a more reactive composition than that of the
initial cask loading. The proposed regulations also specify
that the presence of normal structural materials and cask
components be ignored as neutron poisons in computing
minimum critical mass, and that further reactivity changes
and the possibility that melting or collapse of the fuel
elements would result in an increase in reactivity be taken
into consideration in determining the most reactive con-
figuration and the minimum critical mass. It must also
be demonstrated that shipments involving more than one
cask be safe from criticality due to interaction between
casks.

Other requirements result from the means employed to meet the
above basic requirements. For example, if lead or other low melting
or structurally weak material is used for shielding, it must be incased
in an outer container so designed that the effectiveness of the shielding
is not impaired due to internal or external causes including excessive
heat generation or fire. If liquid coolants are used, precautions must
be taken to prevent freezing. In addition, expansion space and pressure
controls must be provided to prevent either excessive internal pressure
or excessive negative pressure. If pressure relief valves are used, they
must be provided with filters to prevent the release of particulate matter.
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The proposed Atomic Energy Commission regulations also specify
operation at or near atmospheric pressure and with sufficient cooling to
keep the maximum coolant temperature in the vicinity of the fuel elements
at least 20 F below the boiling point at the highest elevation of the ship-
ping route. The proposed regulations further specify that fuel and internal
cask temperatures remain below safe limits ever if coolant is lost. Be-
cause the primary coolant may become radioactive due to fuel element fail-
ure, the proposed regulations provide that primary coolant not be circulated
outside the cask shielding and that means be provided for sampling the
primary coolant while the cask is mounted on the transport vehicle.

Additional requirements are the avoidance of protruding parts on
the shipping cask, protection of relief valves and sampling connections
from accidental damage, and limitation of external cask temperature to
180 F. Testing procedures must. also be specified to demonstrate that
cooling is adequate. Lugs for lifting or other handling should also be
provided and, in the case of casks intended for marine shipment, it is
desirable to provide additional lugs in positions which would facilitate
retrieving the cask in the event it were dropped overboard.

Characteristics of Shipping Casks

Shipping containers for modest amounts of radioactive materials,
including the majority of radioisotope shipments, present few problems.
In most cases, no special cooling is required and accidental criticality
is not involved. Existing regulations of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, the Coast Guard and Federal Aviation Agency specify rather
detailed requirements for shielding and container integrity. Many ship-
ments of this kind are handled routinely by railway express and other
carriers.

High level gamma sources, usually Cobalt-60, require heavy shield-
ing and may also require special provisions for cooling. The shipping
casks, which may weigh as much as a few tons, have many of the features

of the larger casks designed for shipping used fuel elements.

The design of shipping casks for used nuclear fuel depends to a
large extent on the design of the fuel elements and the reactor in which
they are used. Most fuel elements are elongated structures usually
mounted in the reactor with the long axis vertical and with coolant flow
from end to end. The fuel elements are handled most readily in the

vertical position. As a rule, heat removal is facilitated if the fuel ele-
ments are placed in a vertical position in the shipping cask, especially
if natural circulation of the cask coolant is required, and particularly
if the fuel assemblies, as shipped, are surrounded by a shroud or channel
which restricts cross flow of coolant. A relatively high cask is required
for shipping very long fuel elements in a vertical position with adequate
shielding at both ends. Vertical clearance limitations on many shipping
routes must be taken into consideration in determining the practical
height of a shipping cask. The cask height requirement can be reduced
if fuel elements are segmented or can be partially disassembled or cut
into shorter lengths prior to shipment. Removal of inactive end-ex-
tensions is advantageous in this respect and in reducing the total cask
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volume and weight. Long fuel elements without side flow restrictions
may be shipped in a horizontal position. In this case, the vertical
dimension of the cask may be less than the longest horizontal dimen-
sion. It may sometimes be desirable to ship fuel elements in a tilted
position to reduce vertical cask height while maintaining end-to-end
cooling by natural circulation.

Economic considerations provide a strong incentive to ship as
much fuel as is practical and safe in each shipping cask. The ratio of
cask weight to fuel weight is reduced as cask capacity is increased.
This reduces transportation costs and also the investment in casks,
provided a relatively high cask use factor can be assured and provided
complicated cooling provisions do not add excessive cost. The practical
limitation on cask capacity is dictated by heat removal considerations.
Prevention of accidental criticality can be provided for any practical
amount of fissionable material by the incorporation of neutron poisons.
Present concepts of cask design and heat removal place a practical
upper limit on heat removal of about 100,000 Btu/hr and on cask weight
of about 70 tons for shipping used fuel from a large central station
power reactor. Lifting capacity presently provided at fuel reprocessing
sites also limits maximum cask weight to a similar value. Larger casks
may prove practical in the future.

A number of casks are in use for shipping used fuel from research
reactors, submarine reactors and other highly enriched power reactors.
Designs have been prepared for shipping casks for low enrichment fuels
from power reactors but casks of this type have not yet been built.

CAPACITY OF SHIPPING CASKS

Containers for various shipments of used nuclear fuels and other
radioactive materials may vary widely in dimensions, weight and other
characteristics. The following discussion indicates characteristics of
representative casks expected to be used for marine shipments and
assumptions used in estimating the number of shipments to be made.
The majority of shipping casks for used reactor fuel fall into three
general classes according to the type of fuel, the characteristics of the
reactor utilizing the fuel, and the manner and length of time in which the
fuel is used.

Highly Enriched Research and Testing Reactors
and Compact Power Reactors

The majority of research and testing reactors with significant proc-
essing requirements use plate type fuel elements of highly enriched ura-
nium (approximately 20% to 90% U-235). Reactors of this type have been
built to operate at power levels from 100 kw to 125,000 kw. The fuel
elements are typically about 3 inches square and 24 inches long, but
may range upwards to about 44 inches long in certain test reactors.
When removed from the reactors, the elements may be somewhat longer
due to inert end fittings which may be removed before shipment. The
typical reactor loading may consist of 24 to 45 such elements.
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The frequency of replacing fuel elements depends largely on the
power level, the operating conditions and the use factor as well as the
reactor type. A. high flux test reactor for example, may require a new
core every three weeks. This is true of the Atomic Energy Commission
Materials Testing Reactor (MTR) in Idaho, which operates continuously
at 40,000 kw with about 4 kg of U-235. Because reactors in the upper
range of power levels (above about 10,000 kw) are used principally for
materials testing, they usually operate around the clock and may be
expected to approach a utilization factor of perhaps 80%.

On the other hand, there is much less incentive to operate some other
types of reactors continuously. For example, universities and smaller
research establishments operating on a limited budget frequently limit
reactor operation to an 8-hour day and/or a 5-day week and, depending on
the requirements of their research programs, may operate at less than
maximum power or be shut down altogether for much of the time. As a
consequence, their core lifetimes, as measured by fuel depletion, may be
5 years to 10 years or longer for a reactor of 100 kw to 1,000 kw. For
such reactors, the fuel replacement is most likely to be determined by
corrosion effects, although there is still but little experience to draw
upon. (The 100-kw reactor at Wuererlingen, Switzerland, has operated
intermittently since the Geneva Conference of 1955 without replacements
of its first core. Although the reactor has experienced corrosion problems
and anodizing treatment has been applied to prolong its fuel life, there are
no plans for fuel replacement in the near future.)

Casks for shipping fuel elements of the research and test reactor
types fall into the weight range of from approximately 8 tons to perhaps
15 tons. Information obtained from the Atomic Energy Commission
indicates that 3 to 5 cask shipments are required for parallel plate (MTR)
type elements per megawatt year of operation. Considering the fact that
the average utilization factor for all reactors of this type will probably
be no more than 75%, it seems appropriate to assume 2.5 to 4 cask ship-
ments per year for each 1,000-kw aggregate installed reactor capacity
of all sizes using this type fuel.

Compact power reactors using highly enriched fuel, including reactors
for isolated power or heat requirements, operate in the same general
power range as the larger research and testing reactors. Fuel element
dimensions, use factors and shipping cask requirements are also com-
parable.

Low Enrichment Large Central Station
Power Reactors

Low enrichment fuel elements for large power reactors (100 to 300
electrical megawatts) are typically 10 to 12 feet long. In the case of
these elements, there is a strong economic incentive to use the largest
practical shipping cask.

In this connection, a review of shipping cask designs for several
large power reactors i-dicates that casks of about 65 tons to 75 tons are
planned, and that approximately five cask shipments per year will be
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required for each 100 megawatts of electrical output, based on a fuel life
of about 10,000 megawatt days per ton of uranium. The actual number of
shipments will vary somewhat with specific reactor design, but a range
of four to seven cask shipments per 100 megawatts of electrical output is
assumed to be typical for this class of reactors in the near future. It is
expected, however, that reactor operating experience, combined with im-
proved design, will lead to a longer fuel life and a corresponding reduc-
tion in the relative number of used fuel shipments as time passes. This
trend toward fewer shipments may be accelerated by experience in the
design and use of shipping casks.

A typical 70-ton cask of the type required for low enrichment power
reactor fuels would be about 13 feet to 14 feet high and approximately 5
feet in diameter with a mounting base covering about a 35- to 50-square-
foot area to spread the load and provide stability against overturning.

Low Enrichment Small Power Reactors

A number of power reactors in the range of 5 to 50 electrical mega-
watts are under construction or planned, mostly as experiments or pro-
totypes. These reactors use low enrichment fuel (usually less than 5%
U-235). Shipping cask requirements are similar to those for larger power
reactors except that the fuel elements are shorter (typically 6 feet to 8 feet
long). The most practical cask appears to be one weighing approximately
30 tons to 40 tons. It is estimated that on the average, 6 to 10 cask ship-
ments per year would be needed for each reactor in this class.
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APPENDIX C

SPECIFIC FEATURES OF A NUCLEAR PORT FACILITY

The general features of a nuclear port facility as discussed in Chapter
III of this report are as follows:

a. Equipment for the receipt, storage and transshipment
of used nuclear fuel elements and other radioactive
materials.

b. Equipment for the initial fueling of nuclear-propelled
vessels.

c. Equipment for the refueling and servicing of nuclear-
propelled vessels.

The specific features of a complete port facility are outlined in follow-
ing sections of this Appendix. Although it has been determined that several
docks within New York State are partially equipped to fulfill the require-
ments of a nuclear port, the features of a complete facility are presented
in this Appendix to permit comparative assessment of the additional equip-
ment required at any particular existing dock. Furthermore, the nuclear
port specified herein presumes that a complete dockside facility is to be
provided without regard to the availability of either a servicing barge such
as that being provided for the N.S. Savannah or other floating rigging equip-
ment. The effect of the availability of either a servicing barge or floating
rigging equipment is briefly described in this Appendix, under the heading
of limited port facility.

General arrangement drawings of both the complete and limited port
facilities are included in Chapter III. A flow diagram of the principal liquid
systems associated with the complete port facility is also included in Chapter
III. These drawings show the size and relationship of the facilities de-
scribed in this Appendix.

DESCRIPTION OF A COMPLETE PORT FACILITY

Lifting Equipment

The lifting equipment of a complete port facility includes a luffing
crane for heaving rigging between ship and pier, a traveling crane for rigging
from pier storage area to various pier working areas, a traveling crane for
rigging fuel transfer casks between fuel pool and transfer dolly, a traveling
jib crane for shuffling, inspecting and machine operations on fuel elements
within the fuel pool, and various miscellaneous monorail hoists for rigging
within decontamination, demineralizer and other port rooms and/or buildings.

Railroad Siding

A railroad siding extends from just outside the pier into and along the
length of the pier, terminating at a removable bumper located at the rolling
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door to the fuel and control rod wet storage room. The removable car
bumper permits use of the transfer cask dolly, which is stationed in the
rod wet storage room.

Structural Loads

Pier floor loadings will vary considerably over the extent of the pier
area and are of such magnitude as to dictate rearrangement of the com-
ponents of the facility should an existing pier be considered for the facil-
ity. The gantry luffing crane, which rides on double tracks located on
each side of the pier, will exert a crane corner loading of 460 tons which
will be distributed over the crane rails by eight or more wheels at each
corner. Floor loading in the control rod and fuel wet storage room will be
two tons per square foot. The enclosed area for fuel shipping cask stor-
age will be subjected to a loading of four tons per square foot. The rail-
road track in this area, and extending along the length of the pier, will
have to support a railroad car corner loading of 80 tons, which will be
distributed over two or three wheels. The nuclear wastes service area,
which is the building adjacent and parallel to the above areas, will exert
a loading of one ton per square foot. At the other end of the pier, the of-
fice and pier service facilities will require design for 250 pound per
square foot loading with the exception of the support base under the steam
generator and the diesel generator. These two will require support suit-
able for 500 pound per square foot. The intervening open work space on
the pier, including the new fuel storage vault, should be able to withstand
a loading of four tons per square foot.

Reactor Component Storage System

Shielded wet storage is provided for the reactor components removed
for access to the reactor core.

Upper grid, upper baffle and reactor head are accommodated in three
tanks sized to provide a minimum of three feet of demineralized water
shielding. Post storage drainage from these tanks is routed to the con-
centrator for processing.

Wet Fuel and Control Rod Storage

Spent fuel assemblies are withdrawn from the ship's reactor into a
shielded transfer cask and transferred by the luffing crane to the pier.
An overhead traveling crane moves the cask into and along the enclosed
storage area onto a transfer dolly located outside of the roller door of
the rod wet storage room. Inside, an overhead traveling crane transfers
the cask from the dolly into the pool. A small jib traveling crane, which
rides just above the pool surface, serves to position the removed fuel rod
assembly in a support rack in the pool.

The pool is sized to receive 64 fuel rod assemblies and in an adjoin-
ing separate section canaccommodate 30 control rods. A space five feet
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wide, extending along the front of each pool section, is open and is utilized
for water-shielded manipulation of the transfer casks. The rod vertical
support tubes are fabricated from boron sheet steel, square in shape with
one side hinged to open. Aisle spaces between the rows of support tubes
enable shielded transference of rods anywhere within the pool area.

The 13'-6" distance across the top of the pool is spanned by a rolling
catwalk which serves to facilitate the use of poles and other manual grap-
pling tools used in guiding the rod after removal from the cask.

Dissipation of fuel rod decay heat is performed by circulating the pool
water through heat exchanges in a closed cycle using thermostatically
actuated pumps.

Removal of algae and other suspended matter tending to lessen clarity
of the pool water is accomplished by closed cycle circulation of the pool
water through filters located within the storage room.

The piping arrangement provides for transfer of the pool water to
the waste storage tanks and for circulation either through the polishing
demineralizers or transfer to the concentrator.

The pool water storage tank enables complete drainage of all shield
water from both sections of the pool in the event maintenance or other
considerations make this desirable.

Equipment Decontamination System

Two large tanks equipped with grating, sectionalized for partial re-
moval, accommodate large components requiring decontamination.

Smaller components and hand tools are handled in a tub.

Cleaning solutions, such as sodium phosphate and citric acid, are
stored in two chemical addition tanks and supplied directly to the tanks
and tub.

Lifting mobility is provided by an electric-motor-operated monorail
chain hoist.

Liquid waste from the decontamination procedures are pumped
through an oil skim-off gravity type separator to the concentrator for re-
duction in bulk.

Facilities provided will include: hot and cold water, 50-psi steam
and compressed air, and storage for tools, wire brushes and other neces-
sary supplies.

Laundry

The laundry is equipped with washing machines and dryers of sufficient
capacity to handle decontamination of 100 suits of working clothes per shift.
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An inspection table equipped with a fixed installation of radiation
monitors wired to annunciate facilitates inspection of the work clothes.

Sorting bins for used clothing are provided with light shielding.

Make-Up Demineralizer System

This system draws water from the domestic water storage tank and
is the ultimate source of all make-up to the pier facility. Its specific
function is to supply initial fill and thereafter normal make-up require-
ments.

The system is a conventional low flow rate three-bed demineralizer
with an upstream filter preceded by a booster pump. The ion-exchange
units consist of one cation, one anion and one mixed-bed unit. All units
have conventional internals. Backwashing of filters and complete regen-
eration of ion-exchange units is performed automatically. The acid and
caustic regeneration pumps are mounted directly on the respective chemi-
cal storage tanks.

The make-up effluent will contain 0.5 ppm total dissolved solids of
which total silica (as SiO2 ) will be 0.02 ppm.

This system is sized to produce 72,000 gallons per day. Together
with the demineralized water tank storage of 25,000 gallons, the system
can produce 100,000 gallons of ultrahigh purity water in 24 hours.

The demineralized make-up storage tank is connected to the polished
water tank to enable initial fill and to provide backup storage.

Liquid Waste Disposal System

Water-borne wastes, except for the sanitary effluents, will be moni-
tored for radioactivity and solids content and disposed of by one or more
of the following procedures:

a. Separation into designated high and low storage.

b. Holdup to permit short-lived radioactive decay.

c. Holdup until lower temperature insures against
damage to demineralizer resins.

d. Demineralization and return to stand-by storage.

e. Concentration.

Water from the ship's primary system and drains from the concen-
trator steam condenser will normally qualify for collection in the low
waste storage tank. If additional treatment is indicated, this water will
be routed through polishing demineralizers for removal of dissolved
ionic impurities. Polishing filters located downstream remove the solid
matter in suspension, entrap resin fines and provide backup in the event
of demineralizer resin breakthrough. The resulting water is collected
in the polished water storage tank.
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Since the solids removed will be highly radioactive, the demineralizer
resins are not regenerated when exhausted but sluiced out into shipping
casks for regeneration elsewhere and replaced with fresh resins.

Backwash from the demineralizers and washdown drains, or other
such water high in solids content and radioactivity, is collected in the high
waste storage tank. If the degree of contamination is such as to make
decay storage infeasible or demineralization uneconomical, the water is
routed directly to the concentrator for reduction in bulk through evaporation.

The radioactive sludge residue from the concentrator is pumped to
shielded casks for shipment to disposal facilities.

The engendered steam is condensed in the concentrator condenser by
harbor cooling water and returned to the low waste storage tank.

Polished Water System

Water is collected and stored in the polished water storage tank to be
used to:

a. Provide complete make-up to ship's primary system.

b. Supply water to waste storage tank agitation sprays.

c. Supply water for shielding services.

d. Provide cooling water to pool heat exchangers.

Make-ready procedure, prior to arrival of the ship, is to include
drawdown of the polished water storage tank through transfer of the water,
for shielding service, to the following reactor component storage tanks:

a. Upper grid wet storage.

b. Upper baffle wet storage.

c. Reactor head wet storage.

The storage tank is thus made ready to receive water from the ship's
primary system. This is first accumulated in the low waste storage tank
for processing in the polishing demineralizers and filters.

Solids content in the waste storage tanks is to be kept in suspension
through agitation induced by sprays supplied with water from the dis-
charge of the polished water transfer pumps.

The pool heat exchangers will utilize polished water as the cooling
medium in the removal of decay heat from the spent fuel and control rod
wet storage pools. Intermediate cooling heat exchangers, cooled by
harbor water, will maintain efficient temperatures in the polished cool-
ing water.
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Vent Gas System

A vent gas collection header receives gases from the waste storage
tanks and polishing demineralizer. These gases are filtered and de-
humidified by passage through a moisture separator, vent gas cooler,
electric heater, and then absolute filters. The gas is then discharged to
the exhaust stack or compressed and held in the gas decay storage tank.

Ventilation

Enclosed areas are provided with supply and exhaust ventilating
systems along with supplementary fans to insure proper air circulation.

The exhaust system includes two fans (one stand-by), which dis-
charge to the atmosphere through the ventilation stack. Exhaust air is
drawn from the nonaccessible areas exclusively.

Machine Shop

All work entering the machine shop is first monitored and, if neces-
sary, subjected to decontamination procedures so that it can function as
a nonregulated shop.

Laboratory

Laboratory facilities are included to take and evaluate samplings of
air, water, vegetation, mud and shell fish, and enable qualitative analysis
of urine and blood counts.

The laboratory is located in a low background area to provide the
correct environment for calibration of instrumentation. Shielded storage
for samples and film is mandatory.

The laboratory also functions as a distribution center for film badges
and dosimeters.

Steam System

A packaged steam boiler with integral feed pump, forced draft fan
and fuel oil pump provides steam for enclosed area heating and service
steam for cleaning, decontamination and concentration procedures.

Emergency Power Supply

A diesel-driven generator is arranged to start automatically to supply
station emergency auxiliary power within 60 seconds of the starting cir-
cuits closing. Once started, the engine is subject to manual shutdown
and is immediately available for automatic starting. The engine is started
by an air-starting motor supplied from a separate 250-psi, 20-cfm air
compressor system maintained at continuous stand-by. The air receiver
is sized to permit six starting actions.
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Alarm System

An alarm system for pier fire and evacuation is included.

Fire System

It is assumed that city water will be available at 80- to 100-pound
pressure for fire protection and that existing piping can be used and, if
necessary, extended to include a fire piping loop with fire hydrants loca-
ted strategically along the pier and with hose outlets distributed through-
out the buildings.

Lighting System

Lighting is supplied from a three-phase, four-wire 120/208-volt
distribution system using a bare neutral. Lighting panels are supplied
from feeders from 480-volt distribution panels and an appropriately sized
480-120/208-volt dry type transformer.

Office room and laboratory lighting consist of a louverall ceiling of
white aluminum honeycomb construction; elsewhere incandescent lamps
are used. In addition, each side of the pier is equipped with six 1,000-
watt floodlights equally spaced along the length.

Service Air System

Compressed air for general service and instrumentation is supplied
from two 240-cfm nonlubricated 100-psig compressors. The air is
passed through an aftercooler and moisture separator before entering
the air receivers. In addition, air entering the control instrumentation
air system is passed through an air dryer sized to handle 100 scfm at
100 psig.

Communication Systems

Communication systems consist of an intra-pier telephone system,
a multi-channel paging system and a local utility telephone service.

Domestic Water

Water for process and domestic use is taken from an existing city
water system. Estimated maximum flow rate is 150 gpm.

Sanitary System

Sewage and waste disposal for the sanitary system discharges to an
existing city sewer. This system will include washroom and toilet facili-
ties as necessary for all personnel.

New Fuel Storage Vault

A new fuel storage vault of weatherproof/fireproof construction is
provided to accommodate at least two fuel cores for a nuclear vessel
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similar to the N.S. Savannah. The design is predicated uponease of expan-
sion to permit the facility to handle fuel storage for larger vessels con-
templated in the future.

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS OF A
COMPLETE PORT FACILITY

The equipment specifications for major items required in a complete
port facility are outlined herein. These specifications are predicated
upon the capability of the facility to function in the manner described gen-
erally in Chapter III of this report. The major equipment of such a
facility is as follows:

Lifting Facilities

Luffing Crane I

Function

Type

Capacity

Outreach

Lifting Range

Hoist Drive

Travel Drive

Rotating Drive

Traveling Crane

Function

Type

Capacity

Hoist Drive

Travel Drive

- To provide lifting facility between
ship and pier and effect lifting mobil-
ity along open pier area.

- Pantagraph type

- 150 tons

- 90 feet

- 1) Below trolley rail - 40 feet
2) Above trolley rail - 80 feet

- 150 hp (12 fpm loaded)

- 75 hp (150 fpm unloaded)

- 10 hp (1.5 rpm)

- To provide lifting facility from pier
working area into and along length
of building for fuel shipping casks,
reactor components and fuel trans-
fer casks.

- Overhead traveling

- 150 tons

- 150 hp (12 fpm loaded)

- 15 hp (150 fpm unloaded)

jJ The luffing crane described herein is capable of handling not only
transfer casks from the ship to the pier head, but also shipping casks.
It may prove, during final design, that the capacity of the luffing crane
can be reduced if it is to be used solely for the handling of transfer
casks.
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Lifting Facilities (Cont'd)

Traveling Crane

Function

Type

Capacity

Hoist Drive

Travel Drive

- To provide lifting facility for fuel
transfer casks between pdol and
transfer dolly.

- Overhead traveling

- 50 tons

- 50 hp (50 fpm loaded)

- 15 hp (150 fpm unloaded)

Traveling Jib Crane

Function

Type

Capacity

Hoist Drive

Travel Drive

- To provide lifting and positioning
mobility within the pool area.

- Overhead traveling with jib trolley

- 0.5 ton

- 5 hp (10 fpm loaded)

- 10 hp (10 fpm loaded)

Monorail Chain Hoists

Function

No. Reqd.
Areas

Type

Capacity

Hoist Drive

- To provide lifting and positioning
facility into and within decontamin-
ation and polishing demineralizer
rooms.

- Two

- Electric motor drive

- 15 tons

- ~10hp

Component Wet Storage

Purpose To provide facilities for water-shielded
storage of reactor components
during refueling or maintenance oper-
ations.

Reactor Upper Grid Wet Storage Tank

Size

No. Reqd.

Approx. Weight -

13' diameter x 10' high

One

41 tons
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Component Wet Storage (Cont'd)

Reactor Upper Baffle Wet Storage Tank

Size

No. Reqd.

Approx. Weight

- 13' diameter x 10' high

- One

- 50 tons

Reactor Head Wet Storage Tank

Size

No. Reqd.

Approx. Weight

Waste Transfer Pump

Function

No. Reqd.

Type

Size

Head

Motor

Wet Fuel Storage

Purpos e

- 13' diameter x 10' high

- One

- 35 tons

- To transfer spent shield water
to concentrator for disposal.

- One

- Horizontal shaft, centrifugal

- 100 gpm

- 150

- 4 hp

- To provide temperature-controlled
and filtered water-shielded stor-
age for control rods and spent fuel
rods.

Spent Fuel Rod Storage Tank

Function - To provide storage and water-
shielded access to fuel rods.

Size - 44' long x 13' wide x 32' high

Capacity - 64 rods

Depth of water
shield over rods - 14 feet
(Based on 17-foot fuel element and 1-foot freeboard)

Concrete shield - 6 feet

Volume - 128,000 gallons water

Weight - 3,000 tons (with rods and water)
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Wet Fuel Storage (Cont'd)

Control Rod Storage Tank

Function

Size

Capacity

Depth of water
shield over rods

Concrete shield

Volume

Weight

- To provide storage for control
rods and shielded access for in-
spection.

- 18' long x 13' wide x 32' high

- 30 rods

- More than 14 feet

- 6 feet

- 52,000 gallons

- 1,200 tons (with rods and water)

Pool Recirculation Pump

Function - To provide transfer of pool water for:

a. Removal of fuel rod decay heat.

b. Filtration to remove algae and other
foreign matter.

c. Complete drainage to pool water storage
tank.

No. Reqd. - Two

Type - Horizontal shaft, centrifugal

Size - 100 gpm

Head - 100 feet

Motor - 2 hp

Pool Heat Exchangers

Function

Type

No. Reqd.

Duty

Approx. Size

- To transfer pool heat to polished
cooling water.

- Horizontal, straight tube, tube
sheet both ends.

- Two

- 500,000 lb/hr

- 6' x 15" diameter
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Wet Fuel Storage (Cont'd)

Pool Heat Exchangers (Cont'd)

Fluid

Flow lb/hr

Pressure - psig

Temp. - entering

Temp. - leaving

Shell Side

Pool Water

50,000

25

125

115

Tube Side

Polished Water

50,000

15

100

110

Pool Recirculation Filters

Function

Type

Capacity

Approx. Size

- To insure clarity of pool water
through removal of particulate
matter and algae.

- Disposable cartridge type, hori-
zontal unit.

- 150 gpm

- 48" x 24" diameter

Pool Water Storage Tank

Function

No. Reqd.

Size

Capacity

Approx. Weight
(full)

Decontamination

Purpose

- To provide storage of pool water
in the event storage pool mainten-
ance becomes necessary.

- One

- 30' diameter x 24' high

- 125,000 gallons

- 570 tons

- To provide facilities for decontamin-
ation of components and tools and to
provide storage for tools exposed to
contamination.

Decontamination Tank

- 12' diameter x 6.' high

No. Reqd. - Two

Weight (ea) 22 tons (full of water)

Size
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Decontamination (Cont'd)

Decontamination Tub

Size

No Reqd.

Weight

- 5' x3' x 2' deep

- One

- 1 ton (full of water)

Chemical Addition Tank

Size

No. Reqd.

Weight

- 3' diameter x 4' high

- Two 1) Sodium Phosphate cleaning
solution

2) Citric acid solution

- 1 ton (full)

Decontamination Tank Drain Pump

Function

No. Reqd.

Type

Size

Head

Motor

- To transfer decontamination tank
wastes through oil separator to
concentrator.

- One

- Horizontal shaft, centrifugal

- 50 gpm

- 230 feet

- 5 hp

Oil Separator

Function

Type

Size

Weight

- To remove oil wastes prior to con-
centration operation.

- Oil skim-off gravity system

- Rectangular tank 11' x 9' x 6' deep

- 18 tons

Miscellaneous Equipment

Monorail for handling large components.

Hot and cold water, 50-psi steam and compressed air.

Positive ventilation.

Storage for tools exposed to decontamination.
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Laundry

Purpose - To provide facilities for decontamina-
tion of protective clothing.

Equipment

Washing machines of sufficient capacity to accommodate
100 suits of protective clothing per shift.

Detection table with geiger tubes wired to annunciator.

Exhaust hood over detection table to enable positive air
ventilation.

Sorting bins for clothes.

Storage racks for used cleaned clothing.

Demineralized Make-Up

Purpose - To process 72,000 gallons of fresh water
per day and to provide storage facility for
the following requirements:

a. Steam generator feedwater

b. Diesel cooling

c. Backup for polished water storage

d. Complete make-up of ship's prim-

ary fluid

Make-Up Water Storage Tank

Size

No. Reqd.

Capacity

Approx. Weight
(full)

- 20' diameter x 10.5' high

- One

- 25,000 gallons

- 115 tons

Chemical Treatment Acid Tank

Size

Capacity

Approx. Weight

- 4' diameter x 6' long

- 500 gallons

- 3.0 tons

Chemical Treatment Caustic Tank

Size

Capacity

Approx. Weight

- 4' diameter x 6' long

- 500 gallons

- 3.0 tons
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Demineralized Make-Up (Cont'd)

Demineralizer Components

Cation unit

Anion unit

Mixed bed unit

Make-Up Pump

Function

No. Reqd.

Type

- To effect transfer from city water
storage tank through demineral-
izers to storage tank.

- One

- Horizontal shaft, centrifugal

Size - 600 gpm

Head - 175 feet

Motor - 30 hp

Make-Up Water Filter

Function

No. Reqd.

Size

Media

Approx. Weight

- To remove suspended solids

- One

- 72" diameter x 60" high

- Sand and gravel

- 5 tons

Waste Disposal

Purpose - To provide facilities to enable treatment of
water-borne wastes by any combination of
the following procedures:

a. Holdup to permit short-lived
radioactive decay..

b. Demineralization and return to
stand-by storage.

c. Concentration.

Waste Storage Tank

Function

No. Reqd.

- To provide holdup and storage for
subsequent demineralization or
concentration.

- Two (one high level and one low
level suspended solids).
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Waste Disposal (Cont'd)

Waste Storage Tank (Cont'd)

Size

Capacity

Approx. Weight
full (ea)

- 13' diameter x 10' high

- 25,000 gallons

- 115 tons

Waste Recirculation Pumps

Function

No. Reqd.

Type

Size

Head

Motor

- For transfer of water-borne wastes:

- Through polishing demineralizers
and filters to polished water storage
tank.

- Through demineralizers and filters
and return to waste storage tank for
further demineralization.

- Directly to concentrator.

- Two

- Horizontal shaft, centrifugal

- 600 gpm each

- 175 feet

- 30 hp

Polishing Demineralizers

Function

No. Reqd.

Type

Size

- To remove dissolved ionic impurities
from water in radioactive service.

- Two

- Mix bed without internals for regen-
eration.

- 48" diameter x 60" overheads. Resin
bed 36" deep.

Polishing Filter

Function

No. Reqd.

Size

Media

Concentrator

Function

No. Reqd.

- To remove foreign matter in suspension.

- Two

- 72" diameter x 60" overheads

- Sand and gravel

- To concentrate water-borne wastes
through evaporation.

- One
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Waste Disposal (Cont'd)

Concentrator (Cont'd)

Size

Capacity

Approx. Weight
full

Concentrator Feed Tank

Function

No. Reqd. -

Size -

Capacity -

Approx. Weight -

Concentrator Feed Pump

Function

No. Reqd.

Type

Size

Head

Motor

- 4' diameter x 12' high

- 200 gpm

- 5 tons

To store batch charge for concentrator.

One

7' diameter x 9' high

1,000 gallons

5 tons full

- To transfer batch charge from con-
centrator storage tank to concentrator.

- Two

- Horizontal shaft, centrifugal

- 100 gpm

- 70 feet

- 3 hp

Harbour Water Pump

Function

No. Reqd.

Type

Size

Head

Motor

Weight

- To pump cooling water through con-
centrator condenser and pool heat
exchanger.

- One

- Horizontal shaft, centrifugal

- 200 gpm

- 75 feet

- 5 hp

- 2251b

Polished Water

Polished Water Storage Tank

Function - To provide storage for complete make-
up to ship's primary system and
components.



Polished Water (Cont'd)

Polished Water Storage

No. Reqd.

Size

Capacity

Approx. Weight
full

Tank (Cont'd)

- To supply spray water to maintain
waste storage tank solids in sus-
pension.

- To store water for shielding services.

- To provide cooling water to the pool
heat exchangers.

- One

- 20' diameter x 10.5' high

- 25,000 gallons

- 115 tons

Polished Water Transfer Pumps

Function - To transfer water from the polished
water storage tank for:

a. Pool water storage tank.

b. Upper grid plate wet storage tank.

c. Upper flow baffle wet storage tank.

d. Waste storage tank sprays to maintain solids in

suspension.

e. Provide cooling water to pool heat exchangers.

No. Reqd. - Two

Type - Horizontal shaft, centrifugal

Capacity - 600 gpm

Head - 90 feet

Motor - 20 hp

Intermediate Cooling Heat Exchangers

Function

Type

No. Reqd.

Duty

- To provide cooled polished water for
pool heat exchangers.

- Horizontal, straight tube, tube sheet
both ends.

- Two

- 1,000,000 Btu/hr

124
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Polished Water (Cont'd)

Intermediate Cooling Heat Exchangers (Cont'd)

Service Conditions:

Fluid

Flow lb/hr

Pressure

Temperature in F

Temp. lug F

Shell Side

Polished Water

100,000

30

110

100

Tube Side

River Water

200,000

90

90

95

Vent Gas Disposal

Purpos e

Vacuum Pump

Function

No. Reqd.

Type

Capacity

Motor

Pressure

Approx. Size

Approx. Weight

- To collect radioactive gases from the
waste storage tanks and polishing de-
mineralizers in a holdup tank to per-
mit short-lived radio decay prior to
discharge to stack.

- To provide positive transfer of radio-
active gases.

- One

- Horizontal shaft, vane type impeller

positive displacement centrifugal.

- 80 scfm

- 5 hp

- Intake 14.2 psia
Discharge 5 psig

- 4' x 12"

- 250 1b

Moisture Separator

Function

No. Reqd.

Type

- To remove entrained moisture from gas.

- One

- Horizontal pipeline installation.

Vent Gas Cooler

Function

Type

No. Reqd.

- To remove vapor from.gas through con-
densation.

- Single pass, horizontal, straight tube,
tube sheet both ends.

- One
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Vent Gas Disposal (Cont'd)

Vent Gas Cooler (Cont'd)

Service Conditions:

Fluid

Flow

Pressure

Temperature in F

Temp. lug F

Shell Side

River Water

10 gpm

90 psig

90

92

Tube Side

Gas

80 scfm

1/2 psig

150

95

Size 5' long x 9" diameter

Electric Heater

Function - To insure against deposition of
moisture in absolute filters.

No. Reqd. - One

Type - Chromalox type GCH or equal.

Service Conditions:

Flow rate

Density

Inlet pressure

Inlet temp. F

Outlet temp. F

Absolute Filter

Function

No. Reqd.

Type

Rated capacity

Temperature

Gas Compressor

Function

No. Reqd.

Type

- 80 scfm

- .078 lb/cu ft

- 5 psig

- 95

- 115

- To remove foreign matter in sus-
pension.

- Two (in series)

- Glass asbestos with corrugated
aluminum separator. (Cambridge
filter type CM or equal).

- 100 cfm

- 250 F max. continuous

- To reduce gas volume for storage.

- One

- Horizontal shaft, vane type impeller
positive displacement centrifugal.
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Vent Gas Disposal (Cont'd)

Gas Compressor (Cont'd)

Capacity

Pressure

Approx. Size

Approx. Weight

- 80 scfm

- Intake - 5 psig
Discharge - 100 psig

- 4' long x 12" wide

- 2501b

Gas Decay Storage Tank

Function

No. Reqd.

Size

Volume

Service Pressure

- To provide holdup storage for radio-
active gas.

- One

- 54" diameter x 14' long

- 225 cubic feet

- 100 psig

Machine Shop Tools

Engine Lathe

Swing Over Bed

Over-All Height

Width

Length

Motor

Approx. Weight

Vertical Drill Press

Over-All Height
(Spindle up)

Floor Space Reqd.

Motor

Approx. Weight

Radial Drill Press

Over-All Height
(Spindle up)

Universal Table

Arm Swing

16"

47"

42"

140"

3-1/2 hp

3,000 lb

119"

23" x 63"

5 hp

2,300 lb

96-5/8"

20" x 24" x 22"

36"
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Machine Shop Tools (Cont'd)

Radial Drill Press (Cont'd)

Floor Space Reqd.

Approx. Weight

Motor

Fork Lift Truck

Length

Width

Min. Turning Radius

Height Lowered

Height Raised

Capacity

Approx. Weight

92-1/2" diameter

6,500 lb

3 hp

177-1/2"

50-1/2"

103"

83"

178"

10,000 lb

20,000 lb

Milling Machine

Over-All Height

Floor Space Reqd.

Motor

Approx. Weight

Shaper

Height

Width

Length

Length Stroke

Vise Capacity

Motor

Approx. Weight

Power Hack Saw

Capacity

Floor Space Reqd.

Motor

Approx. Weight

58"

98" x 81"

5 hp

4,400 lb

69-1/2"

50-1/2"

97-1/2"

25"

Jaw 3" x 13"

5 hp

6,000 lb

6" Round
6" x 6" Flat

17" x 48"

3 hp

2,000 lb
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Machine Shop Tools (Cont'd)

Bench Grinder

Grinding Wheels

Height

Width

Depth

Motor

Approx. Weight

2 - 8' x 1"

11"

22"

10"

3/4 hp

360 lb

Arbor Press

Height

Floor Space Reqd.

Motor

Approx. Weight

85"

50" x 30"

2 hp

1,500 lb

Laboratory

Purpose - To provide facilities for background studies of
air, water vegetation, mud and shellfish, and
for qualitative analyses such as urinalysis and
blood counts, and

- To provide storage facilities for portable radi-
ation and contamination level instruments.

Equipment

Multiple bulb evaporator

Oven

Hot plate

Chemical equipment such as glassware and reagents

Hot and cold hood with 120'/min air exhaust

Sink with hot and cold water

Portable meters for contamination detection

Portable meters for determination of working time

Meters on probe for high level survey

Waterproof meters on probe for underwater survey

Instruments for detection of both fast and slow neutrons

Dosimeters

Film and film badge cases

Storage facilities for samples
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Stearn

Purpose - To provide steam for the following
services and facilities:

a. Building heating

b. Radioactive waste concentrator

c. Decontamination tanks

d. Railroad car cleaning facility

e. Hot water heater

Steam Generator

Type Unit - Packaged steam boiler with integral
boiler feed pump, forced draft fan
and fuel oil pump.

Discharge - 100 psi

Capacity - 5,000 lb/stm hr

Approx. Weights
empty - 17,000 lb

operating - 25,000 lb

Condensate Return Tank

Type

Size

Capacity

Weight

Emergency Powe

Purpose -

Diesel Generator

No. Reqd.

Type

Rating

Approx. Weight

Size

- Horizontal

- 5' diameter x 6' long

- 118 cubic feet

- 4 tons (full)

To supply power, under emergency condi-
tions of power loss, to the following essential
equipment:

a. All lighting within enclosed areas

b. All lighting along pier open areas

c. Twelve floodlights along dock

d. 150-ton cargo luffing crane

e. 150-ton overhead traveling crane

f. 50-ton overhead traveling crane

- One

- Opposed piston, 2 cycle

- 500 kwv

- 14 tons

- 8' x 18'

r



Emergency Power (Cont'd)

Diesel Control & Switchgear Cubicle

No. Reqd.

Size

- One

- 5' x 5' x 8' high

Lube Oil Cooler

No. Reqd.

Size

Weight

- One

- 5'-6" x 9" diameter

- 350 lb (wet)

Jacket Water Cooler

No. Reqd.

Size

Weight

- One

- 5'-6"x 12" diameter

- 500 lb (wet)

Diesel & F. 0. Storage Tank

No. Reqd.

Capacity

Weight

- One

- 3,000 gallons

- 10 tons (full)

Compressed Air

Purpose - To supply compressed air for:

a. Instrumentation

b. Service to - Decontamination room
- Machine shop
- Working area - outdoor
- Laboratory
- Boiler room

Air Compressor

Type Unit

No. Reqd.

Discharge

Capacity

Motor

Control

Weight

- Horizontal straight line, single stage,
carbon ring, nonlubricated.

- Two

- 100 psi

- 240 scfm

- 65 hp

- Dual (constant and automatic on-off
with manual selection)

- 7,000 lb
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Compressed Air (Cont'd)

Air Receiver

Number

Size

Capacity

- 2 vertical

- 42" x 10"

- 96 cubic feet

Aftercooler

Pipeline aftercooler with moisture and oil separator.

Air Dryer

Instrument air dryer designed to handle 100 scfm saturated
air at 100 F to an outlet dew point of 50 F during summer
and 75 F saturated air to an outlet dew point of -5 F during
winter.

Diesel

Air Compressor

Function

Type Unit

Discharge

Capacity

Motor

Control

Weight

Size

- To supply air to diesel-generator air
starting motor.

- Balanced angle, 2 stage, lubricated
piston

- 250 psi

- 20 cfm

- 5 hp

- Automatic start and stop

- 500lb

- 3'x2'

Diesel Air Starting Tank

Number - 1 vertical

Size - 42" x 10'

Capacity

New Fuel Storage

96 cubic feet

To provide weatherproof and fire-
proof storage for crates containing
new fuel rods.

Purpose
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New Fuel Storage (Cont'd)

Equipment

36' square by 1l' -6" high vault

15" wide fuel racks to accommodate 48 crates

48 roller conveyors to facilitate handling

Weatherproof and fireproof doors equipped with
bolting rods and locking facilities.

ALTERNATE LIMITED PORT FACILITY

Although the complete port facility described in the previous sections
would be desirable for refueling and servicing nuclear ships on a regular
basis, the essential operations could be performed with a minimum of
specialized equipment. The limited port facility envisioned herein as -
sumes that a servicing barge similar to the Atomic Servant, being built
for the N.S. Savannah, would be available. This makes possible the omis -
sion from the permanent facility of equipment for spent fuel storage, resin
storage, contaminated waste disposal, waste treatment, and laboratory,
shop and other miscellaneous services. In addition, the limited facility
assumes the availability of a floating crane which could be used for rigging
transfer casks from the servicing barge to the pier head. In this case,
the luffing crane described in the complete port facility would not be re-
quired.

Except for the items specifically mentioned above, a limited port
facility would include all other features described in the foregoing section
of this Appendix.
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APPENDIX D

ANALYSIS OF INLAND AND COASTAL TRANSPORTATION

Inland methods of transportation have been analyzed for two purposes:

1. To appraise alternate methods of transporting used reactor
fuel elements and other radioactive materials in heavy con-
tainers from a nuclear port facility to a chemical reprocess-
ing plant or other inland destination.

2. To determine the probability that used fuel elements from
reactors located in the United States or Canada would be
shipped as marine shipments to the East Coast of the United
States or to United States ports along the St. Lawrence Sea-
way.

In the first instance, an analysis was made of alternate methods of
shipping from the ports of Albany, Buffalo and New York City to a reproc-
essing plant located in Western New York State. By projecting these find-
ings a comparison was made of alternate shipping methods to Atomic Energy
Commission reprocessing plants located at Hanford, Washington; Arco,
Idaho; Oak Ridge, Tennessee; and Aiken, South Carolina.

In the second instance, the cost of marine shipments to the ports of
Albany, Buffalo, or New York, and thence to a reprocessing plant located
in Western New York State, was analyzed in comparison with overland

methods of transportation direct to the same destination from nuclear
plants located in New England, Florida, and in the vicinity of Chicago,
Illinois, and Duluth, Minnesota. The first three cases were considered
because they represent areas of high fossil fuel cost (and hence are po-
tential locations for nuclear power plants), and are also situated where
marine shipment of used fuel is practical. The latter two cases are po-
tential shipping points for shipments of used reactor fuel over the Great
Lakes from demonstration nuclear power plants scheduled for completion
in the next few years.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The technologies of transportation, the requirements of governmental
regulations, and the transportation pricing systems affecting radioactive
materials as articles of commerce have not as yet been fully crystallized.
This situation is caused by the relative newness of radioactive materials
to carrier experience.

For regulatory purposes, the Interstate Commerce Commission has
heretofore classified radioactive materials as "Poisons, Class D," under
the "Dangerous Articles" provisions of Title 18 of the United States Code.
Recently, however, the President signed Senate Bill 1806, an Act to Revise
Title 18, Chapter 39 of the United States Code entitlted "Explosives and
Combustibles," which now specifically includes "Radioactive Materials.'
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This removes these materials from the "Dangerous Articles" category and
gives them special treatment as is the case with high explosives. Radio-
active materials in this new statutory amendment have been defined as "any
material or combination of materials that spontaneously emit ionizing radi-
ation."

Owing to a "Nuclear Hazards Exclusion Clause" in carrier insurance
policies denying protection against damage caused by ionizing radiation, all
carriers may be expected to require shippers to engage the exclusive use
of vehicles for shipments regardless of the size of the cask. However, in
transporting used fuel from privately owned reactors in the United States,
the carrier is insured by compulsory insurance or other proof of financial
responsibility required of the shipper as a condition of his Atomic Energy
Commission license. (See Atomic Energy Commission regulations 10 CFR
Part 140.) The intent of the "Nuclear Hazards Exclusion Clause" is to avoid
double coverage. Similar protection may be available through Atomic Energy
Commission indemnity agreements with contractors operating Atomic Energy
Commission owned reactors. However, the carrier may not be protected in
transporting used fuel elements from foreign reactors.

ESTIMATED FREIGHT COSTS

Rate tabulations based on current charges have been prepared for casks
of 6, 20 and 75 tons. These weights are considered to be representative of
the various weight categories pertinent to shipments of used nuclear fuel.
Transportation costs are given in Tables D- 1, D-2, and D-3.

Table D- 1 reflects the estimated freight costs per ton for 6.-, 20- and
75-ton casks via the several modes of surface transportation from the
selected origins to a reprocessing plant site in Western New York State.
Tables D-2 and D-3 tabulate preliminary calculations from which the "per
ton" figures were derived.

All estimates are based either on authoritative published freight tariff
provisions of the carriers or, where such actual authority is as yet non-
existent, on principles, usages and custom long accepted in traffic procedure.

The information presented below complements the cost tabulations
with brief discussions of the position of the carriers, available carrier facili-
ties, freight costs, and routes.

The data tabulated in Tables D- 1, D-2, and D-3 are for one-way trips
of loaded fuel casks. For most carriers the empty containers fall into dif-
ferent classifications from the loaded casks and are subject to different
rates. However, the cost differences are not sufficient to change the over-
all conclusions drawn from the one-way values.

SHIPMENT VIA RAIL

Attitude and Position of Railroads

Discussions with officials of various railroads relative to existing and
proposed rates, rules and regulations governing the transportation of
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Table D-1

COMPARATIVE COST APPLYING VIA THE AVAILABLE MODES OF SURFACE TRANSPORTATION
VARIOUS SIZE CASKS TO A SITE INWESTERN NEW YORK

Dollars Per Ton

From

Albany, N. Y.

New York, N. Y .

Chicago, Ill.

Cask
Wt.

Tons

6
20
75

6
20
75

6
20
75

Buffalo, N. Y.
6

20
75

Boston, Mass.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Duluth, Minn.

6
20
75

6
20
75

6
20
75

Rail

$ 47.66
23.80
23.80

$ 56.00
28.00
28.00

$ 70.83
35.40
35.40

$ 28.33
14.20
14.20

$ 60.83
30.40
30.40

$ 103.16
51.60
51.60

$ 89.20
44.60
44.60

Common
Motor

$ 40.33aJ
19.20

$ 45.33J
20.00

$ 79.83 a
24.00

$ 24.16a]
10.20

$ 52.33 a
23.00

Heavy and Specialized
Motor Carrier

Lowboy O/T Lowboy .i

$ 50.83
23.00
14.77

$ 76.16
31.45
21.94

$ 115.16
47.25
34.80

$ 15.00
7.00
4.03

$ 82.00
34.55
23.61

$ 118.83 i $231.66
37.60 98.40

- 63.61

$ 106.87 a/
36.20

$208.72
83.06
59.52

$ 34.16
16.20

$ 50.16
24.05

$ 77.00
37.05

$ 10.33
4.60

$ 54.16
26.00

$ 159.50
71.25

$ 142.00
68.57

Barge to Buffalo

Exclusive
Method

$ 750.00
225.00

60.00

$ 833.33
250.00
66.66

$ 833.33
250.00

66.66

Barge c/ - Rail

Normal Exclusive
Method Method

$66.67
40.00
22.66

$83.34
50.00
26.66

$83.34
50.00
26.65

$2,500.00
750.00
200.00

$ 4,167.00
1,250.00

333.00

$2,500.00
750.00
200.00

$ 778.83
239.20

74.20

$ 861.66
264.20
80.86

$ 861.66
264.20

80.86

Barge df-
Common Motor

Normal Exclusive
Method Method

$ 95.00
54.20
36.87

$ 111.66
64.20
40.86

$ 111.66
64.20
40.86

$2,528.00
764.00
214.00

$4,195.00
1,264.00

347.00

$2,528.33
764.20
214.20

Barge - Heavy and Specialized Motor Carrier P
Exclusive

Normal Barge
Method Lowboy

$ 774.16 $ 90.83
235.25 50.20

$ 857.50 $107.50
260.20 60.20

$ 857.50 $107.50
260.20 60.20

$2,524.00
760.00

$ 4,190.00
1,260.00

$2,524.00
760.00

$ 765.00
232.00
64.03

$ 848.33
257.00
70.69

$ 848.33
257.00

70.69

$2,515.00
757.00
204.00

$4,181.00
1,257.00
337.00

$2,515.00
757.00
204.00

Exclusive
Barge

O/T Lowboy hi

$ 760.33
229.60

$ 843.66
254.60

$ 843.66
254.60

Normal
Barge

Lowboy

$81.67
47.00
26.69

$ 98.33
57.00
30.69

$98.33
57.00
30.69

Normal
Barge

O/T Lowboyb/

$77.00
44.60

$93.67
54.60

$93.67
54.60

$2,510.00
754.00

$ 4,177.00
1,254.00

$2,510.00
754.00

on exclusive use
Other than.
to

to
to

principal.

Buffalo, thence rail to site.
Buffalo, thence common motor carrier to site.
Buffalo, thence heavy and specialized motor carrier to site.

a_/
hi
_c_/
1_/

Based
O/T =
Barge
Barge
Barge

V V111i11v11 .
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Table D-2

COMPARATIVE CHARGES FOR COMBINATIONS OF BARGE AND ALTERNATE OVERLAND
VARIOUS SIZE CASKS VIA BUFFALO TO A SITE IN WESTERN NEW YORK

CARRIERS

All Barge

From

Albany, N. Y.

Ca
W

To

2
7

New York, N. Y.

Chicago, Ill.

.sk Exclusive
Vt. Barge-
)ns Charge

6 $ 4,500
10 4,500
5 4,500

6 $ 5,000
0 5,000
5 5,000

6 $ 5,000
0 5,000
5 5,000

2

7

2
7

Boston, Mass.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Duluth, Minn.

6
20
75

6
20
75

6
20
75

Mixed

Barge-
Charge

$ 400
800

1,700

$ 500
1,000
2,000

$ 500
1,000
2,000

$15,000
15,000
15,000

$25,000
25,000
25,000

$15,000
15,000
15,000

Barge - Rail

Exclusive
Method

$ 4,670
4,784
5,565

$ 5,170
5,284
6,065

$ 5,170
5,284
6,065

Normal
Method

$ 570
1,084
2,765

$ 670
1,284
3,065

$ 670
1,284
3,065

$ 15,170
15,284
16,065

$ 25,170
25,284
26,065

$15,170
15,284
16,065

Barge-
Common Motor

Exclusive
Method

$ 4,645
4,705

$ 5,145
5,204

Normal
Method

$ 545
1,004

$ 645
1,204

$ 5,145 $ 645
5,204 1,204

$ 15,145
15,204

$ 25,145
25,204

$15,145
15,204

Barge - Heavy and Specialized Motor Carrier

Exclusive

Barge
Lowboy

$ 4,590
4,640
4,802

$ 5,090
5,140
5,302

$ 5,090
5,140
5,302

$ 15,090
15,140
15,302

$ 25,090
25,140
25,302

$15,090
15,140
15,302

Exclusive

Barge
O/T Lowboy

$ 4,562
4,592

$ 5,062
5,092

$ 5,062
5,092

Normal

Barge
Lowboy

$ 490
940

2,002

$ 590
1,140
2,302

$ 590
1,140
2,302

Normal

Barge
O/T Lowboy

$ 462
892

$ 562
1,092

$ 562
1 ,092

$ 15,062
15,092

$ 25,062
25,092

$15,062
15,092

139

W ater
Mileage

360

500

890

760

1,520

990

-. ..-.- . - ..- ... - .... - 1 . . T ..-.
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Table D-3

COMPARATIVE COST OF RAIL AND HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION
ALTERNATE PORTS TO SITE IN WESTERN NEW YORK STATE

Heavy and Specialized
Motor Carrier

Rail

Mileage Charge
Lowboy

Mileage Charge

Common Motor Carrier

O/T Lowboy
Charge

Normal
Mileage Charges

Exclusive
Use Charge

Albany, N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y.

New York, N. Y.

Boston, Mass.

Chicago, Ill.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Duluth, Minn.

From

Cask
Wt.

Tons

250 240
6

20
75

6
20
75

6
20
75

6
20
75

6
20
75

6
20
75

6
20
75

60

340

440

560

1, 120

870

$ 286
476

1,785

$ 170
284

1,065

$ 336
560

2,100

$ 365
608

2,280

$ 425
708

2,655

$ 619
1,032
3,870

$ 535
892

3,345

50

370

400

560

1, 2 10

1,060

$ 305
460

1,108

$ 90
140
302

$ 457
629

1,646

$ 492
691

1,771

$ 691
945

2,610

$1,390
1,968
4,771

$ 1,252
1,661
4,464

$ 205
324

$ 62
92

$ 301
481

$ 325
520

$ 462
741

$ 957
1,425

$ 8 52
1,371

240

50

370

400

560

1, 130

1,060

$ 203
384

$ 126
204

$ 228
400

$ 264
460

$ 274
480

$ 450
752

$ 362
724

$ 242

$ 145

$ 272

$ 314

$479

$713

$ 641
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radioactive materials indicate that the current attitude of the railroads
appears to be one of caution in accepting shipments of spent fuel elements
from sources other than agencies of the Federal Government and their
contractors. This is primarily because of gaps in present liability and
property insurance coverage.

Indicative of the rail carriers' position on spent fuel elements is the
current status of the joint proposal of their official Illinois, Southern and
Western Freight Classification Committees in their Docket 192 dated
April 11, 1959. Subject 55 therein records the following proposal to add
a commodity description covering radioactive materials to the tariffs of
the rail carriers:

PROPOSED (BY CARRIERS)

"Add a new entry in Uniform Freight Classification 4 and Consoli-
dated Freight Classification 22 to read: 'Radioactive materials,
irradiated or requiring protective shielding.' Participating carri-
ers do not publish common carrier rates for the transportation of
radioactive materials which are irradiated and which require pro-
tective shielding."

This proposal was discussed thoroughly by the Railroad Classification
Committees during May 1959, but no action was taken. The matter is still
unresolved, leaving the rails without a specific commodity description and
classification rating on these radioactive materials.

Railroads, like other transportation media, have a rule which permits
them to accept at their option only shipments which are not "liable to im-
pregnate or otherwise damage equipment or other freight."

Rail carriers do not appear apprehensive about handling new fuel ele-
ments, or those materials which do not require protective shielding. Their
classification tariffs provide for these elements under the descriptive no-
menclature of "Uranium metal bars, billets, ingots, pigs, rods, scrap, slabs
or other shapes, not irradiated nor requiring protective shielding . . ."
Specific carload and less-than-carload ratings are provided based on the
shippers' declared valuations per pound.

Freight Classifications and Charges

In the past, rates on Machinery, NOIBN (Not-Otherwise-Indicated-By-
Name in carriers' tariffs) were considered to be applicable to spent fuel
shipments, apparently because of the presence of mechanical, forced cool-
ing equipment. The trend seems to be away from the forced circulation of
coolants in transit in favor of storage for precooling at the reactor locations.
Containers in this study are assumed to be shipped without auxiliary, me-
chanical cooling equipment.

In computing the estimated charges for shipping the various casks, no
consideration was given to costs of special train service,-escort or courier
services. As indicated above, the railroad carriers presently are reluctant
to accept shipments of radioactive materials requiring protective shielding
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from shippers other then such Federal agencies as the Atomic Energy Com-
mission and its contractors because of current gaps in insurance coverage.

In view of the absence of specific classification ratings on radioactive
materials in the railroads' rate-making books, specific freight charges
are not available. Freight costs are consequently estimated by applying the
principles of the analogy rules in the carriers' governing classifications.
These principles provide a means of classifying a commodity not specifically
identified in the carriers' classifications. Using these rules, it is believed
that radioactive materials requiring protective shielding should be subject
to ratings similar to those applying to Chemicals, NOIBN, which would pro-
duce a Class 50 rating for carload lots and a Class 85 rating for less than
carload lots. Transportation personnel of the Atomic Energy Commission
and several carrier classification officials have confirmed this conclusion.

Recent information indicates that a Class 35 rating basis is also now
being considered. This latter is the rating used by motor carriers, as dis-
cussed below.

As to the future, it seems reasonable to expect that the rail carriers
will eventually establish carload ratings for common carrier application
on a competitive level with the motor carriers. In the meantime, the only
rates applicable to the railroads are those negotiated under Section 22 of
the Interstate Commerce Commission Act on traffic handled for govern-
ment agencies and licensees.

6-Ton Cask

Acceptance by Carriers and Loading Characteristics: The shipment
of a 6-ton cask containing used nuclear fuel elements as a less-than-carload
lot may well at present be declined by carriers. Therefore, it must be anti-
cipated that shipments of 6-ton casks will be made only on a carload basis
requiring loading by the shipper and unloading by the consignee. Movement
can be made in normal open or closed freight cars.

Routing: From the various shipping points, through rail service is
available and would involve no dimensional clearance problems.

Freight Charges: As covered more fully above, the charges for ship-
ping a 6-ton cask would necessarily be based on a carload minimum weight
of 24,000 pounds at the Class 50 rating which applies to the description of
Chemicals, NOIBN.

20-Ton Cask

Acceptance by Carriers and Loading Characteristics: This size cask
is in the carload category, and its weight presents no problem. Consider-
ation must be given, however, to the height of such a cask. If it should be
abnormally high, a depressed center type car would be required. Exces-
sively high or not, movement should be made in open type cars, thereby
reducing loading and unloading problems.

Routing: Movement by rail from any of the points considered does not
appear to present any difficulty for this size cask since adequate routing
and equipment facilities are available.
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Freight Charges: The charges are based on carload Class 50 rating
for the description of Chemicals, NOIBN.

75-Ton Cask

Acceptance by Carriers and Loading Characteristics: The weight fac-
tor of this cask would present no problem in moving via railroad. Prior to
acceptance by the carrier, however, the shipper must submit drawings of
the loading plan showing precise configuration and detailed dimensions to-
gether with the method of loading the cask on the car. The carrier will
determine the type of car best suited to handle the cask, and approve the
conditions and manner of loading, bracing and strapping. The use of de-
pressed-center cars appears to be indicated.

Routing: The over-all dimensions of the cask as loaded on the freight
car will o course govern the route of movement. Where obstacles, such
as bridges, overhead structures, tunnels, etc., restrict movement along
certain stretches of route, detours and circuitous routing will become neces-
sary. However, no serious difficulty should be encountered in shipping this
size of cask to the proposed Western New York State site from the various
origin points. Single carrier direct service exists from Chicago, Buffalo
and New York, and the clearance factors over the available rail systems are
considered adequate. Shipment from Albany and Boston would involve two
carriers. Again there appears to be no clearance difficulty. From Jackson-
ville and Duluth, either of several major carrier routes could accommodate
the shipment.

Freight Charges: Again the basis used is the carload Class 50 rating

applying to the description of Chemicals, NOIBN.

Contacts

V. I. Gruber, Assistant Chief of Traffic, Atomic Energy Commission
James Burlinger, Assistant Director Traffic, General Electric

Company
T. C. George, Chief Inspector, AAR Bureau of Explosives
Paul Calison, Chief Engineer, Brookhaven Laboratories
J. Lavelle, Traffic Manager, Consolidated Edison Company

National Industrial Traffic League
Francis C. Tighe, Traffic Manager, Union Carbide Corp.
Joseph Bach, Plant Engineer, Westinghouse Electric Company
G. Edward Brown, Atomic Industrial Forum
J. Wright, Director Research, New York Central Railroad

Tariff References

Central Territory Tariff Bureau ICC-4487
Trunk Line Territory Tariff Bureau A-946
Trunk Line Territory Tariff Bureau ICC- 1288
Uniform Freight Classification ICC-A-4-A-5
Railway Line Clearances

ICC Explosive Regulations ICC- 10
Railway Equipment Register ICC-336
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SHIPMENT VIA COMMON AND HEAVY
AND SPECIALIZED MOTOR CARRIERS

Attitude of the Common Motor Carriers

Regular, for-hire, common motor carriers are currently hauling most
of the radioactive materials being shipped by governmental agencies, such
as the Atomic Energy Commission, its licensees, and contractors in this
country. However, the railroads are handling shipments for the Atomic
Energy Commission and Navy where dimensions and weights are not per-
mitted on highways.

Although the motor carriers appear to be more aggressive than their
railroad counterparts in their approach to the transportation of these ma-
terials, they too exhibit caution owing to gaps in insurance coverage.

Freight Charges of Common Motor Carriers

Motor carriers publish regular classification ratings in their tariffs
for both less-than-truckload lots and truckload lots. Generally these rat-
ings are fixed at 70% of first-class for less than truckload and 35% of first-
class for truckload, with a minimum weight for the latter of 24,000 pounds.
They also provide another basis for freight charges, predicated on "ex-
clusive use" of the vehicle, although this basis is ordinarily assessed only
when the shipper specifically states that he desires such exclusive use.
The motor carriers, however, are now applying the "exclusive use" prin-
ciple whenever the shipper's certificate indicates that no other freight may
be loaded on the same vehicle.

A comparison of motor carrier operations with those of the railroads
is pertinent. For example, assume that a rail carrier is offered a suffi-
cient quantity of freight by one consignor for one consignee to qualify for
freight charges based on the carload rating and carload minimum weight.
Specifically, assume that an 18,000-pound shipment of Machinery, NOIBN
is loaded in a 40-foot boxcar by one shipper in New York for one consignee
in Chicago. Freight charges would be assessed by the railroad on the basis
of the carload lot, Class 45 rating, as applicable to 24,000 pounds, which
is the carload minimum weight in this instance. This car would immedi-
ately be sealed by the carrier and remain sealed until delivered to the con-
signee.

If the same freight were offered to a motor carrier, his charges would
be based on the truckload rating and truckload minimum weight for this
commodity, but the motor carrier's tariff gives him the option of placing
other freight in the vehicle if he wishes.

Hence, on shipments which do not require segregation from other
freight, the motor carrier charge would be assessed on the basis of less-
than-truckload ratings or truckload ratings, whichever results in the lower
charge. Charges on motor carrier shipments which require segregation
from other freight would be determined on the actual weight of the ship-
ment of the less-than-truckload or truckload ratings and minimum weight,
subject to the minimum charge arrived at by employing the "exclusive use"
principle. Although the "exclusive use" formula varies among carriers, a
representative minimum would be computed at the Class 100 rate for a
minimum weight of 10,000 pounds. However, minimum weight sometimes
is as high as 15,000 pounds.
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The National Classification Board of the motor carrier industry is presently
seekly to establish more specific descriptions for nuclear shipments and more
specific ratings on the shipper's' declared (released) valuation per pound, thus
limiting the carrier's liability to that amount. The following are partial extracts
from the NCB's present and proposed descriptions and ratings:

PRESENT PROVISIONS
NATIONAL MOTOR FREIGHT CLASSIFICATION A-4

(PARTIAL EXTRACT)

Less-Than- Truckload
Truckload Truckload Minimum

Description Rating Rating Weight- Lb

Radioactive materials, including isotopes 70 35 24,000

Radioactive materials or articles of nu-
clear energy materials or nuclear
energy production materials or equip-
ment -

Released value not exceeding 40 /lb 70 35 30,000

Released value exceeding 40O/lb but
not exceeding $ 1.00/lb 100 70 30,000

Released value exceeding $ 1.00/lb
but not exceeding $5.00/lb 200 100 30,000

(If the shipper declines to release each shipment to a value not exceeding $ 5/lb,
the shipment will not be accepted.)

The motor rate tabulations prepared in this study indicate the estimated
freight charges over normal highway routes for each type cask from the selected
origins to the proposed site. In the case of the larger casks, however, parti-
cularly the 75-ton cask, more detailed study would be required to determine
the feasibility of actual movement via truck. A more detailed study would re-
quire the development of specific data on the physical characteristics of each
particular cask, followed by a review of the projected movements with state

and local highway departments having jurisdictions over areas through which
shipments would pass in order to determine clearances, bridge and roadbed
limitations.

It appears that, for all practical purposes, casks weighing 20 tons would
be the largest that could be handled by common motor carriers. Casks weigh-
ing more than 20 tons would probably be transported by railroad, although
heavy and specialized motor carriers are capable of handling these weights,
highway restrictions permitting.

There follows a more detailed discussion of cask acceptance by carriers,
routing, and freight rates for each of the 6-, 20-, and 75-ton cask categories.

In this discussion, reference is made to the preceding general considerations
where applicable.

6-Ton Cask

Acceptance by Carriers and Loading Characteristics: This cask is of
a size and weight suited to less-than-truckload quantity shipment. However,
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motor carriers are likely to refuse to handle shipments on a less-than-
truckload basis. An alternative for the shipper is to request "exclusive
use" of the truck. Under this arrangement the carrier loads no other
freight on the trailer carrying the cask. The shipper benefits, however,
through more expeditious handling in transit, although the transportation
charges could be relatively high. Freight rates would be applied as dis-
cussed above.

Routing: Size and weight present no problem and the shipment can
be transported by almost any available carrier. Adequate service via a
single common motor carrier is available from Boston, Albany, New York,
Buffalo and Chicago directly to the proposed New York State site. From
Jacksonville and Duluth the use of two connecting carriers would be re-
quired; however, this would not necessarily involve the transfer of casks
from one carrier's equipment to another. Direct routes via heavy and
specialized motor carrier service are also available from all points.

Freight Charges: On an "exclusive-use-of-truck" basis, the mini-
mum charge is computed on a prescribed minimum weight at the Class
100 truckload rate as discussed above. For example, from Boston, New
York, Buffalo and Albany the prescribed minimum weight is 10,000 pounds;
from Chicago, 14,000 pounds; from Jacksonville, 15,000 pounds; and from
Duluth, 14,000 pounds. Heavy and specialized carriers' charges are cus-
tomarily expressed in dollars-per-shipment, computed on the number of
miles actually traversed and the weight carried, subject in each case to
stated minimum weights. Normal "flat-bed" or "other-than-lowboy"
equipment undoubtedly would accommodate these casks.

20-Ton Cask

Acceptance by Carriers and Loading Characteristics: The weight of
this cask places it in the truckload category suitable for common motor
carriers' transport provided the dimensions do not exceed, roughly, a width
of 8 feet or a height of 9 feet. These dimensions are the maximum accept-
able to common motor carrier. Movement by heavy and specialized motor
carrier would present no difficulty owing to the availability of lowboy equip-
rnent.

Routing: Numerous practicable routes are available via both common
and heavy and specialized motor carriers. From the various points of
origin, there are several alternate highway routes capable of accommo-
dating these shipments, but it may well be necessary to detour occasionally
owing to low underpasses or bridges of limited capacity. However, it is
impracticable to attempt in this report to chart precise routing because of
variable shipping dimensions. The following highway routes are believed
to serve the purposes of this study. In the main, they utilize improved
roadways, avoid congested areas, and are fairly direct.

From New York - State Highway 17, thence local highways
to destination.

From Albany - U. S. Highway 20, thence local highways
to destination, or New York Thruway,
thence local highways to destination.

From Buffalo - Via State Highways 16 or 98, thence local
highways to destination.
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From Boston - U. S. Highway 20, thence local highway
to destination, or U. S. Highway 30,
thence New York Thruway, thence local
highways to destination.

From Chicago - U. S. Highway 20, thence local highways
to destination.

From Jacksonville - U. S. Highway 301, thence U. S. Highway
58, thence U. S. Highway 15, thence
State Highway 17, thence local highways
to destination.

From Duluth - U. S. Highway 53, thence U. S. Highway
12, thence U. S. Highway 20, thence local
highways to destination.

Freight Charges: Common motor carrier charges are computed on
the basis of a published Class 35 rating applying to Radioactive Materials,
NOIBN. The heavy and specialized carrier charges are computed in a
manner similar to those for a 6-ton cask. However, two separate scales
of charges are published: one for lowboy use and one for normal flat-beds,
the latter being the cheaper. Both scales were used in connection with the
20-ton cask as it may be possible to ship these on the more economical
"other-than-lowboy" basis, depending upon the size of the cask. Where
weight or dimensions of casks exceed maximums prescribed by state regu-
latory bodies, special permits and procedures are required, the costs of
which are borne by shippers.

75-Ton Cask

Acceptance by Carrier and Loading Characteristics: A shipment of this
weight can be moved over public highways, but only by heavy and specialized
carriers possessing the necessary heavy-duty equipment. Actual movements
of this magnitude are not uncommon, although, unlike routine common motor
carrier operations, each shipment requires prior detailed surveys of the
physical features of the routes to be traversed, including checking the capaci-

ties of roadbeds, bridges, overpasses, etc. In addition, special permission
for each movement, including possible reroutings, may be required by state
and local authorities.

In general, it is doubtful that highway authorities would continue to grant
permission for repetitive movements of this nature.

Further discussion of highway movement of 75-ton casks is deemed un-
necessary since rail routes exist which are capable of handling such loads
with ease and dispatch from all origins.

Tariff References

Middle Atlantic Conference MF-ICC-A- 1100
Middle Atlantic Conference MF-ICC-A- 970
Middle Atlantic Conference MG-ICC-A- 1030
National Motor Freight Classification MF-ICC-No. 1
American Trucking Association Explosives MF-ICC-No. 11

National Highway Motor Vehicle Law Series
Heavy and Specialized Carrier Tariff MF-ICC-11
Specialized Carriers Distance Guide MF-ICC- 17
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SHIPMENT VIA INLAND WATER SYSTEMS

The New York State Canal System appears physically capable of accom-
modating shipments of all pertinent cask sizes. The indicated depth of
channels is 12 feet, with minimum widths of 75 feet at bottom and 123 feet
at surface.

The maximum size of boats permitted to use the canals is 300 feet in
length by 43-1/2-foot beam. The maximum height permitted above water
is 15 feet.

There are, however, seasonal limitations affecting the availability of
canal routes. On the average, the canals are opened for navigation between
April 5th and 30th and close between November 15th and 30th of each year.
Thus, this route is closed for a least 4 months out of 12.

Seasonal limitations on the Great Lakes System and connecting water-
ways also close this route to water-borne traffic during substantial periods
of each year.

Climate aside, the availability of service to handle nuclear shipments
by water to a Western New York site is satisfactory from Albany, New York
and Chicago. One service from Chicago offers motor-ship type vessels to
navigate the waters of Lakes Michigan, Huron and Erie to Buffalo. These

vessels may be likened to steel hopper barges having several compartments
and powered by a diesel engine. They are also able to negotiate the New
York State Canal System. Shipment of casks on these vessels appears ideal,
because they can be loaded in a separate compartment or on deck as di-
mensions dictate. Carrier facilities from New York and Albany include, in
addition to the motor ships, flat deck and hopper barges. The flat deck barge
has its deck nearly flush with the top of the hull. This type of barge, how-
ever, could not handle the taller casks owing to the overpasses along the
canals.

There is no regular barge service from Duluth to Buffalo, and such
water service as does exist is primarily confined to large lake vessels

carrying ores, grain, etc.

With specific respect to water carrier service over the New York State
Canal System, the bulk of dry cargo movements are being performed by the
Conners Standard Marine Corp. of New York City and the Feeney Marine
Corp. of Kingston, New York, both of which operate towed barges. Their
views on the movement of radioactive materials via water are discussed
below.

Views of Shippers

Mr. J. Hermann, President of the Conners Standard Marine Corp., ad-
vises that their barges could easily support a 75-ton circular cask meas-
uring 15 feet high and 6 feet in diameter. Also, larger shipments can be
accommodated by the addition of extra deck plates and/or skids which would
distribute the weight over a larger area. Quoted cost estimates are based
on "exclusive use," and on the assumption that shipment via water carrier
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would be compatible withEederal and state regulations. Transit time from
the ports of New York and Albany to Buffalo is said to be 6 days and 5 days,
respectively, the distance via the HudsonRiver and New York State Canal
System being approximately 505 miles and 365 miles, respectively. If the
carriers are not assured of a return cargo from Buffalo, the total cost would
be $ 12,000 from New York and $ 10,000 from Albany.

In the event that the carrier obtained a return cargo at Buffalo, the total
cost from the port of New York area would then be $8,000 and from Albany
$7,500.

These charges would apply whether one or more casks are moved at
the same time.

This company presently has four vessels approximately 116 feet long
by 42 feet wide that could handle the larger casks. All are of the hopper type
with double bottoms and ballast compartments. By ballasting the various
compartments, casks up to 20 feet high could. be floated, because the decks
of these barges would then be well below the waterline.

The above-mentioned carrier expressed no interest in movements from
Jacksonville, Florida; Boston or Chicago.

Mr. Bernard Feeney of the Feeney Marine Corp. advises that they are
presently moving defense materials in single pieces, weighing 110 tons and
measuring 13 feet in diameter by 16 feet high from Washington, D.C.,
Philadelphia and New York to Bay City, Michigan via the New York State Canal
System. As to charges for the materials under consideration here, Mr. Feeney
quotes a range of $7,300 to $7,500 from the port of New York area to Buffalo
and $7,100 to $7,300 from Albany. Charges are based on 'exclusive use'' of
the barge. Transit time and other contingencies are essentially the same as
quoted by the Conners Marine Standard Corp.

The freight costs for shipping by barge given in the tables in this report
provide for two types bf service: (1) exclusive use of the barge,and (2) the
mixed-cargo shipment, the lower cost, of course, obtaining via the latter
method. The economic principles involved closely resemble those already
discussed in connection with motor carriers, with cost figures based upon
estimates received from responsible water-carrier operators.

There appears to be no knowledge in the trade of any water carrier
who has had experience hauling spent fuel elements. The only movements
of this nature known to occur by water are in connection with the disposal
of radioactive wastes and related materials in the open sea.

The freight charges of water carriers do not include the services nor
the cost of loading or unloading. These services must be provided by the
shipper and receiver.

Some conflict may appear to exist between the statement made herein
that canal carriers can accommodate shipments up to 20 feet high and an-
other statement that canal regulations limit the over-all heights of floats
using the canals to 15 feet above water. This is because the 20-foot-high
shipment could negotiate the canal if loaded in a hopper barge, since its
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deck level could be down as much as 9 feet below water, either by the weight
of the lading or, if necessary, by the use of ballast.

Due to the absence of a navigable waterway at the inland New York State
site, transportation wholly via water from the selected origins is, of course,
not possible. However, in the early stages of this study, it was recognized
that, because of the apparent weight and dimensions of the 75-ton cask, as
well as any larger casks that may be expected in the future, it may be more
practical, although not necessarily more economical, to route such casks
via a combination of water-rail or water-truck routes. The costs of such
routes are presented in Tables D-1, D-2, and D-3.

The practical advantage of shipping via such joint routes might con-
ceivably arise out of situations where the dimensions and weight, particu-
larly of the larger casks, may prohibit single carrier routing. Also, in
some cases, local and state regulations may place restrictions on the move-
ment of such materials via routes through or near certain cities or towns.
These are a few of the contingencies which may affect a particular shipment.

Owing to the relatively short overland distance to the proposed New
York State site and the ready availability of shore facilities, Buffalo, New
York, was selected as the destination terminal for developing water-carrier
cost data.

Contacts

Braxton B. Carr, Chairman, American Waterway Operators
S. C. Loveland, President, Loveland Transportation Co.
S. E. Smith, Traffic Manager, Erie Shipping Co.
J. Burch McMorran, Superintendent, State of New York Department

Public Works
E. C. Hudowalski, Assistant Superintendent, Canals State of New

York Department Public Works

J. R. Stellato, Associate Canal Electrical Engineer, State of New
York Department Public Works

J. Mowbray, Jr., Traffic Manager, Mowbray Shipping Co.
James O'Donnell, President, O'Donnell Transportation Co.
J. C. McGill, Vice President, Hughes Bros. Towing Co.
J. Hermann, President, Conners Marine Standard Corp.

B. Feeney, President, Feeney Marine Corp.
W. Cleary, Chairman, Towboat Exchange
J. Purves, President, Roens Steamship Co.

Tariff References

U. S. Corps of Engineers Transportation Lines Series 5
Federal Register Title 46 - Shipping
U. S. Coast Guard Dangerous Articles Regulations Manual
Rules and Regulations of New York State Canal System
U. S. Corps of Engineers Great Lakes System Series 3
United States Coast Port Pilot Section B
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SHIPMENT VIA COASTAL WATER SYSTEMS

Currently there are two companies, discussed below, which will ac-
cept large casks containing radioactive materials for shipment between
points on the East and Gulf Coast ports.

Erie-St. Lawrence Corporation

On August 19, 1960, this company inaugurated a new containership
service between Port Newark, New Jersey, and Jacksonville, Florida.
Presently, two weekly sailings are offered each way. This service will
be extended to other East Coast ports upon completion of a second ship
now under construction.

Containerships are 360 feet long with a 52-foot beam. Cargo capacity
is 2,000 tons packed in lightweight sealed containers, divided between 142
containers measuring 8' x 8' x 17' and 28 measuring 8' x 8' x 8-1/2'. Twenty
percent are equipped for refrigerated cargo. The maximum cargo weight
for the larger container is 35,000 pounds, and 18,000 pounds for the smaller
container. Containers are specially constructed so that they can be placed
on flat trailers and rail cars. Two or more containers are placed on a
trailer chassis to make an over-the-road trailer. However, the company
does not itself operate any trucks or trailers.

The company advises that the maximum weight per single piece they
could handle is 40 tons on a four-axle, low-bed chassis. In this instance,
the full loaded trailer would be placed on the vessel. These vessels, which
have LST-type doors, are loaded from the stern. The dimensions of trailer
and/or cask cannot exceed 17 feet high by 20 feet wide.

The company further advises that, on a movement of used fuel elements,
the freight charges for the water movement only would be $ 30 per ton on
casks which did not require segregation. If segregation from other cargo
were required, the rate would then be $ 60 per ton. The same rate would
apply on the return movement of the empty casks.

Seatrain Lines, Inc.

Seatrain operates six vessels in coastwise service between Edgewater,
New Jersey; Savannah, Georgia; New Orleans, Louisiana; and Texas City,
Texas. These ships are designed to handle loaded rail cars as well as
containers. This service is referred to as "Sea Mobile."

There are four rows of rail tracks on these vessels with clearance
between cars of about 3 feet. Cargo which is too large or too heavy to be
transported in common rail or common motor carrier service is carried
on the open deck. A 125-ton overhead carlifting crane is used at each
terminal port. Cargo which exceeds this weight is moved to shipside by
barge and then lifted with floating crane.

Closed top containers are also used. There are two sizes: 35' long
x 7'-6" high x 7'-8" wide and 26'-5/8" long x 7'-6" high x 7'-4" wide.
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The charge for movement of a 75-ton cask on a depressed center rail
car via water from Savannah, Georgia, to Edgewater, New Jersey, is $2,500
if no segregation from other freight is required. If segregation is required,
the charge would then be $ 3,000. The same rates apply on the return of the
empty casks.

Based on the foregoing, the following tabulation gives the total estimated
through-cost for a 40-ton and 75-ton cask, respectively, from Jacksonville,
Florida, to a Western New York State reprocessing site.

40-Ton Cask

No Segregation Segregation

From Jacksonville, Florida, to Port
Newark, New Jersey $1,200 $2,400

From Port Newark to site via contract
motor carrier using lowboy trailer 1,071 1,071

Total $2,271 $3,471

Per-Ton Cost $ 57 $ 87

Both per-ton costs are more than for direct rail transportation, but
the "no segregation" cost is slightly less than that for direct "heavy and
specialized motor carriers."

75-Ton Cask

Via Seatrain Lines

No Segregation Segregation

From Jacksonville, Florida, to
Savannah, Georgia via rail $ 991 $ 991

From Savannah, Georgia, to Edgewater,
New Jersey via Seatrain Lines 2,500 3,000

From Edgewater, New Jersey, to site
via rail 2,100 2,100

Total $5,591 $6,091

Per-Ton Cost $ 75 $ 81

It should be noted that the quotations given above are estimates only
and are based on the available descriptive information covering the 40-ton
and 75-ton casks. The foregoing cost data is not shown in Tables D- 1,
D-2, and D-3, since the calculations therein via water routes apply only
when barge transportation is used. The above per-ton costs for 75-ton
casks are higher than by direct rail or motor carrier.

Contacts

Bert Peterson, General Sales Manager, Erie-St. Lawrence Corporation
Donald Smith, Vice President Operations, Seatrain Lines, Inc.
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INLAND SHIPMENTS FROM NEW YORK STATE PORTS TO
AEC REPROCESSING PLANTS

A detailed analysis of the comparative costs of alternate methods of
inland transportation from New York State ports to Atomic Energy Com-
mission reprocessing plants is outside the scope of this survey. However,
considering the distances involved, it is clear that rail would be more eco-
nomical for shipments from New York State ports to Hanford or Arco for
all casks from 6 to 75 tons in weight, whereas there would be relatively
little cost differential between rail and highway shipments to Oak Ridge or
Aiken.

ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING INLAND AND COASTAL
SHIPMENT OF USED FUEL ELEMENTS

An indication of the probability that used fuel elements from reactors
in the United States and Canada would be shipped via marine routes through
East Coast or St. Lawrence Seaway ports can be gained by an examination
of the cost data in Tables D-1, D-2, and D-3, and of the data presented in
the foregoing sections of this Appendix. Some noteworthy implications of
these data are summarized below.

Considering shipments originating in or near Jacksonville, Florida,
shipping by railroad to a site in Western New York State is more economi-
cal than by a combination of ship and highway, or by a combination of ship
and railroad. Shipping entirely by highway is also more economical than
by either of the combined methods, with the exception of the shipment of
casks of 40 or 75 tons or larger by a combination of ship and heavy motor
carrier, using a lowboy trailer on a "no segregation" basis. This method
has a slight cost advantage, but permission tomove such loads over high-
ways on a regular basis may not be relied upon unless a long-term agree-
ment with the appropriate authorities is entered into in advance.

Similarly, shipments from Boston by either railroad or highway can
be made at a lower cost than by a combination employing water for part
of the route.

A combination of barge and heavy motor can move a 75-ton cask from
Chicago via Buffalo to a site in Western New York at a lower cost than by
the exclusive use of either railroad or highway. However, governmental
limitations on the movement of large casks on highways may preclude a
water-highway combination, thus causing shipment entirely by rail to be
the most desirable method.

Shipments by railroad or highway from Duluth are more economical
than by a combination using a barge.

Shipments by railroad or highway from New York and Albany are
similarly cheaper than by barge.

Containers with used fuel elements originating in Canada could be
routed over the St. Lawrence Seaway and connecting waterways, but the
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need for transshipment, plus the unlikelihood of approval to use the high-
ways for large loads, again negates this combination. Movement entirely
by railroad would consequently appear to be more feasible.

In general, there appears to be little probability that containers with
used fuel elements from the southern, central, eastern or northern regions
of the United States or from Canada, will be moved as marine shipments
to East Coast destinations.
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APPENDIX E

SAFETY ASPECTS OF THE NsS. SAVANNAH

1 - Excerpts From Proposed Findings of Fact

2 - Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
Letter, December 13, 1960

3 - Statement by Hanson Blatz, Director of
Radiation Control, Health Department of
the City of New York
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EXCERPTS FROM

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT

BY THE U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION STAFF

IN THE MATTER OF THE N.S. SAVANNAH*

Background of N. S. Savannah Project

The construction of the N. S. Savannah was authorized
by Public Law 848, enacted on July 30, 1956. This law, which
is Section 716 of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, as amended,
provided "for the construction, outfitting and preparation for
operation, including training of qualified personnel, of a
nuclear-powered merchant ship capable of providing shipping
services on routes essential for maintaining the flow of foreign
commerce of the United States"..,

On July 30, 1956 the President directed the Secretary
of Commerce, and the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission
to carry out the project jointly. ...

An interagency agreement has been negotiated between
the Atomic Energy Commission, Maritime Administration, United
States Coast Guard and Public Health Service to establish re-
sponsibilities and procedures for safe operation of the N. S.
Savannah during her initial period of operation in the coastal
waters of the United States. The Maritime Administration will
operate the Savannah. Regulatory responsibilities will be
exercised by the Atomic Energy Commission over nuclear safety;
the Coast Guard over merchant marine safety activities; the
Public Health Service over sanitary and medical standards and
systems.

Ship Design and Marine Hazards

The N. S. Savannah is a medium size passenger-cargo
ship, and has operating characteristics based on the use of
the "Mariner" hull. It has been built in accordance with all
the safety requirements that apply to a conventionally powered
ship of her size rnd type. The ship complies with the rules
and regulations of the American Bureau of Shipping, the Coast

* Based on a public hearing held on March 6-8, 1961, and April
12, 1961 at Germantown, Md. References to the transcript of
the hearing and paragraph numbers have been deleted.
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Guard, Public Health Service, The International Convention
for Safety of Life at Sea, 1948, and the International Load
Line Convention, 1930. The most rigid interpretations of
existing regulations have been made in all cases. The Mari-
time Administration is responsible for conventional ship
safety.

The ship is propelled at a speed of 20 knots by a
single propeller driven by a geared steam turbine, which
operates on steam produced in two heat exchangers by the heat
from the coolant of the nuclear reactor. The reactor is loca-
ted in a containment vessel in a reactor compartment located
amidship. The geared turbine is located in the engine room
aft of the reactor compartment. The Savannah is fitted with
"take-home" motor capable of propellingEeship in excess of
3,500 miles at about 6 knots. Auxiliary electric power is
normally supplied by two steam turbine driven generator sets.
Two diesel driven generator sets are fitted as standby for
the turbo-generators, for start-up and securing, and for pro-
viding power to essential services and to the "take-home" motor
in the event of reactor failure. An emergency diesel genera-
tor is located topside to provide electric power for essential
services in case of fire or flooding of the engine room. The
only non-duplicated components essential for complete control
of the ship at all times are the second reduction gear, the
main propulsion shafting, the propeller and the rudder. These
components cannot be duplicated in a single screw ship. How-
ever, casualty at sea to these items is infrequent, because
of extensive engineering improvements in their design, and the
careful examination that these components receive at yearly
intervals.

In addition to the nuclear hazards that might arise
from operation of the nuclear reactor itself, there are certain
nuclear hazards which are peculiar to the Savannah because her
reactor is located aboard ship and is used for its propulsion.
The hazards which are peculiar to the Savannah's marine environ-
ment include:

(a) The conventional marine hazards of collision,
grounding, fire and explosion which could be of
sufficient severity to destroy the several
successive barriers provided to prevent the re-
lease of fission products from the core. These
marine hazards also could be caused or influenced
by a sudden loss of the Savannah's nuclear reactor
as a source of propulsive power to the ship.,

(b) The marine environment in which the Savannah will
operate may impose severe and unusual conditions
on the operability, reliability and even the safety
of the nuclear reactor due to the stresses imposed
by movement of the ship in a seaway, particularly
under severe sea and weather conditions.
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Protection against these marine hazards is provided in
the Savannah by the design and construction of the ship's hull
and equipment, including the navigation, ship control, fire,
and passenger protection systems, in accordance with the high-
est standards applicable to a vessel of its class, and in
accordance with the regulations and criteria of the Coast
Guard, the Public Health Service and the American Bureau of
Shipping. The location of the reactor amidships and the anti-
collision bulkheads and structures around it afford unusual
protection against the effects of collision and grounding, and
provide maximum protection to the vital reactor primary and
control system from such occurrences. In addition, the re-
actor and the vital components of the primary system are designed,
fabricated and constructed so as to give reliable service in
the severe sea and weather conditions expected to be encountered.
Furthermore, as developed below, the reactor source of pro-
pulsive power is of a conservative design and is equipped with
a method of control which provides maximum assurance against
loss of propulsion.

Hazards to the public from marine accidents to the
Savannah have been evaluated from the standpoint of release
of radioactive material, as shown in the following findings.

At the present time, almost all collisions between
ships at sea can be attributed to errors of judgment of re-
sponsible personnel, not to equipment failure. While, there-
fore, collisions cannot be absolutely eliminated through design,
provisions have been included in the Savannah's design to pro-
tect the reactor and containment against the effects of colli-
sion. To evaluate the adequacy of such provisions, a thorough
study of collision records was undertaken by the ship designer
to determine the mechanism of collisions and to define the
magnitude of damage to be expected. No evidence of signifi-
cant shock damage was found, and it is clear that shock values
in collision are less than those at which the Savannah founda-
tions and mountings are designed.

As to penetration resulting from collision, this was
found to depend upon the striking ship's displacement and
velocity. Based upon the strength of the decks, bulkheads,
collision mats, and other structures in the way of the Savannah's
reactor compartment, it was determined that less than 1%oofthe
world's merchant fleet (approximately 300 ships) had sufficient
displacement and maximum speed to penetrate the Savannah's re-
actor compartment longitudinal bulkhead, and hence cause any
serious nuclear consequences. Moreover, practically all severe
collisions involving passenger ships have taken place within
so-called approach areas to harbors, characterized by the merging
of sea lanes and harbor approaches, heavy traffic and relatively
high ship speeds. Such areas extend from the principal sea mark
in a harbor entrance to the point of departure 100 miles from
the nearest land. Thus, the probability of a severe collision
is greatest in areas where the population density is essentially

161
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nil. There is an extremely low probability that a collision
of sufficient severity to penetrate the Savannah's reactor
compartment bulkhead will occur in a harbor, where population
density may be high. Very few collisions involving passenger
ships in harbors are recorded; in addition, speeds prescribed
by harbor regulations are so low as to preclude penetration
of the Savannah's reactor compartment.

The consequences of the most severe collision of the
Savannah would not be greater than those resulting from a
major rupture of the primary coolant system, discussed below.
If the collision were of sufficient severity to penetrate the
containment vessel itself, the flooding of the containment would
provide dilution and filtering of escaping fission products
equivalent to that calculated to be contained by filtration
through the reactor compartment ventilation system. Collision
danger does not, therefore, militate against operation of the
Savannah in the manner and in the areas proposed.

The effects of grounding are similar to those of colli-
sion--crushing of structure and small shock damage. The damage
subsequent to grounding is dependent upon the state of the sea.
In harbors, structural damage would be generally limited to
that incurred in initial contact. Damage to the innerbottom
under the reactor compartment could result in release of low-
level liquid wastes stored in the innerbottom tanks, but these
are of such low-level as not to present a serious hazard.
Grounding in unprotected waters could result in more extensive
damage and, in the worst case, in breaking up of the ship. Be-
cause of the greater strength of the hull girder through the
reactor compartment, such breaks would not occur in the Savannah
in way of the containment vessel. As to high level wastes
stored outside the containment vessel, the most important are
contained in the demineralizers which are small, heavy, and
well-protected, and therefore, are unlikely to lose their resins
to the sea. The small inventory of radioactive waste elsewhere
on the ship would not be a source of danger to the environment
because of the remoteness from populated areas in which ground-
ing resulting in breakup of the ship could occur.

Under heavy weather conditions, the equipment foundations
and structure of the Savannah would be exposed to severe load-
ings. The Savannah was designed with the following specifica-
tions for roll and pitch - (1) maximum roll 300 from the vertical;
and (2) maximum pitch amplitude of 70. These criteria represent
very severe conditions, and in no case would be exceeded by a
factor as great as two under the worst conditions, without even
considering the action which would be taken by the ship operators
to reduce the effects of wind and weather. These loadings can
be greatly reduced by changing ship course and speed in heavy
seas, measures invariably undertaken. It is unlikely, therefore,
that the Savannah will be exposed in the heavy weather to motions
as severe as the design criteria. No damage to, or derangement
of machinery components, containment vessel or structural supports
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should result from the ship motion under any sea conditions,
considering the safety factors employed in the design.

Fire aboard the Savannah is not a threat to nuclear
safety. The Savannah is constructed of incombustible materials
and is fitted with maximum fire protection systems as required
by the U. S. Coast Guard and the American Bureau of Shipping.
Fire from an external source is not considered a threat to the
Savannah since she is provided with adequate fire extinguish..
ing systems to control such an occurrence. Internal explosions
likewise present no danger since Coast Guard regulations do
not permit any dangerous cargo, such as explosives, to be
carried aboard. The chief threat posed by internal fires
would be loss of power and damage to shielding, containment,
and vital reactor equipment. This might result in reactor
shutdown, but could not lead to the uncontrolled release of
significant amounts of radioactivity. Fire within the contain-
ment vessel itself is extremely unlikely because of the scarcity
of combustible material and the limited oxygen available in
the closed vessel, Furthermore, a carbon dioxide extinguish-
ing system is provided to limit damage should a fire develop.

The major nuclear problem in flooding and sinking would
result from complete loss of power and the absence of heat re-
moval from the reactor. Flooding without sinking is not of
major concern, since electrical power for heat removal is avail-
able from the emergency generator on the navigation bridge deck.
In complete sinking, however, heat removal from the reactor core
would be interrupted, resulting in at least partial core melt-
down and release of fission products. The continuing integrity
of the containment vessel is assured by flooding valves which
are located in the containment vessel wall. These would open
automatically on sinking in deep water and, when the pressure
is equalized, they would close and reseal the containment vessel.
Accordingly, if the Savannah were to sink in either shallow or
deep water, the integrity of the containment vessel would be
maintained as a barrier to the release of fission products.
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

December 13, 1960

Honorable John A. McCone
Chairman
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C.

Subject: REPORT ON NS SAVANNAH

Dear Mr. McCone:

At its thirtieth meeting the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards reviewed the NS SAVANNAH nuclear power plant through
that phase identified as Sea Trials, Phase V. The Committee
had the benefit of comments from members of the Division of
Licensing and Regulation, New York Shipbuildin; Corporation,
Babcock & Wilcox Company, States Marine Lines, U. S. Coast
Guard, and George G. harp Inc. The more recent Committee
reports on this reactor system were addressed to you on
February 1 and July 25, 1960. Information supplied to the
Committee since that time (see the reports referenced below)
enables the ACRS to remove the restrictions stated in these
reports. The Committee now concludes that, with the two
restrictions mentioned below, the reactor can be operated
without undue hazard to the health and safety of the public.

1. The Committee believes that it would be imprudent to
operate the ship reactor at more than 7 MW (10% of full
power) in the start-up at Camden. At this level it is
reasonably certain that the fuel elements would not
release significant amounts of fission products into
the containment vessel in the event of an accident. In
spite of the very low probability of escape of radio-
activity, it is not incredible that at higher power
levels during the initial start-up operations amounts
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of radioactivity which could be harmful to the public
might escape due to a now unforeseen maloperation of
equipment or to faulty operational procedures. It
must be recognized that the reactor is essentially
mobile and can be transported safely to the York River
site for further testing. Furthermore, from tests up
to 10% of full power, sufficient information will be
obtained about the behavior of the power plant to make
a large shore support facility unnecessary.

It is, therefore, our belief that it is unwise to take
a risk, however small, at initial start-up in the highly
populated Camden area when the risk can be avoided by
easily achievable means. The Committee wishes to em-
phasize that this opinion does not reflect a lack of
confidence in the design, start-up procedures, or opera-
tion of this reactor. It merely recognizes that with
any reactor which has not been extensively tested at
power or as a full prototype, there exists a remote
possibility of errors, in design or in operating pro-
cedures, which might be hazardous to the public.

2. Before the return of the ship to Camden with the primary
system pressurized or before the start of Phase VI test-
ing -- Extended Sea Trials -- the ACRS recommends that
the performance of the NS SAVANNAH be documented for formal
review by the staff and the ACRS. It is highly desirable
to establish as soon as possible what limitations, if any,
should be placed, because of reasons of safety to the
public, upon subsequent operation of the ship.

The ACRS also recommends that the following items be
followed up by AEC and settled to their satisfaction with-
out further review by ACRS. ACRS, however, would like to
be informed of the results of the AEC's effort as soon
as possible.

a. The results of the start-up test program should be
obtained through the 10% power level before the
reactor is operated at higher power levels. The
ACRS commends the good judgment of the New York
Shipbuilding Corporation in proposing a review
at this level.
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b. A review should be made of the pertinence of recent
failures of 17-4 PH steel to be used in the NS SAVANNAH
control rod design, and to work out a satisfactory
alternative design if the AEC deems it to be necessary.

c. A study should be made of the chance that undesirable
events might result from the flooding of the reactor
compartment, which has recently been proposed as a
"last resort" protective procedure. In particular,
the AEC should determine that no adverse stresses will
be induced by the possible contact of cold water with
the hot containment vessel, especially in the regions
of the structural and attachment welds.

d. A review should be made of the program aimed at develop-
ing a nondestructive monitoring procedure which is capable
of being used for frequent checking of the integrity of the
filters for iodine and particulates. It is desirable
that this test be available before the ACRS review
mentioned under restriction (2) above takes place.

Sincerely yours,

Sgd /LESLIE SILVERMAN

Leslie Silverman
Chairman

References:
1. Supplementary Information Concerning the NS SAVANNAH: Status

of Ebasco Services Design Review dated Nov. 18, 1960; NS
SAVANNAH Containment Vessel, Stress Calculations for Dynamic

Loading dated Nov. 3, 1960; ACRS Information dated Nov. 17,
1960.

2. Resume of Filter.Characteristics - NS SAVANNAH dated

Nov. 18, 1960.
3. SAVANNAH Supplement dated Nov. 30, 1960.

4. Reactor Systems Coordinated Tests, undated, received Dec. 2,
1960.

5. Supplement to Vol. I, Safeguards Report dated Sept. 16, 1960.

6. Nuclear Merchant Ship, Final Safeguards Report - Test, Start-up
and Trials dated Sept. 16, 1960.

7. BAW 1164, Nuclear Merchant Ship, Final Safeguards Report,

Vol. V, Crew Training dated Sept. 1960.
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STATEMENT' BY HANSON BLATZ, DIRECTOR OF
THE OFFICE OF RADIATION CONTROL,

HEALTH DEPARTMENT OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

The New York City Health Department, in co-operation with the New
York State Office of Atomic Development, has been reviewing with con-
siderable interest the available reports on the recently completed nuclear
merchant ship, Savannah. We are in agreement, on the basis of infor-
mation available to date, that there appears to be little reason for concern
about the use of the Port of New York by the Savannah. There appears to
be little risk to the health and safety either of the general public or of
marine and dock workers. It is understood that the ship will have exten-
sive sea trials prior to its entry into any seaport. As a result of such
trials, a further evaluation of its characteristics will be made.

It is requested that ample opportunity be given to representatives of
the New York City and State Health Departments and the New York State
Office of Atomic Development to review hazard evaluation reports that
may exist prior to the decision to enter the Port of New York. The reason
for this is not primarily because of any concern, but because of the need to
meet our responsibilities to the citizens of the City and State of New York
and to be in a position to answer questions which might arise regarding
factors of safety concerning the presence of such a vessel in the harbor.

1/ Presented March 6, 1961, at Germantown, Maryland, at a public hear-
ing held by the United States Atomic Energy Commission on the

Nuclear Ship Savannah.












